
RAJESH KUMAR n NEW DELHI

With agrarian crisis grip-
ping India, the Narendra

Modi Government is consid-
ering direct benefit transfer
(DBT) or transfer cash to farm-
ers and other low income rural
families to ease their financial
burden, instead of offering
subsidies. As per the plan, the
Government may combine all
farm subsidies, including fer-
tiliser costs, in the DBT. The
Government is also planning to
tweak the guidelines of Prime
Minister Fasal Bima Yojna to
ensure minimum premium
and maximum benefit to 
farmers.

The additional cost will be
limited to `70,000 crore ($9.8
billion) annually after a full
rollout of the programme.
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley
had budgeted `70,100 crore for
farm subsidies in the year end-
ing March 31, 2019. 

Coming ahead of general
elections next year, the pro-
posal is expected to put more
money into the hands of farm-
ers, enabling more investments
in the industry, and raising
consumption to boost the over-
all economy, said officials privy
to the plan.  

One proposal is to transfer
`4,000 per acre to farmers,
including small or marginal
farmers who are farm labour-
ers. Under the direct income
support scheme, farmers would
be entitled to a periodic pay-
ment. The amount will be paid

to them to carry out farming
activities. An interest-free crop
loan, from `50,000 to `1 lakh
for every farmer, is also on the
Government’s relief package
menu. The cash transfer for
irrigation and power cost for
running tube can also be
worked out.

Sources said that the
Cabinet Secretary had held a
several rounds of meeting with

officials of Agriculture
Ministry, Finance Ministry and
NITI Aayog to decide package
for farmers. “The cash transfer
to farmers in a year by the
Centre for land-owning farm-
ers appears to be favourable.
The scheme is expected to cost
`1.2- `1.3 lakh crore,” sources
said. “The fiscal burden will
shift to the next fiscal year, giv-
ing room for the Centre to

simultaneously rework some
subsidies being given to farm-
ers such as that on fertilisers
and crop loans,” sources added.

Subsidies to the agriculture
sector include power subsidy,
fertiliser subsidy, agriculture
loan at lower rate of interest,
irrigation subsidy, and insur-
ance cover for farmers at lower
premium rates. The power
subsidy alone stands at over

`90,000 crore followed by fer-
tiliser subsidy at ̀ 75,000 crore.
The Government has already
rolled out fertiliser subsidy to
companies under DBT.

In order to keep the cred-
it flow to the farm sector
robust, the Centre is also plan-
ning to raise the Budget outlay
for interest subvention for agri-
culture loans to `23,000 crore
in 2019-20, a huge jump from

`15,000 crore budgeted for the
current fiscal. The other step
being considered is doubling
collateral-free loans under
Kisan Credit Cards (KCCs) to
`2 lakh and changes in the PM
crop insurance scheme to
enhance coverage and ensure
faster settlement of claims and
schemes.

Besides, the Centre pays 2
per cent interest subvention
against the base rate (9 per cent
in case of PSBs) on all farm
credit. An additional 3 per
cent interest subsidy on crop
loans of up to `3 lakh is paid
to farmers who repay loans in
one year, reducing effective
rate of interest in such cases to
4 per cent.

After electoral debacle in
three major States —
Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh
and Rajasthan — in the last
year Assembly polls, the
Narendra Modi Government
has realised that its existing
policies have failed to reach the
farmers. The Modi
Government, which is seeking
a second term, has to win over
discontented farmers before
the election. They have been hit
by falling crop prices and ris-
ing input costs, prompting
thousands of them to protest in
the street to seek debt waivers.
At the same time, the
Opposition Congress has
mounted pressure on the
Government to act after it
waived farm loans following
victories against the BJP in
three States last month.

Govt plans panacea for farmers’ woes

DBT, regular direct income, interest-free crop loan in relief package

PNS n BENGALURU

The Congress on Monday
suspended its Karnataka

MLA JN Ganesh, who hit his
colleague Anand Singh during
an alleged brawl at a private
resort here on Saturday night.
In further trouble for Ganesh,
Anand — who suffered injuries
in the scuffle and is admitted
to a private hospital — has filed
an FIR against Ganesh. 

According to the FIR,
besides attempt to murder,
Ganesh, who was one of the
MLAs reportedly under the
BJP lens for desertion, has
been charged with causing
grievous injuries and giving
threats.

Ganesh claimed he too
was injured in the scuffle but
insisted that no “bottle attack”
had taken place as projected in
the media. However, he admit-
ted a scuffle had taken place
between him and Anand at
Eagleton Resorts on the city
outskirts late on Saturday. 

The Congress had shifted
its legislators to the resort on
Friday last fearing “poaching”
by the BJP as bid to destabilise
the Congress-JDS coalition
Government in the State.

With the Congress is facing
much embarrassment over the
episode, KPCC president
Dinesh Gundu Rao said
Ganesh has been suspended
with immediate effect. In order
to conduct detailed enquiry

into the incident a special
enquiry committee had been
constituted under the leader-
ship of Deputy Chief Minister
G Parameshwara.

The panel also includes
Ministers KJ George and
Krishna Byre Gowda, the
release said, adding that the
committee had been asked 
to submit the report at the 
earliest.

A statement issued by the
KPCC said party leaders have
conducted a preliminary
enquiry about the “unpleasant”
incident and have also collect-
ed information from Anand.

“Whatever the media has
created about (me) hitting
(Anand) with bottle ... and he
getting14 to 20 stitches ... are all
completely false. There were
also reports about (me) having
bitten our gun man. He is
physically present here. This is
a lie,” Ganesh said. Stating that
Anand is like an elder brother
to him, Ganesh said he and his
family have respected Anand,
whom they knew for the last
15-20 years.

He added, “I have not done
this to him purposefully. On
some issue Bhima Naik (anoth-
er Congress MLA) and Anand
(had differences), I tried to
bring them together (compro-
mise) ... but some wrong events
happened.” 

Continued on Page 7

Bengaluru: The “Walking
God” as he is reverentially
called, the 111-year old Sree
Shivakumara Swami of
Siddaganga mutt has left an
indelible imprint with his stel-
lar contributions to education
sector and philanthropy tar-
geted at children in whom he
saw the Almighty.

Known as “trivida dasohi”
for his triple sacraments —
food, shelter and education —
among his followers, the
swamiji, who died on Monday,
is considered as the incarnation
of Basavanna, the 12th centu-
ry social reformer, as he accept-
ed all irrespective of their reli-
gion or caste.

Born on April 1, 1907 at
Veerapura in Magadi Taluk
near here to Honnappa and
Gangamma as Shivanna, he
was among the 12 siblings.

Losing his mother at the
age of 8 is said to be one of the
reasons for transformation in
Shivanna’s behaviour that
turned spiritual. After com-
pleting primary education at
his native village and Nagavalli,
the Swamiji completed his
matriculation in Tumkuru,
before coming here for
Bachelor degree with Physics
and Mathematics as optional
Subjects.

Siddaganga took over as
the “peethadipati” (pontiff) of
Siddaganga mutt succeeding
his Guru Sree Sree Uddana
Shivayogigalu Shivakumara
Swami and reigned over the
seminary for about 76 years.

During the seven decades,

he founded Sri Siddaganga
Education Society under which
thousands of students, mostly
from villages and under privi-
leged sections, are being edu-
catedin both traditional and
modern learning.

Continued on Page 7

ARCHANA JYOTI n NEW DELHI

Ahead of the January 26
Republic Day celebrations,

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
will on Wednesday inaugurate
three museums in Red Fort as
a tribute to martyrs of
Independence era. 

These include a museum
showcasing role of Netaji
Subash Chandra Bose’s INA;
“Azadi-Ke-Diwane” in remem-
brance of martyrs of India; and
“Yaad-e-Jallian” museum to
honour those killed in the
Jallianwala Bagh massacre 100
years ago.

The museums showcase
an interesting mix of archival
material and state-of-the-art
technology which would create
an immersive experience for

visitors as well as students of
history. 

For instance, it has been

tried to create scenes based on
the letters exchanged and
archival materials of the peri-

od that the Archeological
Survey of India (ASI) could
gather from various sources. 

Bose’s army INA trials were
held inside the precincts of the
historic monument. Several
officers of the INA were court
martialled here in November
and December 1945, said an
ASI official. 

The inauguration of muse-
um on Bose comes a less than
a month after the Prime
Minister renamed three islands

of Andaman and Nicobar
archipelago as a tribute to the
freedom fighter. The Ross
Island was renamed as Netaji
Subhas Chandra Bose Dweep,
the Neil Island as Shaheed
Dweep and the Havelock Island
as Swaraj Dweep as was sug-
gested by Bose in 1943.

Azadi-ke-Diwane muse-
um houses original archival
material and replicas related to
1857 with 70 original paintings
on the uprising, said an official,
adding that names of the mar-
tyrs available from the ICHR
has been put on display as a
mark of tribute to known and
unknown freedom fighters.

The third museum show-
cases incident on massacre of
Jallianwala Bagh, alongside
archival material on India’s

participation in WWI. This
interactive museum aims to
enlighten visitors particularly
youth about the occurrences in
Punjab and the rest of India
leading up to the Jallianwala
Bagh massacre on April 13,
1919.

Jallianwala Bagh houses a
memorial of national impor-
tance, established in 1951, to
commemorate the massacre
of peaceful celebrators, includ-
ing unarmed women and chil-
dren by British occupying
forces, on the occasion of the
Punjabi New Year (Baisakhi).
The exact number of fatalities
is unknown with various news-
papers giving different data.

On the display will be
ancient public records, private
papers, photographs, paint-

ings, sketches, illustrations,
contemporary newspapers
reports, journals and periodi-
cals, proscribed literature,
audio archives, films clippings,
videotapes, animation and
multimedia.

Disclaimers have been put
at various places as we are not
sure of some names which
have been collected from var-
ious sources, said the official,
adding spaces have been left to
add left out names also in case
someone comes with a proof. 

“These have been procured
from various sources. Some are
original while a few are repli-
cas. At some places, we have
tried to use audios or visuals of
the period which have been
made available from various
sources,” the official added.

Azadi-Ke-Diwane to salute Netaji at Red Fort

Siddaganga ‘Walking God’
leaves for heavenly abode 

l The Government may
combine all farm subsidies,
including fertiliser costs, in
the DBT.

l The additional cost will be
limited to `70,000 crore
($9.8 billion) annually after a
full rollout of the programme

l One proposal is to transfer
`4,000 per acre to farmers,
including small or marginal
farmers who are farm
labourers.

l The direct income support
scheme, farmers would be
entitled to a periodic payment.

l The other step being
considered is doubling
collateral-free loans under
Kisan Credit Cards (KCCs) to
`2 lakh and changes in the
PM crop insurance scheme
to enhance coverage and
ensure faster settlement of
claims and schemes.

S I L V E R  B U L L E T !

K’TAKA CRISIS

PNS n NEW DELHI

Fugitive diamond trader
Mehul Choksi, a prime

accused in ` 13,000 PNB cred-
it fraud case, has surrendered his
Indian passport at the Indian
High Commission in Guyana,
official sources said on Monday. 

Choksi had earlier acquired
Antiguan passport in 2018 and
the l atest move is being seen
here as a ploy to frustrate extra-
dition efforts against him.
Choksi  is uncle of fugitive dia-
mantaire Nirav Modi, also an
alleged architect of the PNB
scam who is said to be hiding in
the UK. 

Fugitive

Choksi gives

up Indian

citizenship

Devotees carry the body of spiritual leader Shivakumara Swamiji before it is being
placed for public viewing in Tumkur, Bangalore, on Monday PTI

Cong suspends
MLA booked for
murder attempt 

Modi will also inaugurate
“Yaad-e-Jallian” museum
to honour those killed in
the Jallianwala Bagh
massacre 100 years ago
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India has vast potential: Swaraj

PNS n VARANASI

Declaring India as an educa-
tional hub for the Indian

diaspora living across the world,
External Affairs Minister Sushma
Swaraj  cited examples of high-
ly-reputed IITs (Indian Institutes
of Technology), IIMs (Indian
Institutes of Management) and
other institutions apart from
government programmes aimed
at rapid development.

Swaraj was addressing the
inaugural address at the Youth
Pravasi Bharatiya Divas to mark
the rousing start of the three-day
15th edition of PBD at Deendayal
Hastakala Sankul in Varanasi on
Monday morning. She added the
Indian diaspora had dramatical-
ly changed the world’s perception
of Indians and the country.

The inaugural event was
also addressed by UP chief min-
ister Yogi Adityanath, Union
Minister of State (independent
charge) for Youth Affairs and
Sports Rajyavardhan Singh
Rathore, MP from Norway
Himanshu Gulati and MP from
New Zealand Kanwaljit Singh
Bakshi.

Addressing 6000 delegates
from over 150 nations, Swaraj
said the success of each and every
Indian emigrant was a testimo-
nial to their indefatigable spirit,
unflinching dedication and
patience in the face of extreme
hardships. Calling upon the
young NRIs to be a part of India’s

growth story, the Minister of
External Affairs said: “The aim of
this conclave is not only to keep
you connected with your roots
but also provide you an oppor-
tunity to contribute positively to
country’s development.”

“While the Indian diaspora
started migrating centuries ago,
it is the migration of the educat-
ed, highly-skilled and dynamic
young Indians that has brought
laurels to India,” she said, noting
that many of the multi-national
corporations are headed by
young Indian-origin CEOs such
as Sundar Pichai of Google and
Satya Nadella of Microsoft.

Swaraj highlighted that by
2020, the average age in India
would be 29, making it the

world’s youngest country with 64
per cent of the population in the
working age group.

“While countries like the US,
Western Europe, Japan and even
China are ageing rapidly, India is
getting younger and younger. By
2022, these ageing countries will
become super-aged with over
one-third of their population
over 65 years of age, while India
will have the world’s largest
working population. This demo-
graphic prospective offers India
an unprecedented edge, which
could further contribute to build-
ing a New Young India by 2022.
It is projected that India will be
the source of skilled manpower
to the world by 2022,” she added.

The government’s Skill India

initiative is aimed at making the
county the skill capital of the
world by 2022. “Our aim is to not
just export ‘man-power’ to the
world, but to export ‘skills’.
Exporting ‘skilled’ manpower
will not only garner a better
image for India on the global
space, but also will lead to better
salaries and better remittances,
thus raising India’s GDP further,”
the minister said. 

Asserting that India is now
a land of innovation and start-
ups, Swaraj said contribution of
Indian diaspora in technical field
was exemplary with nearly 16 per
cent of startups in the Silicon
Valley having an Indian co-
founder. 

In the last four-and-a-half
years, the government has dis-
mantled lots of rules and regu-
lations and further opened up
India’s investment regime, Swaraj
said.  Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath said he
had made a lot of efforts to
change the investment scenario
in the state. He also invited all
NRIs to invest in the land of their
forefathers. “Our diaspora has
always championed Indian cul-
ture in far away lands and con-
tributed tremendously to India’s
success story,” Rathore said on the
occassion.

Later, the first plenary session
on ‘Engagement with younger
members of Indian diaspora’
was co-chaired by Rathore and
Singh.

External Affairs Mnister Sushma Swaraj inaugurates Youth Pravasiya Bharatiya
Divas in Varanasi on Monday as Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
looks on Pioneer

PM to open

PBD convention

in Vns today

PTI n NEW DELHI

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will on Tuesday inau-

gurate the 15th Pravasi
Bharatiya Divas convention in
his parliamentary constituency
of Varanasi. For the first time,
the three-day-long convention
is being organised from January
21 to 23 instead of January 9 to
allow participants visit the
Kumbh mela in Allahabad and
attend the Republic Day parade
here.

The theme of this year’s
convention is ‘role of Indian
diaspora in building new India’,
a statement from the Prime
Minister’s office said.

Prime Minister of
Mauritius Pravind Jugnauth
will be the chief guest of the
convention, while Himanshu
Gulati, member of Parliament
of Norway, will be the special
guest. Kanwaljit Singh Bakshi,
member of Parliament of New
Zealand, will be the guest of
honour. The decision to cele-
brate Pravasi Bharatiya Diwas
was taken by then prime min-
ister Atal Bihari Vajpayee and
the first event was celebrated on
January 9, 2003 here. January 9
was chosen as the day to cele-
brate Pravasi Bharatiya Diwas
as it was on this day in 1915 that
Mahatma Gandhi had returned
to India from South Africa. 
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Lucknow (PNS): Two policemen,
including a local beat sub-inspector, were
suspended and a magisterial enquiry was
ordered into the brutal killing of a
Bharatiya Janata Party leader in
Kushninagar. The victim was battered to
death by the goons on Sunday morning.

As per reports, BJP MP Rajesh Pandey
visited victim Wakil Singh’s home in Bihuli
Sumali area of Kushinagar on Monday
morning to condole the death. He also
assured all necessary help by the party. 

Pandey told the family that on direc-
tions of Cabinet minister and Kushinagar
in-charge Rajendra Singh aka Moti Singh,
the district police chief suspended a sub-
inspector and constable for negligence and
also ordered a probe by the sub-division-
al magistrate (SDM).

Regional general secretary of BJP,
Wakil Singh, was dragged out of his home
and battered to death by unidentified mis-
creants on Sunday morning, soon after he
returned home from the local police sta-
tion. 

He was having a land related dispute
with someone and the local police suspect
that the killing might have been orches-
trated at behest of his rival.  

No arrest could be made by the
police till Monday afternoon, even as two
teams were working on the case. 

PNS n LUCKNOW

Congress president Rahul
Gandhi will kick-off his

party’s campaign for the 2019
Lok Sabha polls in Uttar
Pradesh by addressing a rally in
Lucknow on February 10. 

Leaders of UP Congress
Committee are busy giving
final touches to the prepara-
tions.

“Rahul Gandhi has given
his nod to launch the poll
campaign by addressing a rally
in Lucknow on February 10. He
will spread the campaign by
addressing one rally each in
every zone of the state,” a
UPCC leader said. 

“We all are busy preparing
a base by strengthening the
organisation up to the booth
level. We will show the oppo-
sition parties that the Congress
is no pushover in UP and we
will win the maximum number
of seats in the coming parlia-
mentary elections,” he said.

Sources said that senior
leaders supervising the prepa-
rations for Rahul’s Lucknow
rally were dissatisfied with the
progress made so far. They
warned all district party chiefs
who had so far failed to provide
names of leaders at block and
booth levels. 

Meanwhile, United
Progressive Alliance (UPA)

chairperson Sonia Gandhi and
Congress chief Rahul Gandhi
will visit their respective parlia-
mentary constituencies, Rae
Bareli and Amethi, for two days
from January 23.

Both leaders will reach
Fursatganj airport by a char-
tered aircraft in the morning of
January 23. While Sonia
Gandhi will go to Rae Bareli
from the airport, Rahul will
head to Amethi. However,
both will stay for the night at
Bhue Mau guest house in Rae
Bareli.

Representative of Sonia
Gandhi at Rae Bareli, KL
Sharma, said in Lucknow on
Monday that Sonia Gandhi
would meet party leaders and
could visit some selected vil-
lages to review development
works. 

Before leaving for Delhi on
January 24, the UPA chairper-
son would hold a ‘janata dar-
shan’ at Bhue Mau guest house
along with Rahul Gandhi and
then attend a meeting of dis-
trict development monitoring
and vigilance committee. 

Sonia Gandhi would be
visiting her constituency after
a long time.

Rahul would also visit a
couple of villages in Amethi
and attend the district develop-
ment monitoring and vigilance
committee meetings.

PNS n LUCKNOW

With the Lok Sabha elec-
tions coming closer, the Uttar
Pradesh government has decid-
ed to increase destitute pension
by ̀ 100 per month and include
sadhus in the scheme. 

This was announcement by
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
in Lucknow on Monday. 

While a press release issued
by the state government did not
mention the inclusion of sad-
hus in the scheme, information
advisor to the Chief Minister
did not rule out the possibili-
ty in near future.

“Sadhus can also be includ-
ed if they come under the cat-
egory of destitute,” a senior offi-

cial said.
Now all destitutes (men,

women, disabled and others)
will get a pension of `500 per
month against the previous
`400. 

There were reports that
the government could give
exclusive pension of ̀ 10,000 to
sadhus and saints, but it was
denied by the government,
which said that sadhus and
saints could avail the benefit of
old age pension scheme.

The government claimed
that the exchequer would face
an additional burden of `600
crore.

The Chief Minister asked
officials to organise special
camps at every Vidhan Sabha

constituency between January
20 and 30 to distribute 
pensions to aged people, wid-
ows, divyangs and destitutes.
The elected representatives
and lower level officials have
been asked to attend these
camps.

A government spokesman
said that district magistrates
had been asked to appoint
chief development officers,
sub-divisional magistrates and
other senior district officials as
nodal officers for holding such
camps. 

He said that so far nine
lakh beneficiaries had availed
this benefit but if the officers
worked with right earnest, the
figure would jump to 70 lakh.  

PNS n LUCKNOW

Samajwadi Party president
Akhilesh Yadav endorsed

Yogi Adityanath government’s
decision to give provide pen-
sion to sadhus (seers) who
were above 60 years of age. 

He demanded that each old
sadhu be given a monthly pen-
sion of at least `20,000.

“We want the restoration of
`50,000 per month pension to
Yash Bharti awardees and also
the Samajwadi pension.
Pension should also be given to
those reciting Ramayana and
those performing the roles of
Ram, Lakshman and Sita in
Ramlilas. If some money is left,
then those playing the role of
Ravana can also be given pen-
sion,” Akhilesh said at a press
conference in Lucknow on
Monday.

Welcoming the Union gov-
ernment’s move to open
Akbar’s Fort on the bank of
Yamuna river in Allahabad
thereby enabling people to
have a ‘darshan’ of Akshayvat,
the SP chief said that the
Centre should transfer owner-
ship of the fort to UP govern-
ment. 

Reiterating his demand for
the use of ballot papers instead
of electronic voting machines
(EVMs) in election, Akhilesh
said, “People want restoration
of ballot papers instead of
EVMs as they want to vent

PNS n LUCKNOW

Governor Ram Naik has
convened the budget ses-

sion of Uttar Pradesh assembly
from February 5.

The session will begin with
the Governor’s address to the
joint sitting of both houses of
the state legislature. The date of
presentation of the budget for
2019-20 fiscal is likely to be
decided next week. 

An official of Vidhan
Sabha secretariat said that the
meeting of business advisory
committee of the assembly was
likely to be held on February 4
in which the date of presenta-
tion of the budget and the
agenda of the budget session
would be decided.

In view of the coming Lok
Sabha elections, the budget
session is likely to be a short
one. 

As per rules of business for
the conduct of proceedings of
UP Vidhan Sabha, there should
be a minimum of 23 sittings
during the budget session.
During the session, four days
are allotted for debate on the
motion of thanks to the
Governor’s address to the joint
sitting of the state legislature
and four days for general dis-
cussion on the annual budget
followed by grant-wise debate
on the budget.

Meanwhile, Speaker
Hriday Narayan  Dikshit on
Monday formally inaugurated
the Parliamentary Monitoring
Committee of the assembly
set up on August 29 last year.

Dikshit said the PMC
played an important role in
ensuring accountability of
bureaucracy and other agencies
of the state. He said the com-
mittee would address the long-

standing grievances of MLAs
that the government was either
evasive or not in giving satis-
factory reply or information in
response to questions and
notices given by members dur-
ing the session of the House.

He said that the committee
would also address issues con-
cerning the protocol of mem-
bers of the House. 

An official of assembly
secretariat said, “The com-
plaints by MLAs, particularly of
the opposition, that they were
being ignored or humiliated by
government officials would be
taken up and redressed by the
PMC and action would betak-
en against errant officials. 

UP Assembly is the 
only one among Common-
wealth nations to have such
kind of committee for ensur-
ing accountability of the
bureaucracy.

Lucknow (PNS): Samajwadi Party leader
Mohammad Azam Khan lashed out at the recent oppo-
sition rally organised by Trinamool Congress supremo
and West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee in
Kolkata for inadequacy in representation of interests of
Muslim minority at the event. Khan also slammed the
opposition parties for limiting their discourse only on
certain political issues and not focusing on national
interest.

On January 19, Mamata Banerjee had organised a
mega conclave of opposition parties in which leaders
of 24 regional parties had assembled at the Brigade
Parade ground. “Representation of the second biggest
population or Muslims was merely namesake. Only one
leader from Kashmir and another from Assam attend-
ed the rally. Muslims are worried about their represen-
tation,” Khan said in Firozabad on Sunday. 

“The Kolkata rally was aimed at joining everyone
together for the nation’s benefit. While several politi-
cal issues were raised, discussion on where the nation
is going and where it is supposed to lead was not taken
up seriously,” he said.

In Kolkata’s mega rally, opposition leaders, includ-
ing Nationalist Congress Party chief Sharad Pawar, for-
mer Prime Minister HD Deve Gowda, Samajwadi Party
chief Akhilesh Yadav, CMs of Andhra Pradesh, Delhi
and Karnataka, N Chandrababu Naidu, Arvind Kejriwal
and HD Kumaraswamy, respectively, former CMs Omar
Abdullah, Farooq Abdullah, Rashtriya Janata Dal
leader Tejashwi Yadav and Dravida Munnetra
Kazhagam’s (DMK) MK Stalin were present.
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Over one crore devotees
took a holy dip at the

Sangam on the auspicious
occasion of Paush Purnima, the
second important bathing of
the 49-day-long Kumbh, here
on Monday.  

From Sunday night itself,
the Sangam area was buzzing
with activity as devotees started
arriving even as security forces
maintained a close watch on the
movement of pilgrims and vis-
itors at the mela venue.

Even before sunrise, devo-
tees were seen coming out from
the ghats after taking the dip. 

The devotees and kalpvasis
in large numbers took the holy
dip at all the 35 temporary
ghats where adequate strength of
river police was deployed to
check cases of drowning.

At each and every ghat bar-
ricading had been done and
warning boards had been
installed for the convenience of
the pilgrims. 

Officials repeatedly made
announcements requesting
devotees not to venture into
deep waters and also keep an eye

over suspicious elements in their
vicinity and report it to the
police.

The full moon was at its
splendid best over Sangam
before the break of dawn and
devotional songs greeted visitors

in the Sangam area.
Fog too was seen before

sunrise at various places in the
Sangam area. However, it failed
to dampen the mood of devo-
tees.

As the day progressed, the

number of devotees coming to
take the holy dip increased.

The Kumbh Mela adminis-
tration and police had made
elaborate arrangements on the
occasion. 

Devotees not only from

UP but from the neighbouring
states like Madhya Pradesh,
Bihar and Jharkhand and differ-
ent countries too had arrived in
the Sangam City braving the
chilly weather conditions.

The priests claimed Paush
Purnima marked the beginning
of the austerity period (kalpvas)
which is observed during
Magha month. During the
entire month, the kalpvasis stay
on the bank of the river.

Minister of State for
Muslim Waqf and Haj. Mohsin
Raza on Monday visited the
Sangam on the occasion of
Paush Purnima and described
it as “heaven on earth”. 

Union Minister of State for
Food Processing Industries and
Bharatiya Janata Party leader
Sadhvi Niranjan Jyoti visited the
Sangam on Monday.

Uttarakhand Chief Minister
Trivendra Singh Rawat was also
in Sangam City to extend an
invitation for the Kumbh Mela,
which will be held in Haridwar
later, and met office-bearers of
various Akharas, said Akhil
Bharatiya Akhara Parishad
chairman, Mahant Narendra
Giri.

Foreigners take part in Sangam aarti

UP govt increases

destitute pension

Sadhus included in scheme

Over one crore devotees take dip on Paush Purnima

Devotees taking dip at the Sangam during Kumbh on the occasion of Paush Purnima in Prayagraj on Monday

their anger by stamping on bal-
lot papers.”

Amid chants of ‘Jai
Akhilesh ‘ and Bahujan Samaj
Party slogan ‘Jai Bhim’ by
members of Samajwadi
Chhatra Sabha, the SP chief
reaffirmed that the BSP-SP
alliance had been stamped and
talks for identifying seats had
been completed.

“There is no confusion
within the cadres of both par-
ties. Now the people have
decided to elect a new prime
minister. The coordination
between SP and BSP workers is
spirited, as can be witnessed
with the raising of the slogan of
BSP by our workers,” he said.

On the question of leader-
ship of the joint opposition,
Akhilesh said, “As far as lead-
ership is concerned, it is actu-
ally the people who will decide
it. You will see in near future
how many options we have,” he
told the media persons. 

“But one thing is clear —
that the country is waiting for
a new prime minister. If the
Bharatiya Janata Party, which is
so concerned about us, has a
new prime minister they
should tell the people,”
Akhilesh said.

On Mulayam Singh Yadav,
he chief said, “SP patron
Mulayam Singh Yadav will be
fielded from the seat of his
choice.”

On the controversy over
BJP MLA Sadhana Singh’s
derogatory remarks against
BSP chief Mayawati, Akhilesh
said the language being used by
the ruling party leaders reflect-
ed their frustration.

On Pravasi Bharatiya Divas
being organised in Varanasi
from Monday, the SP chief said,
“Since the last so many years,
we are waiting for the NRIs to
invest in the state. May be those
coming here will have a change
of heart after visiting Kumbh
Mela and taking a dip in the
Ganga. Some policies, decisions
and confidence were required
for making those sitting on the
dais of Pravasi Diwas function
invest in the state.” 

“Thoko (shoot and kill)
policy will neither bring order
nor confidence. I will ask them
to use Agra-Lucknow
Expressway during their return
journey so that they (NRIs)
may know who has worked and
who has betrayed the people,”
Akhilesh said. 

Meanwhile, Pichhara
Samaj Swabhiman Party led by
VK Singh Yadav announced to
merge with the SP on Monday.

Akhilesh endorses decision

Allahabad (PNS): An international delega-
tion comprising 24 persons from Indonesia,
Japan, Germany, Belgium, United Kingdom,
Brazil, Spain, Argentina and USA arrived at the
Parmarth Niketan camp in Kumbh Mela on the
occasion of Paush Purnima here on Monday.
They took the holy dip and participated in the
morning prayer,  yoga,  Sangam aarti and ‘sat-
sang’ (religious discourse).  In his address Swami
Chidanand and Saraswatiji,  head of the ashram,
said that people came from across the world as
well as India at the Sangam just for a holy dip.
The ‘triveni’ (confluence) of nature, culture and
future should emerge in the Kumbh of our lives,
he pointed out. Sadhvi Bhagwati Saraswatiji said
it was not just for taking a holy dip that the peo-
ple flocked the Sangam during Kumbh but for
the inner cleanliness of the spirit. 

Guv convenes UP budget

session from February 5

Rahul to kick off

Cong poll campaign

in UP on Feb 10

2 cops suspended 

over murder of

BJP leader

Muslims inadequately
represented in Mamata’s 
Kolkata rally: Azam 

Foreign devotees taking a holy dip at the Sangam on the occasion of Paush
Purnima during the Kumbh Mela in Allahabad on Monday.                             
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Traffic snarls occurred at Hazratganj
on Monday due to  protests and

road construction. Members of the
Lucknow Vyapar mandal  in large num-
bers, raising slogans against online trad-
ing and displaying placards in support
of their demands, staged a march after
being stopped ahead of the BJP office
in Hazratganj. Security and administra-
tion officials blocked the road on  both
sides with barricading. The traders
started raising slogans and demanded
that they should be allowed to move
further impacting the traffic for half an
hour. The traffic coming towards the
Nagar Nigam from the Vidhan Sabha
side was diverted and passersby were
compelled to use alternative routes. 

Members of the delegation later
met Governor Ram Naik and handed
over their nine-point memorandum to
him in the afternoon. 

Lucknow Vyapar Mandal president
Rajendra Kumar Agarwal stated that
their nine-point charter of demands
included a check on the present online
business and GST provisions. “The gov-
ernment should ensure an effective
check on 25 pc sale through online pro-
visions only and should evolve a mech-
anism to ensure its implementation,” he
said. He said that a check on GST pro-
visions should be made to avoid harass-

ment of traders. 
Traffic snarls also occurred in

front of the Hindi Sansthan due to the
construction of road by the Lucknow
Metro Rail Corporation late in the
afternoon. A senior official said that the
congestion took place because many
commuters were taking a wrong turn
while coming towards the Hindi
Sansthan.

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

The Lucknow Metro Rail
Corporation (LMRC) trains have

started running in automatic mode
from Transport Nagar to Charbagh
stations from Monday. Automatic
train operation (ATO) is the most
advanced system of automation pro-
vided in Metro trains along with the
latest state-of-the-art communication
based train control (CBTC) signalling
system. Earlier, the Metro trains were
being run in automatic train protec-
tion (ATP) mode in which automat-
ic braking is ensured to prevent any
kind of collision for the safety of com-
muters. According to a senior official,
ATO mode had been thoroughly test-
ed. “In this particular mode, the
trains will operate without any inter-
vention by the train operator under the
supervision and control of ATP func-
tions. This mode ensures that open-
ing of the doors of train is automated
while closing of the doors is done man-

ually by train operators. This is the
most advanced system of automation
provided in Metro trains along with
the latest CBTC signalling system,” the
official said. 

Moreover, ATS system has also
been provided to ensure automatic
management of train movement by
automatic route setting and automat-
ic train regulation by supervising the
train movement continuously and
optimising it in case of abnormalities.

Earlier this month, LMRC had
successfully commenced the sig-
nalling integrated testing trials by
moving the train in balance section
up to Munshipulia on one end and
from Transport Nagar to CCS Airport
stations at other end for smooth oper-
ation of the trains having interface
with signaling, telecommunication,
track and traction. With this, LMRC
is now all set for commissioning of
the entire North-South corridor
(phase 1-A) from CCS Airport to
Munshipulia soon.

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

In a sensational incident,
unidentified miscreants mur-
dered a 22-year-old girl,

destroyed her face by some chem-
ical and then dumped her body
after stuffing it in a trolley
bag/suitcase in the thickets along-
side Gomti river near Bharat
Ratna Atal Bihari Vajpayee ‘Ekana’
Stadium under Gosainganj police
station on Monday. 

Her dress was found in a
dishevelled state and it is suspect-
ed that the miscreants had sexu-
ally assaulted the girl before killing
and destroying her face. The
police, however, were tight-lipped
when queried about the same. The
police also had no clue about the
identity of the woman.

As per reports, some shep-
herds were grazing their cattle
alongside the river’s bank when
they spotted the trolley bag. Out
of curiosity, some of them went
near it and opened it only to find
the body of a girl stuffed inside it.
They immediately informed local
youths and later the news reached
the police. On the information, a
team reached the place for inves-

tigation into the case. Later, SSP,
Lucknow, Kalanidhi Naithani and
ASP, Rural, Vikrant Veer also
reached the scene to oversee the
ongoing investigation. 

As per police, the girl was
dressed in a pair of trousers and a
sweater. Her face was found black-
ened and it is suspected that the
miscreants used some chemical to
destroy her face to conceal her
identity. “The circumstantial evi-

dence hinted that the miscreants
killed the girl at some other place
and then dumped her body in the
thickets. From this point of view,
it is suspected that the woman
belonged to some district other
than Lucknow,” sources opined.
They said the police were also
looking for girls who were report-
ed missing a day back. “The body
seemed a day old as per the opin-
ion of forensic experts. The autop-
sy report will ascertain the exact
time of death,” they pointed out.
The sources said the possibility of
sexual assault could not be ruled
out. SSP Naithani said a case of
murder was registered in that
connection. “We have sent the
photographs of the girl to neigh-
bouring police stations to expedite
the identification of the deceased,”
he said. The SSP admitted that the
role of some close acquaintance of
the victim could not be ruled out
in the crime. “The miscreants
attempted to destroy the face of the
woman and this indicates they
wanted to conceal her identity to
hide their involvement in the
case. This is the lead in the case
and we hope to crack the case,” he
said.

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

Another solver was arrested in the
Uttar Pradesh Civil Court Staff (for

the post of driver grade IV) exam in
Lucknow by a team of Special Task
Force on Monday. 

As per reports, the STF was tipped
off about a solver who was taking the
exam in place of an examinee at
Awasiya Public Inter College in Rajni
Khand locality of Sharda Nagar under
Ashiyana police station area on
Monday. On the information, a team,
led by inspector Arun Kumar 
Singh, conducted a raid and the solver
was nabbed.

The miscreant, identified as
Dharmendra Kumar Yadav of Patna,
was taking the exam in place of Sanjay
Kumar Yadav of Allahabad. He owned
up his crime and disclosed that he was

to be given Rs 1 lakh for the ‘job’ and
had taken Rs 15,000 as advance sum
for the favour. He disclosed that he was
given the task by Shashank Yadav aka
Pradeep of Allahabad. 

Police said the examinee was also
present outside the centre and succeed-
ed in fleeing the scene. “The role of the
college staff is also being scanned and
an action will be initiated against
them if any of them were found
involved in the malpractice,” the 
police said.

On Sunday, eight solvers and three
examinees were arrested by STF from
different exam centres in Madiaon,
Thakurganj and Hazratganj while the
Lucknow police had arrested a solver
and an examinee from Aminabad
Inter College for taking the 
exam of Uttar Pradesh Civil Court Staff
(group D).

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

Founder of Shiv Sena Bal
Thackeray always said that his

name spells controversy and was
synonymous with news. This was
stated by writer and producer of the
upcoming film ‘Thackeray’ Sanjay
Raut, who is also a Rajya Sabha MP.
He was in Lucknow for promotion
of the movie on Monday. Raut was
accompanied by Nawazuddin
Siddiqui, who has played the main
lead, and actress Amrita Arora.

Raut made this statement as a
reply to the persistent media queries
that he had introduced three con-
troversial dialogues in the movie
which traces the life of the well-
known Marathi personality from
1961-1995. Raut categorically point-
ed out that they were not trying to
give any political message through
the film. “It’s a thought which we
have shared,” he added.

Raut said that the idea was to
bring before the public the true
image of the person about whom
the general public has a perception.
“The man was  perceived as a fun-
damentalist but he was a national-
ist to the core and it was he who
gave the idea that the nation comes
first and is then followed by the
state,” he said. Regarding the tim-
ing of the film at a time when the
Lok Sabha elections were round the
corner, he said that there was no
such intention on their part.

When asked if he had eulogised
Bal Thackeray or attempted  to give
a balanced picture of the personal-
ity, he said that he had given a true
picture. “I have always been with
him and have known him through-
out and have tried to give a balanced
look to the character,” he added. On
being asked whether he chose
Nawazuddin, a Muslim actor to play
the role of Thackeray to show that
Thackeray was not a fundamental-
ist which he was made out to be ,
the writer and producer said that he
chose Nawazuddin because he was
a good actor. He admitted that he
had not made a documentary but
a film which works on the box

office. “I made a film on the large
canvas because it was something
which goes with Bal Thackeray’s
persona.  A film on the web series
would not have done justice to such
a great personality. The film is a big
budget film,” he added.

When asked whether he would
approach the Chief Minister for
making the film tax-free, he said
that he had no plans as such and he
would like the public to come on
their own to watch the it. “We have
worked on it to make it interesting.
My daughter goaded me to write the
film and for every scene which I
showed to her she would reject it if
she found it boring. Thackeray
was an open person and never used
to hide any aspect of his life. We are
already working on the sequel of the
film,” he added. Persistently asked
whether he had portrayed the fam-
ily tiffs in the film, he said that peo-
ple would have to come out to watch
the film.

Actor Nawazuddin Siddiqui
said that it was the role of a lifetime
which any actor could have ever
dreamt of. He admitted that there
were challenges of playing a biopic
role since he has done three biopics
which include the life of Dashrath
Manjhi, Sadat Manto and now
Thackeray. “There is some change
which occurs within you when

you play one character and then
come out of it. There was also the
challenge of using the prosthetic
nose for the character which I
played as Thackeray,” he said.  He
admitted that he stands by the dia-
logue in the film, “Bheekh nahin
mango apna haq mango,” he added.
For the character he said that he
learnt Marathi in a one-month-long
workshop which was held for the
film. Commenting on Lucknow, he
said, “Lucknow is almost like a
home to me for the reason that I
have studied here. I was a student
of the Bhartendu Natya Akademi
and this city requires no introduc-
tion,” he said.

Actress Amrita Rao, who plays
the wife of Thackeray, said she had
very little as a point of reference for
portraying her character. “I had just
a few pictures to start with and I had
to go back to my grandmother’s
album to know better the women of
those times. I realised that they were
a very mature lot and were handling
their children in such a nice man-
ner when at this age we are simply
calling our mothers for any and
every reason,” she added. The
actress said that she was happy that
she got a chance to play a role which
was different from the girl next door
one which she had been portraying
so far.

Girl found murdered, face mutilated

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

Aman, who was absent from
his services in Army Medical

Core (AMC), Lucknow, since
2006 was found dead inside a
hotel room under mysterious
conditions in Charbagh on
Monday. The jawan, identified as
Sanjeev Usandi (41), a native of
Chhattisgarh, was posted as a
constable in Army Medical Core
(AMC) in Lucknow and was
absent since 2006. He had
returned to Lucknow with an
application for rejoining.
According to the Naka police,
Sanjeev had checked into room
number 106 of hotel Paradise in
Naka on January 9.

Around 8 am on Monday, a
hotel staff knocked the door to
take order for services but did not
get any reply. Later, around 11 am,
the hotel staff once again went to
the room to remind him of break-

fast. But, this time too he did not
get any response from the room.

Following this, the room ser-
vice boy informed other staff
and they broke the door only to
see Sanjeev lying on the bed in an
unconscious state. They alerted
the police and rushed him to the
KGMU Trauma Centre where
doctors declared him “brought
dead”. Naka SHO Vishwajeet
Singh said that the body bore no
injury mark and no suicide note
was recovered from the site. “The
family said that Sanjeev was
addicted to alcohol and had not
reported to the AMC since 2006,”
he said. The inspector said the
police had no information that
Sanjeev was removed from the
job.  Sanjeev’s brother Rupesh,
who is posted in Assam Rifles,
told the police that Sanjeev had
gone to Lucknow to look into
prospects of getting the job 
back. 

Armyman playing truant
found dead in hotel room

Not trying to give any political

message through film: Raut

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

Alambagh businessmen
Amanpreet was peppered

with bullets due to rivalry in
money-lending and liquor busi-
ness as he was fast becoming a
challenge to his rivals. His mur-
der plan was chalked out by
those who had taken a huge sum
from him as loan. 

The stunning facts surfaced
after prime accused Raju Sardar
aka Kalia aka Balwinder Singh
was nabbed by a team of the
crime branch on Sunday night
and he confessed to his crime.
Police are hunting for Jugnu
Walia, Mintu Bedi alias Jaspreet
Singh and Dilshad, who funded
Raju Sardar and Sonu Khan aka
Habib Khan to eliminate
Amanpreet. Sonu Khan had
surrendered in the court evad-
ing police arrest on Saturday.

Raju Sardar was arrested
on Sunday night from Charbagh
by the SWAT team, led by
inspector Santosh Awasthi, who
was tipped off about his pres-
ence there. The operation was
led by Alambagh CO Sanjeev
Sinha.SWAT team inspector
Santosh Awasthi said that Raju
Sardar left for Delhi after com-
mitting the crime and had

returned the pistol used in the
murder to Jugnu Walia. “After
spending sometime in Delhi, he
returned to Lucknow and stayed
at his sister-in-law’s residence in
Aliganj. On late Sunday night,
when he was about to leave the
city, we nabbed him,” he added. 

Alambagh CO said that
Sonu Khan alias Habib Khan
Jugnu Walia, Mintu Bedi alias
Jaspreet Singh and Dilshad plot-
ted the murder and they were
booked under criminal conspir-
acy. 

It surfaced that Amanpreet
had invested more than Rs 2.5
crore in the money-lending
business and Jugnu Walia,
Mintu Bedi alias Jaspreet Singh
and Dilshad had taken a huge
sum from the former. Dilshad of
Mawaiyya is a contractor and he
had also taken a huge sum
from Amanpreet to run his
business. Sources said a rivalry
cropped up between Amanpreet
and Jugnu Walia and that led to
his murder. Jugnu Walia is infa-
mous for liquor smuggling and
the Alambagh police had regis-
tered a case against him a few
months back too. 

Prime accused in
Alambagh bizman’s
murder case nabbed

Lucknow (PNS); A train
accident was averted after ani-
mal carcasses got entangled in
the engine of Kanpur-Delhi
Shatabdi Express in
Shikohabad on Monday morn-
ing. Railway officials said that
five cattle were run over by a
train on the tracks around 6 am
on Monday morning. Later, the
Kanpur-Delhi Shatabdi
Express passed on the track at
high speed and the carcasses
got entangled with the engine
wheels. With his quick think-
ing, the loco pilot applied
emergency brakes and averted
a mishap. Later, the railway
staff removed the carcasses
from the track and the train
was allowed its onward jour-
ney. Due to the incident, train
services on Delhi-Kanpur route
was disrupted for 20 minutes. 

The stray cattle menace
has created much problems for
people of the state after the Yogi
government came out with
stringent laws on cow slaugh-
ter. Though the government
has now started making shel-
ter homes for stray cattle, the
problem is growing by the day
as farmers have been com-
plaining of stray cattle devour-
ing standing crops in fields
across the state.

Train mishap

averted

Metro trains on ATO mode

Protests cause traffic

snarls in Hazratganj

Another solver in STF net

Protests such as the one by Lucknow Vyapar
Mandal (top) made the traffic crawl in the state
capital on Monday  Pioneer

Her dress was found in

a dishevelled state and

it is suspected that the

miscreants had

sexually assaulted the

girl before killing and

destroying her face

Sanjay Raut with actors Nawazuddin Siddiqui and Amrita Rao in Lucknow
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The Traffic department has
announced diversions for

the first rehearsal of the
Republic Day parade on
Tuesday and for the main
function on January 26. The
parade will start from the
Ravindralaya at 9.30 am and
then move towards KKC tri-
crossing, Maharana Pratap
crossing, Bapu Bhawan,
Hazratganj crossing, Mayfair
trisection, DM residence, KD
Singh ‘Babu’ Stadium,
Motimahal tri-crossing,
Chiraiya Jheel, Sikandarbagh
crossing, Hazratganj, Bandaria
Bagh and back to Lal Batti
crossing.

From 8 am, the traffic
near Charbagh railway stadi-
um will be completely stopped.
Vehicles moving from
Alambagh and Mawaiyya
towards Charbagh will be
diverted either towards
Kaiserbagh or be made to
take a U-turn towards
Mawaiyya and Alambagh.

Traffic will not be allowed
to move from Rana Pratap

crossing towards KKC and
Charbagh, and will be divert-
ed towards Basmandi crossing.
Vehicles moving from
Bandaria Bagh crossing
towards Hazratganj will be
diverted towards Golf Club
and Gandhi Setu.

Traffic will be completely
prohibited on the road in
front of Vidhan Bhawan from
2 pm onwards on January 25
in view of the seating arrange-
ments to be made there.
Traff ic will  also remain
restricted from Novelty cross-
ing to Capital Cinema tri-
crossing. Only those with car
passes will be allowed to move
from Novelty to Janpath for
parking. Traffic will not be
allowed from Hazratganj
crossing towards Parivartan
crossing, and will be diverted
towards Ashok Marg and
Sapru Marg. Vehicles coming
from Mahanagar and
Nishatganj will not be allowed
to move towards Hazratganj
crossing from Sikandarbagh
crossing, and will be diverted
towards Dalibagh colony. 

Buses coming from
Kaiserbagh will not be allowed
to move towards Hussainganj,
and will be diverted towards
Mawaiyya and Alambagh.
Traffic officials said passengers
going to Amausi airport and
Charbagh railway station
should look for alternative
routes instead of Amausi-
Charbagh and KD Singh sta-
dium route.

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

She is still rocking at the age of 73
years. Actress Aruna Irani who has

spent a total of 64 years in the film
industry and has been working since
the age of nine years said that the secret
of her energy was her passion for her
work. The actress was in the city for the
promotion of her latest show ‘Dil Toh
Happy Hai Ji’. In a chat with The
Pioneer, she said that her sisters always
tell her to rest but she loves the idea of
waking up and stepping out to work.
As for her beauty tip at this age, she said
it was the regular use of ‘malai’ on her
face. “My sisters often  tell me that I
should stop working because I had
earned so much of money and I tell
them what should I sit at home for
counting my money. I get up in the
morning with the eagerness to go and
work which keeps me fresh and kick-
ing,” she said. The actress said that she
was careful about her diet. “I try to have
less of carbohydrates so that it does not
increase my weight and more of veg-
etables,” she said.

Looking young for her age, the
actress pushes aside any comments that
she has used plastic surgery. “I have
never used plastic surgery although I
know that the lines on my face are get-
ting deeper.  I have long given up the
use of expensive creams on my face but
I feel rubbing fresh cream (malai) on
the face helps. There was a time when
people from the industry used to tell me
to remove the  mole which I had on my
face and I also tried it but I left after I
fell scared. Now that same mole has
become my identity,” she said. For one
who has done several sizzling dances
in the past and charted the full course
from a dancing diva to a grandmoth-
er gives a surprising statement when she
says that she did not know how to
dance. “The dance master used to
throw me out at the time of shooting
because I did not know how to dance
and it was so insulting that one had to
learn dance properly,” she added.

Talking about the show,  she said
‘Dil Toh Happy Hai Ji’  is a tale of
Happy Mehra from Amritsar. Played by

Jasmine Bhasin, the character hails
from a middle class living with her joint
family. “After her father’s death, Happy
wishes to support her mother and sis-
ter by doing whatever she can with her
capabilities. What keeps her going is her
attitude as she shakes off all the prob-
lems with a bout of positivity. Making
others happy brings joy to her. This is
the story of the show.”

“I play the role of a Punjabi grand-
mother and am a typical grandmoth-
er who wants that people should
respect her.” It may be pointed out here
that just recently the actress winded up
a show where she was playing grand-
mother to Prince Salim.

Talking about Lucknow, she said
that she was coming after a gap of 12
years. “I love Lucknow for its food and
the first thing which I did was to have
gilauti kebabs which Lucknow is
famous for. I also like the chikankari
garments here,” she added.

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

The death of an accused of
bike theft put the Lucknow

police in a sticky situation on
Monday with the family blam-
ing Chowk police for subject-
ing him to third degree torture
to own up his crime and later
sending him to jail without a
medical. The Chowk police
nabbed Abdul Rahim (38) of
Thakurganj on January 14 for
stealing bikes. On January 19,
Abdul fell sick in Lucknow jail
following which he was admit-
ted to Balrampur Hospital. His
condition deteriorated and he
was referred to Trauma Centre
of KGMU where he died on
Monday.

After the news of his death
reached his family, they assem-
bled in a huge number at the
Trauma Centre and created a
ruckus demanding removal of
cops of Chowk police. They
said the police failed to provide
them the medical report which
is mandatory at the time of
sending someone to jail. “The
police had beaten him up in

blue and black to own up his
crime. We were ready to send
him to jail but we pleaded with
senior officials to save him
from police torture. But none
of the cops heard us,” they
alleged. Abdul’s brother said the
police persuaded the jail staff
to take the custody of Abdul
even though he was badly
injured due to torture. “At the
time of entry in jail, the jail staff
examines the medical report. It
is baffling why this was over-
looked when the police took
him to jail,” he alleged. ASP,
West, Vikas Tripathi said the
body had been sent for autop-
sy and further investigation are
on. “Abdul was sent to jail on
January 15 and had no injuries
after the doctors conducted
medical. He was treated in jail
hospital after he suffered bouts
of fits. He was given some
injection there but his condi-
tion did not improve. He was
admitted to Balrampur
Hospital in an unconscious
state and was later admitted to
Trauma Centre,” he said.

Meanwhile, unidentified

miscreants opened fire on a
railway contractor on Monday
night. Dilip Yadav of
Bheemnagar in Alambagh was
lying in a pool of blood under
the Alambagh Metro railway
station. Dilip was admitted to
Trauma Centre and his condi-
tion was critical. Police suspect
contract-related rivalry as
motive for the attack. Dilip was
attacked when he was on his
way to home around 11 pm.

7-YEAR-OLD BOY DEAD         
A seven-year-old boy, who

had suffered serious injuries after
a van rammed into him on
Saturday, succumbed to injuries at
KGMU’s Trauma Centre on
Monday. The van ran over Fahaad
(7), a class I student, when he was
playing outside his house in
Bhedwa locality of Bazaarkhala.
The FIR was registered in this con-
nection and the charge of causing
death by negligence was added to
it. Bazaarkhala SHO Sujeet Kumar
Dubey said that driver Mustafa
Abbas was detained on Saturday
and was released on bail on
Sunday. 

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

Office-bearers of Chowk
Vyapar Mandal held a

meeting with mayor Sanyukta
Bhatia and senior officials of
district administration and
Lucknow Municipal
Corporation on Monday to
make Chowk a model market. 

Adheesh Jain from Chowk
Vyapar Mandal said they had
sent a proposal in this regard
to Lucknow Municipal
Corporation. He said they
had high expectations from
various government depart-
ments, including LMC, LESA,
traffic and police. 

Traders said they had pro-

posed for restoration of Gol
Darwaza, regular cleaning of
nullahs, and door-to-door
garbage collection in the
morning and evening. They
said they wanted the cobweb
of electric wires to be
removed.

The traders also proposed
a sitting area for senior citi-
zens and a team of traffic offi-
cials for smooth flow of traf-
fic. They said they also want-
ed proper flow of e-rickshaws
and autos besides proper
implementation of one-way
system. The traders also
demanded proper entry and
exit points besides arrange-
ments of toilets in the market.

CMS STUDENT EXCELS
Saksham Sharma, a class

VII student of City Montessori
School, Gomti Nagar Campus
II, per-
f o r m e d
excellently
in an inter-
s c h o o l
Computer
S c i e n c e
c o m p e t i -
t i o n .
S a k s h a m
was awarded a wrist watch
and other gifts for his perfor-
mance. The competition was
organised under the aegis of
educational organisation Delta
Step Learning. Nearly one lakh
students from reputed schools
participated in the contest and
displayed their acumen in
Computer Science.

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

District Magistrate Kaushal
Raj Sharma presided over

a meeting for proper flow of
traffic in trans-Gomti areas,
arrangements of vending zone
and removal of encroachments.
The meeting was attended by
the ADM, additional munici-
pal commissioner and officials
of various government depart-
ments such as LESA and
NHAI. The DM said that con-
certed efforts should be made
to see that work was carried out
in a proper manner and a
report be submitted along with
photographs.

The Lucknow Municipal
Corporation officials were
directed to make a 10-foot-
wide strip from Kapoorthala
crossing on Purania road in

front of Sahara Bhawan for
parking of vehicles. The DM
said it should be marked with
yellow and proper signages be
set up for the purpose. He told
the LMC officials to put up sign
boards at the vending zones
and remove encroachments in
front of a biryani outlet and
Bhootnath market. They were
also asked to remove meat and
chicken shops from the main
routes, identify a vending zone
under Purania bridge and
remove encroachments from in
front of public toilets.

The NHAI officials were
asked to remove encroach-
ments  from Munshipulia and
Kaleva crossing, close the cut in
front of a jewellery showroom
in Mahanagar, construct a bus
stand at Tedhipulia and an
island at Bithauli crossing.

The police officials were
asked to coordinate with the
departments concerned to
ensure removal of encroach-
ments from Bhootnath market,
issue challans parked on road-
side and stop plying of e- rick-
shaws in Gole Market.

The Lucknow
Development Authority offi-
cials were directed to remove
encroachments and identify
areas for parking. The PWD
officials were directed to mark
a space 50 metres away from
Kapoorthala crossing towards
Chandganj road for a strip to
be identified for parking of
tempos so that congestion at
Kapoorthala crossing could be
eased. He also directed the offi-
cials to place a ‘no parking’
board at the point where
Nishatganj pull descends.

Bike thief tortured, dies

SCHOOLSCAN

DM: Remove encroachments,

ensure smooth traffic flow

Traffic diversions
announced for 
R-Day preps

Passion for work keeps

me going: Aruna Irani
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Islamic seminary Darul
Uloom Deoband has direct-

ed its students to avoid travel-
ling by trains on Republic Day,
and if they have to do so, then
to finish their work and report
at the seminary hostel the
same evening. 

The seminary has also
asked its students to stay away
from debates at public places
and during transit by train. 

A notice to this effect was
pasted on the Darul Uloom
notice board.

“Checking and frisking by

police on Republic Day is more
than on normal days and
numerous people have to face
harassment which creates an
atmosphere of fear among the
masses. Hence, the students
have been advised to avoid
travelling by train on Republic
Day,” said hostel in-charge of
Darul Uloom Deoband,
Maulana Muneer. He said that
students had been told to be
calm and patient and avoid
debates at public places. The
tricolour is hoisted at Darul
Uloom Deoband every year
during Republic Day and
Independence Day.

Deoband asks students
to avoid train journey 
on Republic Day

Bid to make Chowk 

a model market

e-rickshaw drivers at Congress office in Lucknow on Monday Pioneer

Lucknow: Another P&W-
powered A320neo aircraft of
IndiGo was grounded on
Monday after its pilot observed
“high vibration” in its engine
soon after taking off from
Lucknow airport. The flight
6E-451, which was heading to
Jaipur, returned to Lucknow as
a precautionary measure. It is
currently being inspected by
IndiGo’s technical team.

Pratt and Whitney (P&W)
engine woes have forced both
IndiGo and its smaller rival
GoAir to ground some of the

A320neos. IndiGo operates
around 57 P&W-powered
A320neo aircraft.

Aviation regulator
Directorate General of Civil
Aviation on Thursday banned
IndiGo and GoAir from oper-
ating their A320neo planes to
Port Blair in the wake of prob-
lems with their P&W engines.

“An IndiGo flight 6E-451
was operating from Lucknow
to Jaipur on January 21, 2019.
The pilot observed high vibra-
tion on engine number 2. As a
precaution, he returned the

aircraft to Lucknow,” IndiGo
said in its statement. “The air-
craft is currently at Lucknow
and being inspected by the
technical team,” the airline
added. P&W said in its state-
ment: “The Indigo A320neo
aircraft which was involved in
the air turn back at Lucknow,
Amausi, India on January 21,
2019, was powered by Pratt &
Whitney PW1100G-JM
engines. We are working with
our customer to help min-
imise any disruption to their
operations.” PTI

IndiGo’s Jaipur-bound flight grounded

after ‘high vibration’ in P&W engine
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The Opposition's show of
unity led by West Bengal

Chief Minister Mamta Banerjee
last week has sparked a fresh
war of words with the BJP's
estranged ally Shiv Sena and
Opposition Congress claim-
ing it has given Prime Minister
Narendra Modi the "shivers"
ahead of the 2019 Lok Sabha
polls. 

Hitting back, Union
Ministers Arun Jaitley and
Rajnath Singh said it is only the
"fear" of Modi's popularity and
a "certain comeback" and BJP's
successes that is bringing mul-
tiple disparate forces to come
together against the Prime
Minister.

Referring to the
Opposition's show of unity at
a rally organised by Banerjee in
Kolkata on Saturday, the Sena,
in an editorial in party mouth-
piece 'Saamna', asked Modi
not to live in an illusion that his
Government is "immortal".
The Sena said the Trinamool

Congress(TMC) supremo was
taking the Narendra Modi-
Amit Shah combine head-on.

"Most of the leaders who
attended the rally, including
Banerjee, were once allies of the
BJP under Atal Bihari
Vajpayee's leadership and there
is no need to ridicule them.
Modi's Government is not an
enemy of the country but he
should not live in an illusion
that his Government is 'amar'
(immortal). Why did Modi
get shivers from the coming
together of 22 Opposition par-
ties," it wondered," it added.

Banerjee had invited Sena
chief Uddhav Thackeray to the
rally. "All those present on
Banerjee's platform were secu-
larists. The Sena is not pseudo-
secularist. Our ideology is 'hin-
dutva' and we are firm on our
stand on the issues of Ram
temple and uniform civil code.
The Kolkata rally could not

have digested Shiv Sena's
stand," it added.

Modi on Sunday dismissed
the "mahagathbandhan" (grand
alliance) of Opposition parties,
alleging it was an alliance of
"corruption, negativity and
instability" and one created by
those affected by his fight
against graft.

Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley who is abroad for a treat-
ment as per media reports, said
its going to be advantage BJP in
the general elections as an
aspirational society will not
commit a "collective suicide" by
voting for a short-lived politi-
cal alliance. Jaitley said the
Opposition rally in Kolkata
became significantly "a non-
Rahul Gandhi rally" by his
conspicuous absence.

Dismissing the Opposition
'Mahagathbandhan' as unviable
and unworkable, Jaitley said
India has moved ahead of 1971
and the aspirational society
will not commit a "collective
suicide" in the upcoming gen-
eral elections.

BJP had described the
Kolkata rally as a gathering of
"opportunist elements" with
the sole agenda of removing
Modi without any roadmap for
the country's future. The two-
fold strategy of the Opposition

parties for the general elections
is to pursue anti-Modi agenda
and take advantage of the elec-
toral arithmetic, he said in a
Facebook post titled 'Agenda
for 2019 — Modi Vs Chaos'.

Recalling the 1971 General
Elections, Jaitley said the
Opposition had formed a
'Grand Alliance' or the
'Mahagathbandhan' teaming
up against the then prime min-
ister Indira Gandhi but
remained unsuccessful.  His
cabinet colleague Home
Minister Rajnath Singh said it
was the fear of BJP's successes
that made the Opposition par-
ties come together. "They
(mahagathbandhan parties) are
afraid that BJP will form gov-
ernment again..," Singh told
reporters in Greater Noida.

Senior Congress leader
Ahmed Patel said Modi's recent
remarks about the Opposition's
'mahagathbandhan' and his
body language "proved" he was
"afraid" of its unity. Patel said
the coming together of
Opposition parties is guided by
a "common objective" to
defend and protect the
Constitution. "Only those who
have undermined and tried to
sabotage the Constitution seem
to be extremely perturbed by
Opposition unity," said Patel.

Jaitley, Rajanth
say Opp fears
PM's popularity

Mega rally gave Modi shivers: Sena, Cong

PNS n NEW DELHI

Fugitive diamond trader
Mehul Choksi, a prime

accused in `13,000 PNB cred-
it fraud case, has surrendered
his Indian passport at the
Indian High commission in
Guyana, official sources said
here on Monday. 

Choksi had earlier
acquired Antiguan passport in
2018 and the latest move is
being seen here as a ploy to
frustrate extradition efforts
against him. Choksi  is uncle of
fugitive diamantaire Nirav
Modi, also an alleged architect
of the PNB scam is said to be
hiding in the UK. 

Since dual citizenship is not
allowed as per Indian law,
Choksi surrendered his pass-
ports after acquiring foreign
nationality. The Government
has also revoked his passport
last year. India will continue to

pursue Choksi's return with the
government of Antigua
through diplomatic and legal
channels in order to make him
face the law, sources said.

In August 2018, India gave
Antigua a request for Choksi's
extradition. A team from India
was also sent to Antigua to pur-
sue the request where the fugi-
tive has been taking refuge for
over a year.

Choksi is wanted in India
by the CBI and the
Enforcement Directorate in
separate cases of fraud and
money laundering in connec-
tion with the PNB scam, which
has been the biggest in the
banking sector. 

Choksi, 59, has deposited
his Indian passport number Z-
3396732 to the Indian High
Commission in Antigua.
Officials said he has also
deposited the mandatory $177
for relinquishing Indian citi-

zenship to become a citizen of
Antigua and has given his new
address as Jolly Harbour,
Antigua.

The Ministry of External
Affairs had earlier said that
Choksi, who had been granted
citizenship by Antigua
Government, could not have
dual citizenship. He was grant-
ed citizenship there under an
"investment criterion" that
allows businessmen to avail cit-
izenship of the Carribean island
in exchange for investments.
Citizenship is up for sale in
some of these countries and the
authorities offer citizenship for
nearly `1.75 crore.

Choksi had fled India in
January last year along with
Nirav, his wife Ami Modi and
brother Nishal Modi, and was
granted Antiguan citizenship in
November 2017 after extensive
vetting and he took the oath of
citizenship on January 15, 2018. 

`13K cr-PNB-scam accused fugitive
Choksi gives up India citizenship

PNS n NEW DELHI

The BJP on Monday claimed
that in a way similar to

Tripura, which voted for the
party , people of West Bengal
would also back it and bring
about a political change even as
it alleged that the TMC-led State
Government was  "crushing
democratic rights" of the party
and not allowing its public meet-
ings and rallies in the State. 

Addressing a Press confer-
ence here, senior BJP leader
and Union Minister Piyush
Goyal said party president Amit
Shah who is to address a public
rally at Malda  on Tuesday is not
being allowed to land in a given
helipad. Shah will be in the West
Bengal for two days and address
public rallies in Malda and
Jhargram.  He  claimed  that the
BJP was  growing "rapidly"  in

west Bengal which is indicated
by Trinamool Congress's
attempts to put  road blocks in
BJP's move in not allowing it
exercise  its democratic rights.

He said the bike rally of
`Yuva BJP` was  denied for no
visible reasons as the state wit-
nessed killing of  36 BJP work-
ers  in the  last ̀ Panchayat` polls,
he alleged and claimed that the
law and order in the state  has
gone out of control of the TMC
Government. "The Opposition
alliance partners are not saying
a word about the deteriorating
law & Order  in the state as BJP's
democratic rights are  being
crushed", he alleged. Stating that
government was not allowing
`Durga puja  ̀or ̀ Saraswati puja`
, he said "this is height of intol-
erance which is not being ques-
tioned  by Congress and others
parties." 

Shah calls for
change in Didi
land like Tripura

New Delhi:
The CBI has
sought the
sanction of
the Central
Government
to prosecute
f o r m e r
F i n a n c e
Minister P

Chidambaram in the INX
Media case, officials said
Monday.

The CBI had registered an
FIR on May 15, 2017 against
alleged irregularities in the
Foreign Investment Promotion
Board (FIPB) clearance to INX
Media for receiving overseas
funds to the tune of ̀ 305 crore
in 2007 when Chidambaram
was finance minister.

Chidambaram's son Karti
Chidambaram was arrested in
the matter for allegedly receiv-
ing funds to the tune of Rs 10
lakh.

The other accused in the
case include then directors of
the INX Media company,
Indrani Mukerjea and Peter
Mukerjea. PTI

CBI seeks

sanction to

prosecute PC in

INX Media case

New Delhi: Ahead of the 2019
parliamentary elections, the
Ministry of Environment,
Forests and Climate Change
(MoEFCC) has asked all States
and Union Territories (UTs)
not to use single-use plastic for
poll preparations and to
encourage use of alternative
materials for election cam-
paign.

The ministry also laid
down standard guidelines to
be adopted for minimising
production and use of single-
use plastic.

C K Mishra, Secretary,
MoEFCC, has written to all
the states and UTs reiterating
that single-use plastics need to
be completely phased out from
the country by 2020 so they
should switch to alternate
options for election  cam-
paign.

"You are aware about
India's commitment to phase
out single-use plastic by 2020.
The ill-impacts of plastic

waste, which are not recyclable
or bio-degradable, are well
known. I had earlier written to
you with a request to phase out
single-use plastic in offices. I
am again reiterating the
request, particularly with ref-
erence to the upcoming gen-
eral elections," Mishra said in
his letter.

The secretary, in his letter
to the chief secretaries and
chief electoral officers of all the
states and UTs on Monday,
said all government offices
must completely ban all types
of plastic carry bags, thermo-
col disposable cutlery and dis-
courage the use of artificial
banners, flags, flowers, water
bottles, plastic folders, etc.

"All events organised by or
sponsored by the government
shall be single-use plastic free,"
he said, adding that awareness
campaigns should be organ-
ised to discourage single-use
plastic.

Single-use plastic is often

referred to as disposable plas-
tics, commonly used for pack-
aging and items intended to be
used only once before they are
thrown away. 

The ministry suggested
alternative options to plastic in
campaigning material such as
natural fabrics and recycled
paper material which have a
lesser environmental impact. 

"Such materials need to be
promoted as a sustainable and
environmentally sound man-
agement practice. The upcom-
ing general elections present
an excellent opportunity to
introduce a behavioural
change in election campaign-
ing and to promote sustainable
practices. 

"In this background, I
would like to request you to
impress upon all concerned to
take up sustainable practices
and try using alternative
options to single-use plastic.
This will go a long way in ful-
filling India's commitment of

phasing out single-use plastic
as well as protecting human
health and environment," he
said.

The ministry has laid
down standard guidelines to
be followed by the states and
UTs regarding single-use plas-
tics to avoid ambiguity and
maintain parity among action
at state-level.

"I invite you to adopt these
guidelines in your state/UT
and hope that actions sug-
gested therein would be use-
ful for effective management
of plastic waste in your
state/UT. We would also urge
the states/UTs to come up
with innovative ideas to min-
imise single-use plastic and
improve upon these guidelines
in their states," Mishra said.

Expressing concern over
the rise in the amount of plas-
tic entering oceans and seas,
the secretary said marine lit-
ter is harmful for marine
ecosystem, bio-diversity and

potentially human health and
there was need for a strategic
approach to manage plastic
waste.

Under the Plastic Waste
Management Rules (PWMR)
2016 notified by the ministry
to manage plastic in an envi-
ronmentally sound manner
throughout their life cycle, 15
states and four union territo-
ries have issued notifications
completely banning plastic
carry bags and single-use
plastic items like food pack-
aging, cutlery etc., the min-
istry said.

The ministry also sug-
gested the states to invest
heavily in segregation of waste.

"States/UTs may focus on
improving last mile delivery of
collection and transportation
services. The focus should
also be placed on improving
collection and transportation
infrastructure and ensuring
segregated waste is collected,"
it said. PTI

Don't use single-use plastic for LS poll campaign: Min

New Delhi: A Delhi court on
Monday dismissed Tihar
Central Jail's plea seeking to
reduce the time limit given to
alleged middleman Christian
Michel, arrested in the
AgustaWestland VVIP chop-
per case, to make phone calls
to his family members and
lawyers abroad.

Special Judge Arvind
Kumar, who had granted 15
minutes a week to Michel to
make international calls,
junked the plea filed by the jail
authorities, saying there was
no ground to curtail the relief
granted to the accused.

The jail superintendent
had approached the court,
saying the time limit was not
as per the jail-manual and the
time duration should be

decreased.
Michel, extradited from

Dubai, was arrested by the
Enforcement Directorate (ED)
on December 22 last year.

The court had earlier
imposed restrictions on
Michel meeting his lawyers
while he was in the ED's cus-
tody, after the agency had said
he was misusing the legal
access by passing chits to his
lawyers, asking them how to
tackle questions on "Mrs
Gandhi".

ED counsels, D P Singh
and N K Matta, had also
claimed that during the ques-
tioning, Michel had spoken
about the "son of an Italian
lady" and how he was going to
become the next Prime
Minister of the country. PTI

VVIP chopper case: 
Court dismisses Tihar's
plea against MichelNew Delhi: Vivek Doval, son of

National Security Advisor
(NSA) Ajit Doval, filed a crim-
inal defamation complaint on
Monday against a news maga-
zine for allegedly publishing a
defamatory article.

Besides the magazine and
the author of the article,
Kaushal Shroff, Vivek has also
filed the complaint against
Congress leader Jairam Ramesh
for holding a Press conference
on January 17 reiterating the
"baseless and unfounded facts"
as narrated in the article.

The article claimed that
Vivek was running a hedge
fund whose promoters are of
dubious antecedents. 

He has claimed that the
magazine was "deliberately
maligning and defaming" him
to "settle scores with his father".

The Caravan, had in its
January 16 online journal titled,
"The D Companies" had said
that Vivek, "runs a hedge fund
in the Cayman Islands" which
is "an established tax haven" and
was "registered merely 13 days
after Prime Minister Narendra
Modi's government demone-
tised all existing Rs 500 and Rs
1,000 currency notes, in 2016".

Additional Chief
Metropolitan Magistrate Samar
Vishal is likely to hear the mat-
ter on Tuesday.

Vivek has alleged that the
contents of the article present
"no illegality" on his part, but
the entire narration has been
presented in a manner, which
suggests "wrongdoings" to the
readers.

"The very arrangement of
the paragraphs and the inter-

spersion of random paragraphs,
has been done with the very
purpose of confusing the read-
er and leaving him with the
belief that there is a larger con-
spiracy at play, being spear-
headed by the Complainant,"
said the complaint.

It also said that the social
media tweets put out by the
magazine's handle gave snippets
from the article, which makes
it clear that it is merely a tar-
geted attempt to malign and
tarnish reputation of Vivek and
his family, in order to gain
"political credit in light of the
upcoming general election". 

"The title of the article
itself is scandalous to say the
least...  Creating a prejudice in
the minds of the readers against
the Complainant and his fam-
ily," the complaint said.  PTI

Doval's son accuses Caravan, Jairam
Ramesh of defamation, moves court 
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PTI n BENGALURU

Eight persons drowned and
another was ‘missing’ while

17 people were rescued when
a boat carrying about 
26 pilgrims capsized at Karwar,
the Indian Navy said on
Monday.

According to police, there
was an annual fair at the
Kurumagada island in the
Arabian sea, where the
Narsimha Swamy shrine (ded-
icated to Lord Vishnu’s incar-
nation Narsimha) is located.

Police had earlier said near-
ly 1,000 people had gone there
to take part in the fair and the
boat capsized while returning
to the Karwar beach.

The Navy said in a tweet
that there were 26 people in the
boat. Learning about the inci-
dent, Navy and Indian 
Coast Guard carried out rescue

operatons.
Of the 26 persons report-

ed to be on the boat, 17 people
were rescued by other civil
boats operating in the area, the
Navy said. Eight bodies have

been recovered by the navy and
Coast Guard while search is on
for the one person still missing.

A Dornier aircraft has been
launched from Goa for search
and rescue, the Navy added.

SAUGAR SENGUPTA n KOLKATA

West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on

Monday attacked the BJP for
carrying out disinformation
campaign against her
Government over the change in
landing location of BJP 
president Amit Shah’s chopper
at Malda in North Bengal
where he will hold a rally later
this week.

The BJP is distorting facts
she said, adding her
Government had already grant-
ed her permission for the
Malda rally. “We gave permis-
sion for the meeting without
objecting to it,” she said, adding
“police had only said that the
chopper should land at some
other location because of some
security reasons. But they are
unnecessarily creating a hulla-
baloo over it.”

The issue was however
solved following reports that
Shah’s chopper would land at

the BSF helipad.
The BJP president was to

hold a series of rallies in Bengal
apart from the one’s to be
addressed by Prime Minister
whose reported February 8
rally at Brigade Parade Ground
stood to be cancelled.

“The Central leadership
has said that it will not be easy
to hold the Prime Minister’s
rally at Brigade at such a short
notice and so it will be deferred
to March after the Class-X
and plus-two exams,” State BJP
sources said adding “Modi ji
however would hold four ral-

lies in between at various loca-
tions in the State.”

Meanwhile, hours after
Karnataka Chief Minister HD
Kumarswamy backed Mamata
Banerjee for the Prime
Ministerial chair a visibly
thrilled Trinamool Congress
leadership said the JD(S)
leader’s statements testified
Bengal Chief Minister’s accep-
tance throughout the country.

Senior State Minister and
TMC general secretary Partho
Chatterjee on Monday said
though Banerjee currently was
for postponing all other consid-

erations so that all parties
could concentrate only on dis-
lodging the Narendra Modi
Government, Kumarswamy’s
statement only underscored
her abilities and acceptance.

His comments “only
underscore the ability and
acceptance of Mamata Banerjee
throughout the country,”
Chatterjee said adding “though
Mamata Banerjee is not in the
Central Government now Mr
Kumarswamy’s statements
prove that she is anyway in the
centre of everything.”

Kumarswamy had earlier
told agencies that the Bengal
Chief Minister by dint of her
long stint as a good administra-
tor had developed all the capa-
bilities to lead the country.

He said, “She is simplest of
simple and a very good admin-
istrator. I believe that Mamata
ji has all the capabilities of
leading the country and she has
already proved herself by lead-
ing Bengal for so many years.” 

PTI n AMARAVATI

After Bihar banned sale of
Andhra fish over quality

concerns, Chief Minister
Chandrababu Naidu on
Monday requested his Bihar
counterpart Nitish Kumar to
send a technical team to look
into the issue and restore the
trade between the two States.

The Bihar Government
has imposed a ban for 15 days
in Patna after it found formalin,
a known carcinogen, in some of
the consignments brought from
Andhra Pradesh. Formalin is
used to preserve fish.

In a letter written to the
Bihar Chief Minister, Naidu
informed that the State
Government has conducted
surprise raids and tested sam-
ples but could not find forma-
lin in any fish products.

The AP State Fish Farmers
Association has denied alleged
use of formalin to preserve the
fish. Acquaculture farmers and
traders have said this could be
an attempt to disturb trade
between two States, he added.

Against the backdrop,
Naidu requested the Bihar CM
to “depute a technical team
from Bihar state for quality
check” and take initiative against
the persons responsible for

damaging the image of Andhra
State fishery products and to
restore the good fish trade rela-
tions as existed earlier. 

He also suggested quality
checks at borders of Bihar for
which Andhra Government is
ready to depute a team.

If required, the Andhra
Government is ready to issue
quality certification as per the
procedure suggested by Bihar
Government, he added.

Shillong: Meghalaya Chief
Minister Conrad K Sangma on
Monday suspended the opera-
tion to retrieve the body of a
dead miner trapped inside a
370-foot-deep coal mine to
avoid disintegration of the
decomposed corpse.

The State Government’s
order came a day after the Navy
on Sunday suspended the oper-
ation to pull the body out after
it was found by the unmanned
ROV last week during a routine
search mission inside the main
shaft where the 15 miners are
trapped since December 13.

The State Government has
given the order of suspending
the operation to pull out the
body of the miner as it is
becoming an impossible task,
Sangma told mediapersons.

We decided that we will sus-
pend the operation because it is
really not working out, he

added. We have asked the med-
ical department, Navy, admin-
istration and forensic depart-
ment for their advice and obser-
vation, he said. Asked if the State
Government will call off the res-
cue operations involving multi-
agencies, including the Navy
and the NDRF, Sangma said, no
decision had been taken yet.  We
are going to take inputs from all
the experts from different
organisations that have been
working on this and once we get
the report from all of them, it
will be appropriate to decide on
how to move forward, he said.

Operation spokesperson R
Susngi on the other hand
informed that the district
authorities were waiting for the
family members of another
seven miners hailing from
Rajabala area in West Garo
Hills district to identify the
miner. PTI

Send team to check fish

quality: AP CM to Nitish

After Navy, Meghalaya
suspends operation to
retrieve dead miner’s body

Eight drowned as boat

capsizes in Karnataka

A view of search operation being carried out by Indian Navy and India Coast Guard
after a ferry boat capsized with 26 on board, near Karwar, on Monday PTI

BJP cancels Modi’s Feb 8 Brigade rally

People walk on a road during light rain as snow-clad mountains are seen in the background, on the outskirts of Srinagar, on Monday. Rain lashed plains while higher
reaches witnessed fresh snowfall in the Valley. The MET office has forecasted widespread rain and snow with heavy falls at isolated places till Tuesday PTI

o BJP president Amit Shah was to hold a series of rallies in Bengal apart
from the one’s to be addressed by Prime Minister whose reported
February 8 rally at Brigade Parade Ground stood to be cancelled

o The BJP is distorting facts she said, adding her Government had
already granted her permission for the Malda rally, says West Bengal
Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee

o Meanwhile, Karnataka Chief Minister HD Kumarswamy backed Mamata
Banerjee for the Prime Ministerial chair a visibly thrilled Trinamool
Congress leadership said the JD(S) leader’s statements testified Bengal
Chief Minister’s acceptance throughout the country

EC rejects cyber expert's

claim of EVM tampering

‘WALKING GOD’...
Proficient in Kannada,

English and Sanskrit, he was
known for strict discipline. A
noted religious figure and
humanitarian, Shivakumara
swami performed “trikala
Linga pooja” according to
Virakta tradition of
Veerasaivism until recently,
even during his hospitalisa-
tion. He even taught English
and Sanskrit atthe Mutt’s insti-
tutions and his students are
scattered across  the world in
high positions. TheSwamji’s
staff have often cited his
organised life style, scientific
diet plan, graceful humility
and blissful simplicity in life,
along with hard work as the
secret of his long life. He was
also strongly devoted to the
cause of farmers and agricul-
ture by organising cattle and
agri fairs. He has been con-
ferred the honorary “Doctor of
Letters” Degree by the
Karnatak University,
Dharwad. It is said that during
his graduation, Shivanna had
gone to Siddaganga mutt to
perform the last rites of
Marularadhya, who would
have been the next head of the
mutt, when the then senior
pontiff Uddana Shivayogigalu
announced him as his succes-

sor. He was formally initiated
into the holy order as a succes-
sor in March 1930, thus join-
ing the lineage of sages that is
said to have its traditions dat-
ing back to1300 A.D. The
Swamiji who has several lau-
rels and awards to his name-
was bestowed with the presti-
gious “Karnataka Ratna”, the
state’s highest civilian award,
and “Padma Bhushan”. There
is now a clamour from people
of different walks of life,
including politicians, for con-
ferring “Bharat Ratna” on him.
Mutt officials and his disciples
believe Swamiji had “icha
mrutyu” (ability to decide on
his death), as he miraculous-
ly recovered from critical
health conditions. He had
even undergone critical liver
bypass last month, which is
said to be very rare at this old
age. Also,he had undergone
certain procedures, including
implant of stents in the com-
mon bile duct at the ripe age.
The highly revered swamiji of
Lingayats, the majority com-
munity, had remained politi-
cally neutral. At the height of
controversy over granting reli-

gious minority status to
Lingayats, which had become
a politically sensitive issue
during the May assembly polls
last year, the senior pontiff had
remained non-committal. The
swamiji had the magnetic pull
to attract politicians of all
hues, including chief ministers
of the state and elsewhere. His
100th birthday celebrations
were attended by the then
President A P J Abdul Kalam
in April, 2007. Sree Siddaganga
Education Society (R), found-

ed by the seer, runs more
than 125 educational institu-
tions, most of them imparting
primary and secondary educa-
tion mostly located in rural
areas. PTI

CONG SUSPENDS... 
“If the events that hap-

pened there have pained him
(Anand), I would apologise to
his family. This did not hap-
pen intentionally. He was
unwell and was hospitalised.
Things have been created by

the media,” he added. Asked
about Anand being injured,
Ganesh said “nothing as you
think ... I also have injuries I
cannot say ... leave it, nothing
as you are thinking.” On why
he was blaming the media,
Ganesh said, “Who told you
that I have hit Anand with a
bottle? The Media is showing
that way, which is false. Our
gunman is here; ask him,
reports claimed I have bit
him too,” he said. Asked
whether reports about him
hitting Anand were false,
Ganesh said “some incident”
had taken place and he was
not denying it.”

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

PNS n NEW DELHI

As the Opposition on
Monday got fresh ammu-

nition to further its contention
that the EVMs can be tam-
pered  after a cyber expert said
so, the BJP as well as the
Election Commission (EC)
came out with a strong counter.
The BJP accused the Congress
of being behind the move
while the EC backed the EVMs
and said it will even explore
legal action against the expert.

Leading "EVM can be
hacked charge", West Bengal
Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee said the Opposition
will take up with Election
Commission the claims made
by expert Syed Suja. She said
every vote was valuable and the
issue should be taken up."Our
great democracy must be pro-
tected. Every vote of yours is
precious. All Oppn parties
discussed the #EVM issue after
the #UnitedIndiaAtBrigade
rally. We are working closely

together and decided on Jan 19
itself to consistently take up the
matter with EC. Yes, every vote
counts," she tweeted. 

The cyber expert has
demonstrated how EVMs can
allegedly be hacked at an event
in London organised by the
Indian Journalists' Association
(Europe). 

Coming out hard, Union
Minister MA Naqvi said the
Congress has a lot of free-
lancers, who sometimes reach
even Pakistan to take help for
removing Modi. "They are
making a hacking horror show
of their possible defeat in the
upcoming elections," he said.

Congress leader Kapil Sibal
didn't go by accident, Naqvi
maintained adding he was sent
by the Congress, its president
Rahul Gandhi and Sonia
Gandhi. "Jin logon ko bhi desh
aur desh ki loktantrik
vyavastha ko badnaam karne
ki supari di gayi hai,us supari
ko lekar yaha se koi dakiya to
jaana chahiye na. Two wo

dakiya bheja gaya hai," he
asserted.

For its part, the Election
Commission issued a state-
ment saying, "It has come to
our notice that an event claim-
ing to demonstrate EVMs used
by ECI can be tampered with,
has been organised in London.
ECI has been wary of becom-
ing a party to this motivated
slugfest and stands by empir-
ical facts about foolproof
nature of ECI EVMs."

"It is being separately
examined as to what legal
action can and should be taken
in the matter," it said even as it
went to point out that the
EVMs are manufactured in
Bharat Electronics Ltd. &
Electronics Corporation of
India Ltd. under very strict
supervisory and security con-
ditions. "There are rigorous
Standard Operating
Procedures observed under
supervision of a Committee of
technical experts constituted in
2010," it pointed out.

Chennai (PNS): An attempt by a
Minister in the Edappadi Palaniswami
Government to create a world record in
Jallikkattu in his home district ended up
in a tragedy on Sunday as two specta-
tors were gored to death by bulls while
40 people were injured in the  melee. The
incident happened within minutes of
Chief Minister Palaniswami who inau-
gurated the event at Viralimalai in
Puthukotta district declaring that
Jallikkattu was Tamil Nadu’s sport of
valour.

A Ramu, a 32-year-old spectator and
G Satish (35), a bull owner were gored
to death. The event was organised by the
controversial Health Minister C Vijaya
Baskar , who hails from the district and
who also owns costly bulls. It may be
remembered that the home and offices
of Vijaya Baskar were raided twice by the
Income Tax department in the run up
to the April 2017 RK Nagar by-poll and
had seized unaccounted cash worth
crores of rupees and incriminating doc-
uments. “The Income Tax authorities
have informed that several complaints
were received recently indicating that Dr
C Vijaya Baskar is the main person
involved in bribing the voters in RK
Nagar Assembly constituency which is
going to bypolls on April 12, 2017.

Bulls gore to death
two in Jallikkattu



The anger in Assam and North-
eastern States over the
Citizenship (Amendment) Bill,
2016 is understandable but not
justified. All these States must

appreciate that Indian citizenship is a con-
tinuum of their civilisational heritage with-
in the Indian Republic. Their leaders and
intellectuals must rise above partisan con-
siderations and accept that Hindus,
Buddhists, Sikhs, Jains and Parsis
(Christians cannot be abandoned either),
fleeing jihadi terror in Pakistan, Afghanistan
and Bangladesh, deserve refuge in India.

The current political leadership in
Afghanistan and Bangladesh is not party to
the persecution of minorities there but
externally-funded fundamentalism is pre-
senting serious challenges to governance in
both nations. Pakistan is a cauldron of
Islamic fundamentalism, which now seems
beyond control. In Bangladesh, radicals
have become morbidly intolerant of dissent,
as attested by the brutal murders of blog-
gers demanding ordinary human decencies
in society. Recognising this reality, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, while campaign-
ing during the general elections of 2014, had
asked the people, “where can persecuted
Hindus turn for refuge if not India?” In
response to a grim humanitarian crisis, the
Centre is proposing that members of
minority groups from the neighbourhood
become eligible for Indian citizenship after
six years of residency instead of 11 years at
present. This applies to persons who
entered India before December 31, 2018.

The tragedy of Bengali Hindus is a lega-
cy of former Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru’s supreme indifference to the plight
of refugees on both frontiers. His attempt
to stem the tide of refugees from west
Pakistan was robustly repulsed by Master
Tara Singh. In Bengal, the great revolution-
aries were no more and barring Syama
Prasad Mukherjee, there was no one who
could talk tough with Nehru and no
organisation which could manage relief in
the manner that the Hindu Mahasabha and
the Gurdwaras did in Punjab.

Nehru’s attitude is best discerned in his
letter to the then West Bengal Chief Minister
Dr BC Roy (August 16, 1948): “I have your
letter of August 4, about the influx from east
Bengal…. But as I told you long ago, there
is no reasonable solution to the problem if
there is a large influx from east Bengal. That
is why I have been terribly anxious through-
out to prevent this, whatever might happen.
I still think that every effort should be made
to prevent it. I think that it was a very wrong
thing for some of the Hindu leaders of east
Bengal to come to west Bengal.”

Subsequently (August 22, 1948), Nehru
added, “I have been quite certain right from
the beginning that everything should be
done to prevent Hindus in east Bengal from
migrating to west Bengal…I think the
Hindu leaders of east Bengal, who have come

away, have done no service to
their people. If as you suggest
things have gone too far already,
then naturally, we shall all do
what we can but I shudder at
the prospect and the magnitude
of the human misery that will
come in its train. To the last I
shall try to check migration
even if there is war”. 

In other words, the leader,
who abandoned the fight to
regain territory grabbed by
Pakistan in 1947-48, was will-
ing to fight to keep unarmed,
desperate and indigent Hindus
away from Hindustan.

Syama Prasad Mukherjee
resigned from the Cabinet on
April 1, 1950, in protest against
Nehru’s failure to take Pakistan
to task for the continued suffer-
ing of his people. At a Cabinet
meeting the same day,
Mukherjee said, “What do you
care for us Bengali Hindus?
What do you care for the crim-
inal assaults on our women?”
(Soundings in Modern South
Asian History, ed. DA Low)
Enraged at the renewed exodus
of Hindus, which he viewed as
deliberate, he suggested an
exchange of populations, which
Nehru rejected vehemently.

The need to stem the flow
of refugees on both sides of the
borders and avert internation-
al opprobrium led to the
Nehru-Liaquat Pact (April 8,
1950), wherein each side
pledged to secure its minorities
and give equality of citizenship
regardless of religion. Both
sides promised to help recover

looted property, assist in the
recovery of abducted women
and not recognise conversions
made during communal distur-
bances. In India, the problem
was especially grim in West
Bengal, Assam and Tripura.

Dr Triguna Sen, former
Union Minister for Education
and former vice-chancellor of
the Jadavpur University and
Banaras Hindu University,
observed in his book, The
Marginal Men, “It is extraordi-
nary how passively West
Bengal accepted after Partition
the uprooting and the near
extermination of an entire peo-
ple who participated almost to
a man in the Indian struggle for
freedom...” The Hindu popula-
tion of east Bengal was almost
entirely driven out by “riots
sponsored by an Islamic State
and social, economic and reli-
gious persecution of the
Hindus by Muslims in collusive
partnership with the bureau-
cracy…” The brutal massacres
in various districts of east
Bengal in 1950, however, pro-
voked Hindus to retaliate and
triggered a two-way exodus
that “might have brought about
an unofficial transfer of popu-
lation and the natural solution
of the communal problem in
West Bengal”.

Nehru, for his own rea-
sons, scuttled the de facto pop-
ulation exchange with the 1950
Accord. Thereafter, Muslims,
who had left West Bengal,
returned and Nehru ensured
that their property was

restored to them. But the
tragedy of the Hindus contin-
ues to this day and has encom-
passed the Buddhist Chakmas
of Chittagong Hill Tract.

Before shutting their doors
on their Hindu brethren, the
people of Assam must own
responsibility for the illegal
migrations that almost over-
whelmed their State. Much has
been written about the role of
certain politicians in facilitating
the influx (even before 1947),
insinuating illegals into the
voters’ list and helping them
with ration cards et al. The
Assamese allowed the illegals
(overwhelmingly Muslims) to
grab all vacant agricultural land
and make deep inroads into the
socio-economic and political
fabric (as vote banks) before
they finally protested in the late
1970s. Other States, unhappy
with Bangladeshi immigrants,
have only spoken now when
humanitarian gestures are being
mooted for Bengali Hindus.

What has the political and
civil leadership of each State
done to preserve their respec-
tive ethnic, social, cultural and
linguistic identities? No women
in modern Indian history have
been so brutalised as the Hindu
women of Bengal. Syama
Prasad Mukherjee fought for
and died in Kashmir. His
daughters have a right to solace
in their original motherland.

(The writer is Senior Fellow,
Nehru Memorial Museum and
Library; the views expressed are
personal)

A
s the richest and most powerful men

and women in the world get ready

to discuss global issues in Davos,

Switzerland, the British charity, Oxfam, has

released a report highlighting global

wealth inequality. It highlights that the

world’s 26 richest people own as much

wealth as the world’s 50 per cent of the

poorest people and in India, the top nine

families control half the country’s wealth.

While some of the mathematics and cal-

culations used by the charity have been

made to sensationalise the issue, there is

little escaping from the fact that we live in

a highly iniquitous world. But the question is how can this problem be solved?

Inequality has been a hallmark of human civilisation; utopian societies and

ideologies that have advocated equality, at least economic equality, have always

failed. A massive programme of wealth distribution is not the solution but a more

equitable world will require some amount of wealth redistribution and that should

happen through Government taxation. As the charity suggests, a one per cent

wealth tax on the richest people in the world can easily fund education, and to

a certain degree, even healthcare for the very poor. However, clever tax lawyers

and low-tax jurisdictions have often made it very easy for the wealthy, or rather

the less morally upright among them, to hide their wealth. This has to change

and new banking and taxation regulations are making it tougher for people and

corporations to shelter their wealth. However, ironically, anti-tax politicians have,

by using nativist arguments, propelled themselves to positions of power in sev-

eral developed countries. 

There is little doubt that countries like China have taken massive strides in

lifting hundreds of millions out of poverty and indeed in the past two decades

so has India — extreme poverty levels have declined. That, however, does not

mean that inequality will decline in the long-term. Indeed, in the past, whenev-

er sustained periods of inequality have been around, it usually ended in a bloody

revolution, although may be those times are past if Governments across the

world can take it upon themselves to solve this problem. This will need a mas-

sive transfer of wealth from the developed world to the developing world, some-

thing that China managed thanks to its manufacturing prowess. But India has

missed the manufacturing bus and with the nation also going to suffer the fall-

out of global climate change, things are going to be very difficult for this coun-

try whose taxpayers are already frustrated. Higher levels of taxation might lead

to a brain and wealth drain that this nation cannot afford, yet something has to

be done. That is one of the dilemmas facing whoever takes up the hot seat

come May 2019. 

W
hile the Karnataka Congress

seems “drunk” on power games,

what with its MLAs caught in a

nasty brawl with liquor bottles being hurled

liberally to decide whether one should stay

with the JD(S) government or topple it,  the

central Congress leadership must realise

that it cannot afford to appear so in its quest

for national relevance and must restore a

modicum of discipline among party rank

and file. It must realise that it has yet to

build confidence among the electorate as

a national alternative and should not be

“drunk” over its recent electoral success-

es in Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Rajasthan. Truth be told, it has bare-

ly made it and now has to do much more to win back trust, something that

regional parties seem to command better at this point of time and is a glue of

a federal front as a viable option. It also needs to understand that three Assembly

victories are not enough to assume that it can strong-arm its way vis-a-vis allies

and that resurgence cannot be seen as arrogance or greed akin to swamping

propriety. While one can charge the BJP with attempting a coup in Karnataka

to expose the faultlines of the Congress-JD(S) alliance, can the Congress real-

ly afford to be swept up by the poachers’ trap and risk its image as an auc-

tionable rather than an actionable party? It is sad enough that former Congress

Chief Minister Siddaramaiah has had a hard time confining party MLAs to a

plush resort to ensure they don’t quit the flock. It is a shocker that four MLAs

still dared to defy the whip. And the grand old party, instead of chalking out

strategies for the Lok Sabha election, has only been playing hide-and-seek games

in this crucial southern state, quelling fistfights among legislators over joining

the BJP just to get prized posts denied to them in the current regime. If the recent

United India rally by the federal front leaders in Kolkata is any indication, then

it amply proves that the Congress, in public perception, is very much the B-

Team and in Karnataka has done a pathetic, iffy job as an ally. Clearly miffed

by such shenanigans, Chief Minister HD Kumaraswamy lost no time in heap-

ing praise on his West Bengal counterpart Mamata Banerjee, saying she was

a “good administrator” and has all capabilities of leading the country, indicat-

ing that if need be, the regional parties could do without the Congress and could

very well choose from many capable prime ministerial candidates among them-

selves. They could browbeat the Congress even further, which actually needs

them more to give the emergency jet packs for political survival.

The Congress high command understands the need for continuity of its alliance

government with JD(S) but has somehow desperately failed to impart some

lessons in realpolitik to its myopic cadre. Siddaramaiah’s discomfort with the

Gowdas is well-known and was visibly upset when his loyalists were kept out

of the State Cabinet. A disturbing video leak of his critical remarks against the

JD(S) had already cost the Congress in the initial days of government forma-

tion with chief Rahul Gandhi compelled to make him the chairman of the Congress-

JD(S) coordination committee and ensure he was abreast of all developments

in the government. The Congress must realise that it will lose all credibility and

be considered an opportunist if it sinks Kumaraswamy. The latter, seen as a

victim, will be expected to be open to other alliance partners. If the Congress

cannot keep its MLAs together and ends up destabilising the government, then

it can give up any hope of progressing in the state where a strong Vokkaliga

backlash could grind it to dust. The Congress must realise that it has to have

grace, humility and the wisdom of a kingmaker if it wants to have a stake in

the Lok Sabha elections. It cannot afford to be a king yet, nor behave like one.

Farce in Karnataka

The brawl among captive MLAs has cost the
Congress its ability to hold cadres together

Wealth inequality

Oxfam’s report might ignore millions of Indians rising from
abject poverty but it does highlight how unequal India remains

Start-up flaws

Sir — The Indian start-up
ecosystem is currently undergo-
ing volatile changes. The exit of
Ananth Narayanan from
Flipkart-owned Myntra has cre-
ated uncertainty over the sus-
tainability of start-ups in our
country. The rapid growth of
Flipkart created a trend for small
entrepreneurs and product man-
agers to come on board the
‘marketplace’ and thrive in a
seamless manner. The trend wit-
nessed robust growth of products
and Artificial Intelligence and
innovation-based ventures, aided
by ‘angel investors’ and Silicon
Valley tech-entrepreneurs, who
were hired to oversee the ‘oper-
ations’ in India. With rapid
progress in providing product-
based solutions, leaders were
then looked upon as the emerg-
ing ‘Jack Mas’ of India.

But now, the focus has shift-
ed to markets and survival
instead of improving product
strategy. The sudden urge to sur-
vive and make a dash in the mar-
ket has lead to a series of rapid
mergers and acquisitions. The
much-needed thrust on innova-
tion, too, is weakening. The

ecosystem is now witnessing
poster boys and Silicon Valley
leaders are leaving the board-
rooms with a huge kitty. The vac-
uum created has, thus, resulted
in no significant trail of either a
commendable leadership to
carry on the start-up story or no
major achievement related to
innovation or a product legacy.

Varun SD
Bengaluru

Comeback benefits

Sir — This refers to the report,
“Kulhads to make comeback at
rly stations after 15 yrs” (January
21). Besides being eco-friendly,
the Indian Railways’ initiative to
re-introduce the use of kulhads
to serve hot beverages at the rail-
way stations bodes well for the
pottery industry that has been in

shambles for quite some time
now. 

The use of plastic cups to
serve tea and coffee not just
poses serious health threats but
puts enormous burden on our
environment since proper dis-
posal of plastic is another grave
problem that countries, includ-
ing India, are grappling with. 

The initiative, currently
introduced at Varanasi and Rae

Bareli stations, is sure to be wel-
comed, especially by the present
generation that remains oblivi-
ous to the exotic earthen fra-
grance of kulhad.

Ashutosh Garg
New Delhi

Emerging story

Sir — This refers to the editor-
ial, “Didi’s headline act” (January
21). There can be no second
opinion that by getting most of
the leaders in the Opposition to
converge in Kolkata and active-
ly participate in her rally, West
Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee has proved that she can
be a great organiser. 

Now that the ball to remove
the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
has started rolling, it is para-
mount that the Opposition
remains united and chalks out
ways and means to achieve this
goal without leaving any room
for complacency,  egos or 
animosity till the target has
been achieved.

Anna Mary Yvonne
Chennai
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Civilisational heritage

SANDHYA JAIN

Leaders and intellectuals, who stand against the Citizenship Bill, must rise above partisan 

politics and understand that immigrants with Indic links deserve to seek refuge here

She (Mamata) is a very
good administrator. I
believe that Mamataji
has all the capabilities of
leading the country. 

Karnataka Chief
Minister 
—H D Kumaraswamy

Indian diaspora has dra-
matically changed the
world’s perception of
Indians and of India as
well. Indians are leading
the world today.

External Affairs Minister
—Sushma Swaraj

I believe age or life
stages should not affect
a woman's career. It's
important not to limit
yourself. Women 
can do it all. 

Actor
—Kareena Kapoor Khan

It is the fear of the BJP’s
successes that has made 
the Opposition come
together. They are afraid of
the fact that we will once
again form the government.

Union Home Minister
—Rajnath Singh

S O U N D B I T E

L E T T E R S T O  T H E  E D I T O R

A great show of grand unity but what next?

T
his refers to the editorial, “Didi’s headline act”
(January 21). It was interesting to see the show
of strength at the mega rally organised by the

Trinamool Congress (TMC) in Kolkata, which was
attended by over 20 Opposition parties, who came
together with one agenda — to dethrone Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. The irony, however, is that the gath-
ering didn’t bring a common ideology to the table which
it ought to have if it really intended to take away the
focus from a personality war. Defeating the Modi
Government, therefore, will be a Herculean task for
Opposition parties as all leaders seem to be governed
by their own interests. TMC chief and West Bengal Chief
Minister, Mamata Banerjee, made it clear that Congress
president Rahul Gandhi was not their chosen prime min-
isterial candidate for the 2019 Lok Sabha poll. 

The bigger question then is: Even if the Opposition
wins the poll battle, who will become the Prime

Minister? As top leaders from the Congress skipped
the mega rally, it may well be a strategic ploy of the
grand old party to play to the gallery. For them, it is
good to remain tongue-tied. The adage, ‘silence is gold-
en’ is what they should stand by in present times as
in the coming days, the political drama will certainly
entertain every one.

TK Nandanan
Chennai

BEFORE
SHUTTING THEIR
DOORS ON THEIR

HINDU
BRETHREN, THE

PEOPLE OF
ASSAM 
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FOR THE ILLEGAL
MIGRATIONS

THAT ALMOST
OVERWHELMED

THEIR STATE
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Tribal development (especially adiwasis)
has been a hot topic of discussion for
ruling Governments as well as politi-

cal parties. Ever since independence, sever-
al Governments have launched numerous
programmes, which have seen minimal
success in terms of enhancing the socio-eco-
nomic condition of the tribal population. Of
course, a miniscule group of educated peo-
ple have benefitted from the policy of job
reservation. But it is the land tenure reforms
that have been at the forefront of tribal strug-
gles. Many NGOs as well as social workers
have been raising the issue of tribal land with
the forest department. Tribal livelihood
rights, after all, are intricately linked with the
management of forest ecosystems. For, it is
equally important that forest bio-diversity
remains in good shape to meet tribal needs. 

Not only the tribal people but villagers
living in about 170,000 villages, situated in
and around 32 million hectare of forest lands,

are partially dependent on the adjoining for-
est lands for daily needs. As per the 2011
Census, the tribal population in India stood
at 10.4 crore and constituted around 8.6 per
cent of the total population. In 2004, the then
NDA Government had brought to fore the
issue of historical injustice regarding settle-
ment of disputed claims of tribals over forest-
lands, which were pending since decades, par-
ticularly after the enactment of the Forest
Conservation Act, 1980. A notification was
issued on February 4, 2004, recognising the
rights of occupation of forest lands by trib-
al people and a procedure was communicat-
ed to the States to vest the occupied land. This
recognition was welcomed but could not be
implemented because the NDA could not
come back to power. Taking cue from this
notification, the then UPA Government re-
initiated the process and enacted the
Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional
Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest
Rights) Act, (FRA) 2006. Ever since, it
remains one of the biggest reforms to correct
the historic injustice done to tribals. It will
be appropriate to examine the impact of this
Act on the political economy of the tribals.

One of the biggest constraints for forest
management and tribal development is that
our forests, regions of tribal habitation and

mineral-bearing areas overlap each other. Due
to this, inherent conflicts occur. For long-term
sustainability of forest management and to
meet the climate change targets, it is essen-
tial that not only does our forest land
become productive enough but also that the
land vested under the Act can offer a decent
livelihood to tribals, in a manner that their
dependency on forests is gradually reduced.
The ultimate goal should be that our forests
are manned for ecological sustainability of all
kinds of landscapes. For this to happen, it is
essential that political parties assess the eco-
nomic polity of the tribal-forests interface and
chalk out an integrated strategy.

Let us first examine the implementation

of the FRA. Though the basic surmise of the
Act, before its enactment, was on commu-
nity rights, it is now focussed on settling indi-
vidual rights. It will be interesting to note that
during the last 10 years, till May 2018, 58.5
lakh hectares of land were vested but more
than half of this figure was distributed in the
next five months, by the end of October 2018.
The Act is open-ended and for the past 10
years, the process is still on. 

This reflects that either the system is
incompetent or the Act is being used as a tool
to barter away forest land. The moot point
is: Was it an easy task for the tribal, revenue
and forests departments to ascertain the land
under occupation, as on 2006 when this Act

came into effect? Why it is taking so long for
officials to ascertain tribal occupation? Land
is a precious resource. A lackadaisical attitude
in implementation will yield to increasing
encroachments of our forest lands. Political
parties as well as the Government must act
timely, pull up their socks to fix this mala-
dy. After this, focus must be shifted to devel-
oping these lands for better returns to the ben-
eficiaries. Land rights, however, are not the
only reason for tribal alienation. The lack of
infrastructure, deteriorating health condi-
tions, struggle for livelihood and education-
al deprivation, too, are some of the reasons
why they feel disenchanted. Unless the land
vested is demarcated, digitised on priority and
becomes productive, the real purpose of trib-
al empowerment will not be achieved.  

The implementation of FRA should,
therefore, be linked with the creation of liveli-
hood. A nationally coordinated project, in col-
laboration with the Ministry of Environment,
Forest and Climate Change, Ministry of
Agriculture & Farmers’ Welfare, Ministry of
Tribal Affairs, Ministry of Water Resources,
River Development & Ganga Rejuvenation,
Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises, Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy, Ministry of AYUSH and Ministry of
Rural Development for livelihood generation

is a sine qua non. The project should also have
a second component, based on a cluster
approach to be implemented by the Ministry
of Human Resource Development, Ministry
of Housing and Urban Affairs, Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare, Ministry of Power
to create necessary infrastructure. 

Questions now arise about its implemen-
tation. Considering the interface between
forests and tribes, the National Commission
for Scheduled Tribes requested the
Government to rename Indian Forest Service
(IFS) as the Indian Forest and Tribal Service.
This is an excellent proposal but renaming
IFS is not essential. What is needed is to
encompass tribal welfare as a core value of
forest management. For this, IFS training will
require changes and the Indian Institute of
Forest Management and Indira Gandhi
National Forest Academy should be assigned
this task. The IFS cadre will require revamp-
ing to create a capable force. To begin with,
one Additional Director-General’s post
should be created in the Ministry of
Environment to deal with tribal affairs, ensure
convergence and plan future set-ups. In the
long-run, a tribal child should grow up imbib-
ing his culture while encompassing the fruits
of modern development.

(The writer is a retired civil servant)
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I DON’T THINK UTTAR PRADESH’S FORMER CHIEF

MINISTER IS A WOMAN OR A MAN. SHE SOLD ALL

HER DIGNITY TO GET POWER.

—BJP LEADER

SADHANA SINGH 

THE REMARK SMACKS OF DESPERATION AND

NERVOUSNESS AMONG BJP LEADERS AND IS AN

AFFRONT TO ALL WOMEN.

—SP CHIEF 

AKHILESH YADAV

POINTCOUNTERPOINT 

As the Lok Sabha election gets tantalis-
ingly close, the season of mahagath-
bandhan or a grand alliance has start-
ed in right earnest. So has flexing of
political muscles by what can loosely

be called as the anti-Bharatiya Janata Party (anti-
BJP) — a conglomeration of diverse regional par-
ties, united by a single agenda of removing the
Modi-Shah duo from national politics in the Lok
Sabha election. Of course, BJP rebel and now archi-
tect of the “Save Democracy” movement Yashwant
Sinha adroitly reminded everybody that the
Modi versus Rest  narrative would only strength-
en the former’s image and the Opposition need-
ed to counter the BJP on ideological counts.

Raised hands and clenched fists of all leaders
present in the Kolkata rally, organised by the
Trinamool Congress (TMC), not only gave a per-
fect photo opportunity to Opposition leaders but
somewhere down the line increased the frown lines
of the defender — the BJP-led National
Democratic Alliance (NDA). Many considered the
rally largely as an exercise to project TMC chief
and West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee
as a possible prime ministerial candidate of the
grand Opposition alliance for the Lok Sabha poll
even though the stated objective was to bring all
anti-BJP parties on the same platform. But that’s
just one aspect of the burgeoning index of
Opposition unity. 

Of course, all the 20-plus parties that partic-
ipated in the Kolkata rally on January 19 had dif-
ferent agenda on their minds. Most of them were
looking for a better outing in the Assembly polls
with their respective alliances, where the BJP has
become a force to reckon with since 2014. But
given that the TMC hosted the first successful
Opposition rally and managed to get on board
almost all leaders and parties opposed to the BJP,
it can now safely claim to be the leader of this Third
Front. Banerjee also pitched herself as a sort of an
arbitrator for possible disputes, whenever and
wherever they arise, among this Front. Her
diplomatic handling of the stage and giving impor-
tance to all the leaders present amply suggested
her ease of managing diverse interests, her
acceptability and showed her national ambitions.

But the fissures in such a loose formation are
still too wide and its ability to pose as a united front
before the election is still a matter of speculation.
Telugu Desam Party (TDP) chief Chandrababu
Naidu, who was present in the Kolkata rally, has
practically abandoned the Congress with which
he had sewed an alliance for the Assembly polls
of Telangana.  Congress president Rahul Gandhi
and Naidu had become the poster boys of this
mahagathbandhan then, beaming as they were
with hands raised in solidarity.

As an afterthought, the TDP supremo perhaps
realised that he cannot give much space to the
Congress to grow in his home state of Andhra
Pradesh. An alliance with the Congress in the State
would limit his chances to have a go at the chair
of Prime Minister. He might have perhaps looked
at the prospects of him somehow becoming a pos-
sible compromise candidate in the event of this
Opposition grand alliance getting close to govern-
ment formation.

Besides, Mamata Banerjee and Chandrababu
Naidu, who are possibly looking at a national role

for themselves, this anti-BJP Opposition
front also has Dalit leader and Bahujan
Samaj Party (BSP) chief Mayawati as the
prime ministerial candidate. She has
been endorsed strongly not only by her
own party but also by her newly-found
political partner and nephew Akhilesh
Yadav of the Samajwadi Party (SP). The
Bua-Bhatija alliance is the one which has
set the tone and template for the gen-
eral election and almost every political
pundit now says that the road to New
Delhi this time would go through the
lanes and bylanes of Lucknow and Uttar
Pradesh.

Days before the Kolkata rally of the
Opposition, the SP-BSP alliance in
Uttar Pradesh triggered a wave of antic-
ipation among the anti-BJP front and
threw open a wide range of political pos-
sibilities at the cost of the saffron party
in the largest State of the country. The
TMC rally simply took the idea of unity
ahead and sort of announced to the
world that the neutral Third Front was
alive and kicking  and both the BJP and
the Congress should consider it as a pos-
sible contender for the throne in Delhi
provided it gets the numbers leaders are
hoping for. And if all parties do well
individually, then the Congress can pro-
vide outside support if the situation so
warrants.

Coming back to the SP-BSP alliance,
even the Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) in
Bihar, which has a vote base similar to
the SP’s in Uttar Pradesh, is excited about
its prospects. This perhaps explains why
Tejaswi Yadav, the de facto supremo of
the party in the absence of the incarcer-
ated Lalu Prasad Yadav, dashed to
Lucknow to congratulate Mayawati on
her birthday and tweeted pictures in
which he touched her feet reverential-

ly. It’s rare to see bonhomie between the
parties representing the Dalits (BSP) and
OBCs led by the Yadav community (SP
and RJD), as they have not only been at
political but also social loggerheads for
decades.

Tejaswi knows for sure that keeping
the BSP in good humour would only
help consolidate and expand the vote
base of the grand alliance in Bihar. Dalit
leader and Lok Janshakti Party (LJP)
chief Ram Vilas Paswan is firmly in the
NDA fold, at least for the Lok Sabha
election, and the RJD would be more
than happy to get any incremental
votes of Dalits in the State if Mayawati
is on board even if the BSP does not con-
test a single seat as part of the grand
alliance in Bihar. In fact, the RJD could
go to the extent of offering a seat or two
to the BSP even though the Mayawati-
led party does not have any foothold in
the neighbouring state.

In this season of anti-BJP posturing,
photo ops and alliances ahead of the Lok
Sabha poll, the only motive seems to be
removal of Narendra Modi as the Prime
Minister by working out sound electoral
mathematics and ensuring a higher seat
turnout than the BJP did in the 2014
polls. The SP-BSP alliance is simply
banking on the fact that if it gets a com-
bined vote share, which is higher than
the NDA’s in the state, it would be in the
driver’s seat. Of course, chemistry and
adjustment are equally important in
alliances and it remains to be seen how
firmly it is cemented at the grassroots
and booth levels.

Left out of the alliance in Uttar
Pradesh — a move on expected lines —
the Congress is neither happy nor
unhappy at this moment, contemplat-
ing the different possibilities along with

permutations and combinations ahead.
Optimists in the party believe that at the
end of the day, the SP-BSP alliance could
be a part of the UPA if the numbers so
demand and they are at a striking dis-
tance of forming the next government.
Of course, Mayawati would throw her
hat in the ring for a possible go at the
chair of Prime Minister if the situation
so warrants and the mahagathbandhan
gets a respectable number of seats. This
situation would be conditional on the
Congress not doing well and remaining
well below 100 seats, regional parties
dominating the results and the BSP itself
performing well and getting a reason-
able number of the 38 seats it would be
contesting out of the 80 in Uttar
Pradesh.

But there is many a slip between the
cup and the lip. Post-verdict electoral
understandings, support and alliances
could be quite different from the ones
cemented pre-poll. In a possible scenario
where the NDA is a little short of major-
ity, the BSP could always spring a sur-
prise. It has a history of aligning with
both SP and BJP, and there has been no
shift in BSP’s ideology even as it goes to
polls this time around as a formidable
force in alliance with the SP in Uttar
Pradesh.

Similarly, the TDP, too, could go
anywhere — from the NDA to the UPA,
or to Third Front — in the post-poll
political calculations. In the last six
months, we have seen the party travel-
ling all platforms. So there we are. It all
depends on numbers after the polling
and till then, all political parties would
be posturing and keeping their options
open. Much water will flow till then.

(The writer is Senior Editor, The
Pioneer, Chandigarh)

Political economy of tribal development

The fissures in the mahagathbandhan are gradually becoming visible and its
ability to maintain a united front till after the election results will be the decider 

Reinstating the fundamental right to property is just one area that the Government must work upon to ensure tribals 

get their due. What is needed is to encompass tribal welfare as a core value of forest management
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Controls on GM crops will curb access to new
solutions needed to tackle climate change. Our

farmers will be the biggest losers 

AMITABH SHUKLA

www.dailypioneer.com

POST-VERDICT
ELECTORAL

SUPPORT AND
ALLIANCES COULD

BE QUITE DIFFERENT
FROM THE ONES

CEMENTED 
PRE-POLL. IN A

POSSIBLE SCENARIO
WHERE THE NDA IS
A LITTLE SHORT OF
MAJORITY, THE BSP

COULD ALWAYS
SPRING A

SURPRISE. IT HAS A
HISTORY OF

ALIGNING WITH
BOTH SP AND BJP.

THERE HAS BEEN NO
SHIFT IN BSP’S

IDEOLOGY EVEN AS
IT GOES TO POLLS

THIS TIME AROUND
AS A FORMIDABLE

FORCE IN ALLIANCE
WITH THE SP IN

UTTAR PRADESH

Innovation is not

exploitation

B
t cotton, the only Genetically Modified (GM) crop so far allowed

for cultivation in India, is genetically tweaked to kill bollworms

that ravage cotton crops. It promises substantial increase in

return by saving on pesticide use and increase in crop yield. At the

price paid for Bt cotton seed, including technology fee paid to biotech

major Monsanto, farmers get handsome returns. Since its intro-

duction, the use of Bt cotton in India has increased manifold with

the area under coverage, leap-frogging from a mere 50,000 hectare

to around 12 million hectare, covering major States such as Gujarat,

Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra. At present, 98 per cent of the

area under cotton is covered by Bt technology. Yet Bayer-Monsanto

(renamed after acquisition of Monsanto by Bayer) faces a stifling

environment due to legal/judicial, regulatory and administrative hur-

dles. On March 28, 2017, a single judge Bench of the Delhi High

Court upheld Monsanto’s patent related to the gene sequence respon-

sible for Bt trait but held as illegal the latter’s termination of its sub-

licence agreement for GM hybrid cotton seeds with Nuziveedu Seeds

(a local seed company). It also ordered domestic companies to make

all future royalty payments as per Government stipulations. 

While Monsanto challenged the above order pertaining to ter-

mination of sub-licence agreement, Nuziveedu challenged the por-

tion upholding of the patent. A Division Bench of the Delhi High Court

in its judgement on May 2, 2018, invalidated the patent, arguing

that gene sequence responsible for Bt trait is a part of the seed,

and, hence, unpatentable in terms of Section 3(j) of the Patents

(Amendment) Act, 2005 that excludes higher life forms like plants,

animals and their parts, and essential biological processes from

the realm of patentability. Bayer Monsanto challenged this order in

the Supreme Court. In its order dated January 8, the apex court

restored Monsanto’s Bt cotton patent in India till its validity is decid-

ed finally by Delhi High Court. But this does little to unshackle the

company. In December 2015, the Union Agriculture Ministry had

issued a Cotton Seed Price Control Order under which it fixed the

price of cotton seed sales all over the country at a uniform level

and max trait fee (royalty) payable to Monsanto. Under it, MRP of

a packet of Bollgard II seed (450 grams) was cut from ̀ 930 (includ-

ing `163 for trait fee) to `800 (`42 trait fee). The cut in trait fee

alone was `121. In March 2018, the price was further reduced to

`740, including trait value of `39.  

The company had challenged the order but till date, the court

has not even started hearing the case. Meanwhile, limiting the trait

fee to a pittance five per cent of MRP denies the innovator a rea-

sonable opportunity to recuperate the investment on discovery, devel-

opment and commercialisation of the new transgenic variety.

Furthermore, on May 18, 2016, the ministry had issued another

order, making it mandatory for Monsanto to license technology to

any seed company that approaches it. Following protests, though

the order was withdrawn, local companies are freely selling seeds

bearing patented technology of the biotech major. A company, which

holds patent for the product of its innovation, has exclusive rights

over its production/import, distribution, pricing and use. In this case,

however, forget exclusivity, the innovator/patent holder (read:

Monsanto) has no say whatsoever even as decision on all these

parameters are taken by the Government. The situation remains

unchanged despite the top court’s order.

This is not a good sign for farmers, who will not only be denied

access to advanced versions of Bt cotton but also new technolo-

gy solutions for saline soils, drought-and flood-resistant GM crops.

They badly need the help of technology to meet the challenges of

fast-changing climatic conditions. Already, Monsanto withdrew the

herbicide tolerant cotton seeds from the approval process in August

2016. Reportedly, it also put in abeyance its plans to submit newer

seeds for approval in India. A collateral damage is by way of unap-

proved new seeds finding their way to the farmers. According to

the Field Inspection and Scientific Evaluation Committee, a body of

experts-chaired by the co-chair of Genetic Engineering Approval

Committee, around 15 per cent of the seeds being used in major

cotton-growing States comprise unapproved herbicide-tolerant seeds.

Even worse, these seeds are selling at `1,200-1,500 per packet

— almost double the MRP of Bollgard II seed (albeit approved) fixed

by the Union Government. These illegal seeds have increased the

problem of resistant weeds and are responsible for the new threat

posed to the cotton crop — pink bollworms. The crux of the prob-

lem lies with the mindset of the Government. It feels that the inno-

vator is out there to exploit the patent-induced monopoly to fleece

farmers, which is not true. This in turn prompts it to impose exces-

sive controls viz pricing, licensing an royalty. This mindset has to

change or else our farmers will be put to loss due to denial of access

to new solutions.

(The writer is a freelance journalist)



Magnesium is an important
mineral as it con-
tributes to for-

tifying human health,
especially bones and
muscles. It is known to
be the fourth and most
abundant mineral found
in the human body, and
is often referred to as the
“Master Mineral” as it is crucial
to the heart, musculo-skeletal sys-
tem, and brain for producing
antioxidants that combat multiple
diseases.

Furthermore, as one of the six
essential macro-minerals that com-
prise 99 per cent of the body’s min-
eral content, it enables the smooth
functioning of thousands of
enzymes that aid in the regulation
of one’s system, and is considered
extremely essential to the produc-
tion of energy from food.

As a vital component of the
immune system, magnesium aids in
keeping a number of illnesses at bay
such as asthma, diabetes, insomnia,
high blood pressure, constipation,
depression, migraines and more.
Other important areas where mag-
nesium helps are regulating calci-
um from bones and cardiac and
skeletal muscles, cleaning the bowel,
balancing blood-sugar levels, induc-
ing optimal blood circulation and
maintaining blood pressure, calm-
ing the nervous system, making
joints and ligaments flexible, regu-
lating the sleep pattern, combating
depression, and improving
Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS)
symptoms.

Unfortunately, how-
ever, one of the most
commonly encountered
problems, as per several
medical experts and practi-
tioners, is the deficiency of mag-
nesium in the human body. Despite
following an adequate diet, a large
number of people across the globe
tend to be magnesium deficient.
While not many short-term ill
effects have been discovered, this
could cause abundant damage to

one’s health in the long run.
With the absence of magne-

sium in the body, producing
adequate energy in cells

will become increas-
ingly difficult, with

muscles not being
able to relax or
contract, which

will also hinder
the synthe-

sis of essential
hormones. This, in
turn, might hamper
the control of vital
functions within the
system and make the
body prone to common
diseases.

Studies have found that
magnesium deficiency is strong-
ly connected to mineral bone den-
sity. Therefore, its deficiency
adversely affects bones by decreas-
ing their strength, volume, and
causing poor bone development.

Moreover, the lack of
magnesium in one’s daily
diet has most frequent-
ly been associated with
chronic depression,
especially among
today’s youth, and an
increased risk of Type II
diabetes, because insulin
resistance can increase
urination frequency, and
thus, urinary excretion of
the mineral. It can also
become a major contribu-

tor to severe hyperten-
sion and lead to a rise
in systolic and dias-
tolic blood pressure. 

Digestive disor-
ders such as chronic

diarrhoea and celi-
ac diseases are also a

result of low mag-
nesium intake.

There are no
evident symptoms
of magnesium
deficiency that
show up in any
specific part of

one’s body. However, certain mild
and common symptoms include
dizziness, difficulty in concentra-
tion, fatigue, constipation, irritable
bowel syndrome (IBS), heart palpa-
tions, irritability, muscle cramps,
anxiety, and increased food cravings
as well as a loss of appetite,
headaches, mood swings, facial
twitching, and excessive pain dur-

ing menstruation. If these
persist for a long period

of time, it is advisable
to have necessary
check-ups done.

To steer away
from its ill effects
and in turn, reap its
benefits, it is imper-

ative to understand the
value of magnesium as an extreme-
ly important mineral, and to thus,

include it in one’s daily diet.
Experts recommend a good
amount of magnesium con-
sumption to women, that is,
310mg for ages 19 to 30, and

a little more than that for
women above the
age of 31. In

extreme cases of
magnesium deficien-

cy, it is also advised to
opt for an epsom salt

bath, but only when pre-
scribed by a medical prac-
titioner.

In order to ensure the
smooth functioning of
one’s immune system and
maintain good health, it is
ideal to consume magne-
sium-rich foods such as
dark chocolate, legumes
(black beans, chickpeas,

peas, and soybeans), nuts
(almonds, cashews, and Brazil

nuts), seeds (flax, pumpkin, sun-
flower, and chia seeds), grains
(wheat, oats, and barley), bananas,
leafy vegetables (kale, spinach,
broccoli and mustard greens), fatty
fish (salmon and mackerel), tofu
and skim milk. 

The writer is head of advance
physiotherapy, Saifee Hospital
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Fair and

handsome

Of late, many people are opting for lazers treatment for hair reduc-
tion, skin rejuvenation and skin lesions. Lazers are medical

devices, which produce high-energy, focused beams of intense, sin-
gle-coloured light, and heat which have been found— through ongo-
ing research and extensive clinical experience — to selectively inter-
act, in very useful ways, upon various tissues within the skin and
body. The amount and distribution of energy in laser light is more
precisely delivered. So this may have an advantage over mechan-
ical application of a scalpel or topical chemicals, for the success-
ful treatment of many aesthetic and medical conditions.

HAIR REMOVAL
This a cosmetic procedure that uses a powerful laser like diode

to remove unwanted hair. This light source heats and destroys hair
follicles in the skin, which disrupts hair growth. Common areas
to treat are face, legs, arms, underarms & bikini line. It can be help-
ful for women with hirsutism (excessive hair growth). Generally,
it’s most effective on women with pale skin and dark hair. 

You may be recommended up to six sessions, spaced about four
to six weeks apart. The results of laser hair removal may not be
permanent. They usually last from weeks to months, and regular
sessions may be needed to achieve and maintain the desired effect.
There’s no guarantee it will clear all the hair. Take time to find a
reputable practitioner who is properly qualified and practices in
a clean, safe and appropriate environment.

On the day, you’ll wear specially designed goggles to protect
your eyes during the procedure. Local anaesthetic isn’t necessary.
The practitioner will apply a cool gel or cooling air spray to the
area of the skin. They then press a hand-held device to your skin
and trigger the laser. This may feel like an elastic band snapping

at your skin. The number of ses-
sions needed depends on the area
to be lasered and the system used.

The area may be red with a
raised rash for up to 24 hours after-
wards. Holding an ice pack to the
skin may help. Your skin will be
more sensitive to the sun after laser
hair removal. Avoid sun exposure
and tanning beds for at least a week
after treatment, and use sunscreen.

SKIN RESURFACING
Laser resurfacing uses a specially crafted beam of thermal ener-

gy like carbon dioxide laser that gets to work deep into the layers
of your skin. Unlike peels or abrasive skin exfoliation, these laser
beams of heat precisely target and vaporize damaged skin. By cre-
ating injury to the old skin, the body works to create new, tighter
skin that has smaller pores and fewer wrinkles and blemishes. Skin
resurfacing removes the epidermis and penetrates into the papil-
lary dermis, which responds by producing new collagen. This allows
healing and regeneration of the skin. This is usually done to improve
wrinkles or acne scars or other imperfections from the skin. 

REMOVAL OF BIRTHMARKS, TATTOOS & SKIN LESIONS
Port-wine stain birthmarks respond remarkably well to laser

treatment. The abnormal blood vessels that cause these marks are
reduced in size by the laser. This results in a lightening of the treat-
ed area. Skin growths, facial “spider veins,” warts, and some tat-
toos respond to laser surgery. Most situations take more than one
laser treatment, but some respond to a single treatment. The tat-
toos can also be removed by a special laser.

With new technology lasers have become safe to use. But it is
important to go to a trained cosmetic surgeon who has the knowl-
edge of lasers for these procedures. Lasers can be harmful if not
applied properly. The plastic surgeon often uses the minimum laser
intensity possible. The low intensity requires many treatments.
However, the low intensity also preserves as much of the healthy
tissue as possible. This produces an aesthetically pleasing result. 

After your surgeon has indicated that a laser can be helpful in
the surgery, your surgeon will explain the laser of choice and what
can be accomplished. As with all surgery, the laser has its limita-
tions. Often the results are very good. Your surgeon will give you
the best judgment for the particular procedure.

Some surgeons may use local anesthetics to numb the treat-
ed area before the surgery. Because safety is a major component
of laser use, your surgeon will describe safety precautions before
the surgery.

It’s important to go to
a trained cosmetic

surgeon who has the
knowledge of lasers

for these procedures.
Lasers can be

harmful if not applied
properly
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Researchers have identified a pro-
tein, ORP2, responsible for 

transporting cholesterol inside cells
that opens the way for new drugs

to increase the body's good choles-
terol levels. The ORP2 could also

be targeted to fight cancer

GoodNews

HEMP SEEDS: The Hemp seeds are the seeds of the hemp
plant, Cannabis sativa. They are from the same species as

cannabis (marijuana) but a different variety. Hemp seeds are
rich in healthy fats and essential fatty acids. They are also a great
protein source and contain high amounts of Vitamin E,
phosphorus, potassium, sodium, magnesium, sulfur, calcium,
iron and zinc. Hemp seeds can be consumed raw, cooked or
roasted. Hemp seed oil is also very
healthy and has been used as
a food and medicine in
China for at least 3,000
years. Hemp seeds are a
great source of arginine and
gamma-linolenic acid, which have
been linked to a reduced risk of heart disease. About 25% of the
calories in hemp seeds come from protein. What’s more, they
contain all the essential amino acids, making them a complete
protein source. Hemp seeds may reduce symptoms associated
with PMS and menopause, thanks to its high levels of gamma-
linolenic acid (GLA).

W A R M F O O D S

Taking a short or a long vacation is the most
ideal way to de-stress and a take a break from

our fast-paced lives. In our busy lives, our body
is under constant flight or fight mode. Chronic
stress can lead to a number of health hazards.

However, we tend to get slightly off track
while we are on a vacation. Here are a few things
to keep in mind that will help you enjoy the most
yet be on track.

nResearch
Before booking a hotel, make sure to check

the facilities like an attached gym, a sports club
or a swimming pool. Indulging in any of these
while you are there will help you keep fit and
refreshed.
nWalk/run around the city

It would be a good idea to explore the city
on foot instead of hiring a cab or local transport.
You would be able to explore much more, inter-
act with the locals who could guide you to good
places to eat and explore. It is also much cheap-
er. Make sure you carry a comfortable pair of
shoes for this.
nPrioritise sleep

There is a change of your sleep environment
(one which lacks the reminders of your daily
stress) certainly helps set the tone for more relax-
ation and usually better sleep. Make sure you are
getting enough snooze in time so that you don’t
feel tired.
nCarry resistance bands

Throw in this small yet effective fitness tool
while travelling. You could use it anywhere, at
the airport, hotel room even outdoors. It helps
in stretching and strengthening muscles.
nDay pass/ trial class

There are a lot of fitness centres and sports
clubs that offer trial classes or day passes. It
would be a good idea to check these out. It could
also be a good way to explore a new form of
workout that you have never tried before. You
may actually enjoy it and learn something new.
nKeep hydrated

Dehydration is a common illness with
tourists, caused by not drinking enough fluid,
to replace the fluid that the body loses due to
heat. Several factors can help our body to become
dehydrated such as the climate, physical exer-
cise, and diets. Make sure you carry your water
bottles while moving around.
nTrying local cuisine

Experiencing the local culture is a huge part
of travelling and taking back a lot of memories.
The food is made out of the rich produce that
is grown locally. Try a new fruit, vegetable or dish
that may not be available in your hometown.
nCarry your snacks: Pack nutrition bars, nuts,
seeds and dry fruits. They are lightweight to
carry around and will resist the urge to binge
when hungry.

The writer is exercise science professor, 
Gold’s Gym Fitness Institute

S TA Y F I T
WHILE TRAVELLING

Want to go on a vacation
and be on track with the
diet? DR NIKITA
NADKARNI tells you
how

T
he PCR vans are usually the first to
respond to a road emergency, and now
the police control room personnel are set

to turn paramedics to manage accident
trauma. The vans will now carry cervical
collars and fracture braces, among other
medical accessories, to provide proper care
within minutes of an accident. The van will
also carry ice packs and eye shades to
ensure that the victim is in comfort and the
pain from the injuries is managed before they

are shifted.
The PCR vans should also be equipped

with Automated External Defibrillator (AED)
machine and personnel should be trained in
its use. Defibrillation within 3 to 5 minutes of
collapse can result in survival rates as high
as 50-70%. Doctors from AIIMS and NGOs,
who already teach the cops how to provide
cardio-pulmonary resuscitations and
undertake basic procedures, will instruct
them in life-saving measures. 

SLIMLINE

According to a
recent report,
about 44 people

died in Delhi between 1
January and 6 January,
including a two-year-old child due to the
cold weather conditions. Several of these
deaths may probably be due to a condi-
tion called hypothermia.

Hypothermia is generally defined as
having a core body temperature of 95
degrees Fahrenheit or lower and can occur
when the outside environment gets too
cold or the body’s heat production
decreases. An individual may suffer from
hypothermia if he has been exposed to
cool temperatures and shows one or
more of the following signs: slowed or
slurred speech; sleepiness or confusion;
shivering or stiffness in the arms and legs;
poor control over body movements; slow
reactions, or a weak pulse. Some tips from
Heart Care Foundation of India:

nMake sure the home is warm.
nEven mildly cool homes with tem-

peratures from 60 to 65 degrees can lead
to hypothermia in older people.

nTo stay warm at home, wear long
underwear under your clothes, along with
socks and slippers. Wear several layers of
warm loose clothing to help trap warm air
between the layers.

nUse a blanket to keep your legs and
shoulders warm.

nWear a hat, scarf, and gloves or mit-
tens to prevent loss of body heat through
your head and hands when going out in
the cold.

TIPTOP STUDYCENTRE

Given that winter has
started to play hide and
seek especially in North

India, it is important to protect
the body from extreme climat-
ic conditions to keep healthy.
Most people wear warm
clothes to keep the
chills away. But
there are certain
kinds of food
that help to
keep the body
warm during
cold winter
months.

M o s t
households have
ginger. Besides
being good for diges-
tion, fresh ginger helps
keep the body warm. Dry gin-
ger is even better. You can use
it to run a bath as well. Boil
about two litres with 250 gm of
ginger for about 20 minutes.
Strain and pour this mixture

into your bath and have a nice
soak.

Eat nuts and seeds (in
limited quantities) like
almonds, cashews, walnuts,
flax seeds and sesame seeds.

These will provide necessary
vitamins and natural

oils and provide
required nutri-

ents to keep the
body warm.

Use
spices like
fennel, cumin,
c o r i a n d e r,

anise, cinna-
mon, black pep-

per, turmeric,
mustard seeds and

cardamom while cooking
food.

Most importantly, avoid
cold foods and iced drinks. This
means ice cream even if one is
tempted to do so once in a
while.

Besides wearing layers of 
clothing, there are several ways
to keep the body warm during

cold winter months.
ROSHANI DEVI tells you

what one can do to keep the
chill away  

Statistics indicate that there has been
an increase of about 300% in the inci-
dence of coronary artery disease

(CAD) in Indians, especially in the last
three decades. Approximately 12% of
those affected are in urban India.
Apart from the common risk
factors including regular con-
sumption of processed food
and a sedentary lifestyle, the
condition can exacerbate in
winter. Those with a family his-
tory of the condition must be
more careful and take precaution-
ary measures.

Research has shown that each 1°C
reduction in temperature is associated with
about 200 additional heart attacks — there
are 53% more such cases in winter. Lower
temperatures bring about a variation in the
plasma level of hormones and blood clot-
ting factors. In winters, the heart must also
work harder to maintain body tempera-

ture.
Speaking about this, Dr Manoj Kumar,

Director & Head, Cardiac Cath Lab, Max
Super Specialty Hospital, Patparganj, New

Delhi, said: “Sudden change in temper-
ature causes thermal stress for the

body and the latter must work
more to maintain a constant
temperature. This type of stress
has direct effect on blood vis-
cosity, making it thicker, stick-

ier, and more likely to clot. Low
temperatures can cause blood

vessels to narrow which restricts
blood flow throughout the body. This
leads to a reduction in the amount of oxy-
gen that reaches the different organs
including the heart. The heart, therefore,
has to work doubly hard to ensure that
enough blood and oxygen is pumped to
the entire body. Over time, this can lead
to heart failure, especially in people with
coronary artery disease (CAD).”

DadiKaKehna

Magnesium-rich foods help in
strengthening bones and muscles, says
DR SWATI SANGHVI 

The

master

TO ENSURE SMOOTH
FUNCTIONING OF THE

IMMUNE SYSTEM
AND MAINTAIN GOOD

HEALTH, IT IS
IMPORTANT  TO

CONSUME
MAGNESIUM-RICH
FOODS LIKE DARK
CHOCOLATE AND
LEGUMES LIKE

BLACK BEANS &
CHICKPEAS

mineral
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BMW DRIVES IN ALL-NEW X4 MODEL IN INDIA

New Delhi: German luxury carmaker BMW Monday launched its new X4,
a sports activity coupe, in India priced up to `65.9 lakh (ex-showroom). The
company is rolling out the new model locally from its Chennai-based manu-
facturing plant.  The two diesel variants are priced at `60.6 lakh and `65.9 lakh,
respectively, while the sole petrol trim is tagged at ̀ 63.5 lakh. (All prices ex-show-
room). “BMW established the sports activity vehicle (SAV) category and the lat-
est addition to this hugely successful family is the all-new BMW X4 belonging
to the sports activity coupe segment,” BMW Group India President Hans-Christian
Baertels said in a statement. Its distinctive vehicle concept will be proven an instant
hit in this class and will become a trend-setter, he added. The all-new BMW X4
comes with innovative technologies such as the BMW display key that allows
drivers to keep in contact with their car round the clock. Other features include
BMW Gesture Control, wireless charging and parking assist. 

YAMAHA INDIA LAUNCHES FZ-FI, FZS-FI BIKES PRICED UP TO ` 97K
New Delhi: Japanese two-wheeler major Yamaha Monday launched two new

motorcycles in its FZ range in the premium segment priced up to `97,000 (ex-
showroom Delhi). The two new products FZ-FI and FZS-FI equipped with
advanced braking system, anti-lock braking system (ABS), are powered by 149
cc 4-stroke,  single-cylinder engines, India Yamaha Motor (IYM) said in state-
ment. While the FZ-FI is priced at `95,000, the FZ-S FI is tagged at `97,000 (all
prices ex-showroom Delhi), it added. “The new launch from Yamaha will strength-
en the company's presence in the deluxe class in India,” Yamaha Motor India
Group of companies Chairman Motofumi Shitara said. The introduction of the
new FZ-FI and FZS-FI with ABS followed the first launch of ABS-enabled YZF-
R15 version 3.0 from the company in 2019. The company also said it has intro-
duced ABS-equipped version of its FZ 25 model; and will be available for `1.33
lakh (ex-showroom Delhi). 

LIC acquires majority

stake in IDBI Bank

PTI n NEW DELHI

IDBI Bank on Monday said
insurance behemoth LIC has

completed acquisition of 51
per cent controlling stake in
the bank, making it the lender's
majority shareholder.

“The deal, conceptu-
alised in June 2018, is envis-
aged as a win-win situation for
both IDBI Bank and LIC with
an opportunity to create enor-
mous value for shareholders,
customers & employees of
both entities through mutual
synergies,” IDBI Bank said in
a BSE filing.

In August last year, the
Cabinet approved the acquisi-
tion of controlling stake by Life
Insurance Corporation (LIC)
as a promoter in the bank
through a combination of pref-
erential allotment and open
offer of equity.

LIC had been looking to
enter the banking space by
acquiring a majority stake in
IDBI Bank, as the deal is
expected to provide business
synergies despite the lender's
stressed balance sheet.

The bank had reported a
net loss of `3,602.49 crore
during the September quarter
of 2018-19. Its gross non-per-
forming assets hit 31.78 per
cent (`60,875.49 crore) of the
gross advances as on
September 30, 2018, as com-
pared with 24.98 per cent in

the year-ago period.
IDBI Bank has about 1.5

crore retail customers and
about 18,000 employees. With
this deal, LIC will have a
strategic investment in a large
bancassurance channel, there-
by increasing its productivity
and reducing distribution
costs.

Over 800 branches of IDBI
Bank can be used as touch
points for selling LIC policies,
the public sector lender said.

IDBI Bank said it would
significantly increase its invest-
ments in building data analyt-
ics capabilities to analyse cus-
tomer behaviour of both the
entities.

This will enable the bank
to enhance its product offer-
ings, reduce distribution cost,
de-risk portfolio and support
retail business build, it added.

IDBI Bank said its retail
loan portfolio is expected to
reach 50 per cent by fiscal
2019-20.

“IDBI Bank and LIC have
started working to ensure full
realisation of their synergies
over the next 12 months.
Improved financial health will
pave the way for the bank to
exit from prompt corrective
action (PCA) in a time-bound
manner and be a future-ready,
top-ranked bank. LIC and
IDBI Bank are committed to
serve the interests of all stake-
holders,” the bank said.

Farm support steps to increase states' fiscal deficit: Ind-Ra 
PTI n NEW DELHI

Competitive populism in the form
of farm loan waivers and other

schemes ahead of the general polls
would inflate cumulative fiscal deficit
of states, a report by India Ratings
and Research (Ind-Ra) has pointed
out.

In its report, the Fitch group
company has maintained a stable
outlook on the finances of Indian
states for 2019-20. 

The agency expects the aggre-
gate fiscal deficit of states to come in
higher at 3.2 per cent in 2019-20
than its forecast of 2.8 per cent in the
2018-19 Mid-Year Outlook.

“Although this is higher than the
fiscally prudent level of 3 per cent of
the gross domestic product (GDP),
Ind-Ra believes this will not pose a

significant upside risk to states'
aggregate debt burden in 2019-20,”
the report said.

Ind-Ra expects states’ revenue
account on aggregate to clock a
deficit of 0.5 per cent of GDP in
2019-20 due to a higher growth in
revenue expenditure than in revenue
receipts. 

“The competitive populism, in
the nature of farm loan waivers and
other financial support schemes,
would take centre stage in the run-
up to next general elections in May
2019.  A larger impact is expected on
fiscal and revenue deficit to gross
state domestic product ratios for
Madhya Pradesh, Kerala and
Rajasthan, among non-special cat-
egory states, in 2019-20,” the report
said.   

The report said the announce-

ment of farm loan waivers by the
governments of Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh, Assam and Rajasthan
in December 2018 extends the list of
states that have resorted to this
mechanism to address farmers' dis-
tress. 

Additionally, Odisha and
Jharkhand announced schemes to
provide financial assistance to small
and marginal farmers along the
lines of the Rythu Bandhu Scheme
implemented in Telangana, it said.

Ind-Ra estimates the gross mar-
ket borrowings of states to be `5.7
trillion (lakh crore) in 2019-20. 

The aggregate gross market bor-
rowings by states would be in the
range of `5.01 trillion-`5.13 trillion
in 2018-19, higher than the states'
budgeted gross market borrowings
of `4.4 trillion for 2018-19.

Govt may cut customs duty 
on some medical devices

New Delhi: The govern-
ment may consider reducing
customs duty on certain med-
ical devices in the forthcoming
budget with an aim to boosting
domestic manufacturing of
such goods, sources said.

The move would also help
promote the government's
ambitious Make in India ini-
tiative, said the source.

Industry chamber CII in its
has pre-budget memorandum
has asked the government to
reduce customs duty from 10
per cent to 2.5 per cent on PDS
Plates used for nasal recon-

structive surgery.
It has also asked to exempt

the duty on instruments for
joint replacement and spinal
equipment.

“Reduction of basic cus-
toms duty on PDS Plates to 2.5
per cent would reduce the cost
and benefit the patients,” CII
has said. 

The government has
recently set up National
Medical Devices Promotion
Council (NMDPC) to boost
manufacturing, attract invest-
ments and promote exports of
the fast-growing sector.   PTI

Omega Healthcare inks
MoU with IIIT-B

New Delhi: Omega Healthcare
Management Services on Monday said it has
signed a pact with IIIT-Bangalore   for
advanced use of latest technology in provid-
ing healthcare solutions.

The MoU is aimed at building industry-
grade AI engines that can be embedded as part
of Omega's business solutions to solve health-
care business challenges, the company said in
a statement. The pact also entails research pro-
grammes in artificial intelligence (AI) and Data
Science, aiming to focus on specific business-
related processes along with expected out-
comes, with the programme being collective-
ly decided by both organisations, it added.

The company however did not provide any
financial details of the agreement.          PTI

Script Open High Low LTP
RCOM 13.32 13.48 13.07 13.11
SUZLON 5.30 5.32 5.21 5.26
SUNPHARMA 390.90 406.35 390.75 398.35
RELIANCE 1193.90 1237.40 1189.75 1234.50
SPARC 148.00 177.80 147.15 173.85
LINDEINDIA 655.00 678.00 576.80 666.25
YESBANK 199.00 204.00 191.10 192.10
ICICIBANK 372.00 376.20 370.25 371.25
LT 1275.00 1336.45 1275.00 1314.20
JETAIRWAYS 275.20 284.20 272.40 276.45
KOTAKBANK 1241.00 1276.00 1224.05 1267.30
WIPRO 342.00 344.80 333.70 337.50
ITI 107.40 114.80 107.40 112.05
JISLJALEQS 64.90 64.90 59.50 61.75
PHILIPCARB 188.00 188.00 166.40 168.05
INFY 733.00 750.70 733.00 742.75
GRAPHITE 701.00 721.45 681.00 684.05
JPASSOCIAT 7.20 7.20 7.05 7.11
HDFCBANK 2149.00 2165.00 2125.55 2146.55
DCBBANK 172.50 187.65 172.50 183.20
HEG 3549.00 3568.20 3357.00 3374.65
HUDCO 43.05 47.50 43.05 45.35
UNIONBANK 93.00 93.45 85.20 86.40
TCS 1900.40 1931.30 1896.55 1905.80
MINDTREE 894.90 912.45 874.60 880.00
NIITTECH 1221.15 1298.40 1216.40 1270.10
ASIANPAINT 1399.80 1424.20 1396.50 1420.65
MARUTI 7384.00 7384.00 7160.45 7200.95
SBIN 295.15 296.75 291.10 292.35
L&TFH 140.95 141.80 137.65 140.00
AXISBANK 661.90 664.45 656.75 660.35
RELINFRA 297.25 300.00 287.85 289.15
ONGC 146.25 147.30 144.15 145.00
TATASTEEL 472.20 477.40 470.10 471.55
DHFL 216.20 217.95 210.35 211.35
ASHOKLEY 92.60 92.75 90.40 90.65

NTPC 147.00 147.00 142.60 143.30
TATAMOTORS 183.30 184.85 180.40 181.40
EIDPARRY 215.80 217.00 198.75 200.20
SOUTHBANK 15.10 15.10 14.05 14.20
PNB 83.00 83.55 79.80 80.35
DMART 1388.95 1394.45 1346.50 1350.65
RELCAPITAL 210.60 211.90 207.20 208.20
IBULHSGFIN 820.00 820.85 801.70 803.90
BHARTIARTL 317.70 317.70 306.30 310.45
BAJFINANCE 2544.95 2604.80 2527.25 2588.90
SUNTV 535.00 536.00 510.00 512.40
IDEA 34.80 35.45 32.50 32.85
ITC 291.00 292.50 288.65 289.65
APOLLOHOSP 1375.00 1387.00 1307.75 1315.00
STRTECH 292.10 298.00 291.55 297.05
BANDHANBNK 443.75 443.75 425.00 427.55
HINDUNILVR 1762.95 1762.95 1736.50 1748.30
JUBLFOOD 1218.55 1222.20 1173.15 1182.50
HEROMOTOCO 2923.95 2923.95 2777.10 2794.50
PCJEWELLER 78.25 79.45 76.90 77.40
SRTRANSFIN 1136.00 1136.00 1107.30 1109.00
SREINFRA 33.90 36.05 33.30 34.65
IDFCFIRSTB 47.60 47.75 46.00 46.20
BHEL 71.30 72.10 70.50 70.75
JINDALSTEL 146.10 149.00 143.70 144.45
ADANIPOWER 50.70 51.20 49.40 49.60
BLISSGVS 163.00 172.20 160.65 161.85
WOCKPHARMA 494.05 505.15 491.10 493.75
HDFC 2007.70 2016.25 1983.00 2005.00
VOLTAS 536.00 542.00 530.15 536.30
MOTHERSUMI 159.20 165.60 157.90 162.40
BIOCON 654.00 670.50 653.70 663.20
M&M 743.00 743.00 728.00 730.55
UBL 1429.00 1493.75 1411.40 1483.25
JUSTDIAL 474.55 482.15 471.00 474.00
KRBL 378.70 383.40 362.00 364.90
BANKINDIA 102.60 104.65 99.80 100.65
LUPIN 856.00 879.10 856.00 865.50
INDUSINDBK 1515.00 1515.45 1497.00 1508.00
TECHM 711.65 720.95 708.10 713.35
VEDL 200.00 200.10 197.75 198.40
CGPOWER 44.00 44.00 41.50 42.15
SPICEJET 80.55 81.30 80.00 80.30
BANKBARODA 118.75 119.00 115.50 116.45
GHCL 258.00 268.90 256.95 265.25
TATAPOWER 76.00 77.15 75.35 75.95
IDBI 58.00 58.55 56.20 56.50
DELTACORP 246.85 248.50 241.45 242.60
INFIBEAM 44.40 45.60 43.60 44.00
KPIT 216.00 221.10 214.75 217.70
FSL 49.10 51.90 48.75 50.30

GNFC 364.10 364.25 351.50 351.50
TAKE 156.00 167.00 154.95 159.40
ESCORTS 721.05 745.45 721.05 732.90
ZEEL 441.00 443.20 434.35 436.75
HINDZINC 274.00 274.75 265.10 268.15
IGL 280.50 288.40 279.95 287.35
RECLTD 126.00 126.45 122.45 122.85
IOC 137.85 137.85 135.45 135.70
GRUH 233.50 233.50 225.80 226.95
CANBK 280.00 280.00 265.05 265.95
NAUKRI 1615.00 1620.50 1511.00 1549.55
HCLTECH 965.00 980.00 960.00 962.60
BAJAJ-AUTO 2715.00 2720.20 2670.00 2685.45
BEML 893.05 901.00 885.00 885.00
DISHTV 33.65 35.65 33.50 34.65
GODREJCP 792.25 804.05 779.95 784.00
TATAELXSI 963.00 981.25 957.55 963.65
COALINDIA 230.00 231.15 228.40 229.15
BOMDYEING 120.25 124.50 119.75 120.45
FRETAIL 445.15 447.25 417.10 419.20
BAJAJFINSV 6245.50 6402.05 6217.10 6384.00
AUROPHARMA 769.80 784.50 768.95 776.00
DRREDDY 2602.30 2639.00 2585.00 2599.00
LTI 1802.00 1808.00 1770.00 1780.00
HINDPETRO 237.90 241.80 237.25 238.45
FEDERALBNK 90.00 90.85 88.50 88.80
DABUR 425.00 433.40 424.75 426.10
TRENT 365.80 373.30 361.10 365.80
SAIL 49.50 50.30 49.20 49.40
NBCC 57.90 58.55 56.60 56.75
ADANIPORTS 397.05 402.60 392.60 395.00
NCC 87.80 88.45 85.40 85.95
KAJARIACER 545.00 545.00 530.20 535.00
J&KBANK 39.40 39.55 38.50 38.85
INTELLECT 215.35 220.40 208.95 214.35
IBREALEST 84.00 85.45 80.40 80.60
CIPLA 514.00 514.00 509.45 510.80
PEL 2320.00 2350.00 2269.70 2280.00
ABCAPITAL 94.00 94.00 92.45 92.60
BPCL 352.00 355.30 348.50 351.95
NATIONALUM 61.80 61.80 60.60 61.05
HEXAWARE 325.95 334.45 324.05 325.55
DLF 180.30 182.15 176.00 177.25
HINDALCO 208.50 209.95 205.25 207.00
ISGEC 5040.00 5062.65 4790.00 5020.00
ABFRL 204.20 205.50 201.20 202.00
SBILIFE 621.00 644.35 613.45 617.15
RCF 64.55 64.95 63.50 63.90
RADICO 406.85 409.85 396.00 398.00
EDELWEISS 173.00 173.00 164.50 165.50
ISEC 228.50 229.35 222.05 223.00
JAICORPLTD 110.95 112.90 109.75 110.60
CONCOR 683.65 683.65 663.50 666.25
ORIENTBANK 95.55 96.95 92.50 92.85
BERGEPAINT 326.05 330.45 319.50 321.65
RPOWER 28.80 28.80 27.85 28.00
JSWSTEEL 285.20 288.80 284.10 284.75
M&MFIN 442.00 446.50 437.30 443.70
CYIENT 614.95 620.00 596.15 596.15
STAR 517.10 526.45 511.65 514.65
MPHASIS 870.00 880.95 862.00 872.00
INDIANB 249.45 250.00 241.50 241.50
CASTROLIND 165.35 167.50 164.40 165.85
FORCEMOT 1570.00 1578.45 1545.00 1552.45
DEEPAKFERT 132.00 132.50 125.55 127.40
CADILAHC 345.45 351.70 343.00 343.00
HFCL 22.75 23.15 22.20 22.30
GLENMARK 640.85 654.45 636.25 647.60
MEGH 59.75 59.80 58.00 58.70
AMARAJABAT 786.95 791.60 773.00 775.40
VIPIND 512.40 513.75 501.15 502.45
UPL 771.95 772.35 757.00 764.00
TIMETECHNO 105.45 115.00 103.10 104.95
EICHERMOT 20020.00 20279.90 19990.15 20050.30
GAIL 323.90 328.45 321.00 327.90
INDIACEM 85.20 85.70 83.50 84.05
BEL 86.55 87.60 85.80 86.40
RAYMOND 805.60 814.55 794.40 806.95
RBLBANK 571.85 581.55 569.10 580.40
MANPASAND 82.95 84.25 81.00 81.65
IBVENTURES 373.00 374.90 366.30 369.20
ULTRACEMCO 3820.55 3863.60 3791.15 3833.00
TATAMTRDVR 97.40 97.70 95.50 95.75
ABB 1285.20 1301.50 1271.00 1276.50
RAJESHEXPO 600.00 600.00 578.00 583.55
PERSISTENT 570.00 570.00 540.15 548.95
INDIGO 1080.00 1080.00 1056.40 1062.00
BHARATFORG 481.00 483.75 473.85 475.90
KTKBANK 122.60 122.90 119.50 120.10
MUTHOOTFIN 527.05 548.65 524.00 545.45
ICICIPRULI 353.00 354.90 348.90 350.15
ICICIGI 862.05 864.90 847.00 850.00
NOCIL 163.70 164.50 161.00 162.50
CARBORUNIV 356.50 368.50 355.20 359.00
EXIDEIND 247.00 247.05 242.60 243.60
SHANKARA 509.20 512.00 490.00 494.15
WELCORP 121.00 122.00 116.60 117.00
TATAGLOBAL 216.10 217.10 209.60 209.60
RAIN 120.00 122.60 118.85 119.80
LICHSGFIN 476.75 478.00 471.10 473.65
NMDC 91.20 91.20 89.60 90.60
MCX 740.00 742.85 730.50 740.50
HDFCLIFE 384.00 386.20 382.35 384.35
TORNTPOWER 265.00 265.00 258.00 258.00
LTTS 1637.25 1664.80 1621.35 1656.15
NHPC 25.25 25.40 25.10 25.30
PFC 107.10 107.20 104.60 105.30
TITAN 960.60 969.60 957.40 964.35
ALBK 43.80 43.90 42.15 42.75

JSL 31.45 31.50 30.25 30.75
SCI 44.45 44.80 43.60 43.70
UJJIVAN 286.55 290.95 283.70 283.70
AMBUJACEM 212.60 214.50 211.50 212.55
ENGINERSIN 117.50 117.65 115.00 115.80
NAVKARCORP 49.00 49.35 47.00 47.65
GUJFLUORO 944.00 944.00 875.40 878.00
INDHOTEL 136.85 137.55 136.00 136.05
BRITANNIA 3166.20 3196.50 3140.00 3160.00
CENTURYTEX 894.60 894.60 876.60 890.00
PAGEIND 22950.00 23299.00 22736.55 22931.90
DIVISLAB 1511.45 1517.75 1494.30 1503.00
BBTC 1255.45 1264.55 1221.40 1227.55
OMAXE 214.25 215.45 213.40 213.40
SUVEN 218.75 219.40 209.05 213.45
HSIL 238.00 242.70 236.05 242.00
TRIDENT 70.45 70.45 68.00 68.25
ACC 1440.05 1450.30 1425.00 1431.60
APOLLOTYRE 220.00 220.00 215.70 216.10
CANFINHOME 270.95 270.95 262.20 264.30
FLFL 406.50 428.00 401.65 407.95
PIDILITIND 1150.00 1166.70 1144.40 1153.65
SUNTECK 338.00 341.20 332.00 335.60
FCONSUMER 42.35 42.40 41.20 41.90
PETRONET 220.00 220.50 216.40 218.35
BAJAJELEC 467.15 479.10 465.45 468.80
WHIRLPOOL 1475.00 1499.00 1470.00 1478.10
MERCK 3175.60 3355.30 3157.00 3299.75
WABAG 299.60 300.05 291.35 291.35
POWERGRID 194.00 194.00 190.10 190.35
GRASIM 825.00 825.90 810.15 810.15
VGUARD 206.15 206.75 201.75 203.20
NAVINFLUOR 656.45 668.05 654.65 664.00
MGL 917.00 918.90 900.80 906.20
NESTLEIND 11322.00 11322.00 11164.25 11237.00
JINDALSAW 79.30 79.30 77.75 77.80
TV18BRDCST 34.90 34.90 33.95 34.15
BAJAJCON 375.15 375.20 352.45 354.80
TATACOMM 517.00 522.00 510.15 511.70
GSFC 107.95 109.50 107.60 108.15
GODREJPROP 748.00 748.00 733.00 740.00
CUMMINSIND 841.65 852.70 831.10 831.10
COLPAL 1328.00 1328.00 1271.05 1312.90
RALLIS 166.00 169.20 163.60 167.40
TORNTPHARM 1900.00 1914.40 1869.30 1878.25
INFRATEL 280.80 280.80 271.45 279.00
TVSMOTOR 533.00 540.10 533.00 538.05
QUESS 677.00 681.90 637.85 655.00
SONATSOFTW 304.05 316.70 302.00 312.50
SWANENERGY 99.00 99.55 96.90 97.55
MFSL 456.35 456.40 435.30 437.00
CEATLTD 1240.00 1240.00 1221.00 1221.00
IDFC 43.50 43.50 41.70 42.00
HINDCOPPER 49.55 49.60 48.40 48.65
SYNDIBANK 37.70 38.10 36.80 37.05
EQUITAS 119.05 120.80 117.30 117.50
JUBILANT 714.80 714.80 700.00 701.50
MANAPPURAM 98.00 99.65 96.85 98.80
HAVELLS 677.10 685.80 673.30 677.00
GODFRYPHLP 958.00 967.35 946.60 956.60
ATUL 3570.00 3633.25 3525.00 3540.00
INOXWIND 75.20 75.45 72.75 73.25
COFFEEDAY 293.30 297.85 289.00 290.20
GODREJAGRO 501.65 506.00 499.35 504.00
MAHLOG 501.05 540.00 501.05 519.90
AIAENG 1687.35 1729.35 1638.90 1648.00
OIL 172.60 173.85 171.60 172.05
CENTRALBK 35.00 35.00 31.50 32.00
BATAINDIA 1155.60 1156.00 1143.30 1147.65
OBEROIRLTY 450.50 451.00 440.50 442.05
GPPL 93.00 93.00 89.20 89.65
VINATIORGA 1582.50 1638.00 1560.00 1612.70
COROMANDEL 452.05 453.40 431.85 438.40
JMFINANCIL 89.95 89.95 86.00 86.50
GMRINFRA 16.20 16.30 15.90 16.00
INOXLEISUR 238.60 245.95 235.20 241.45
BALKRISIND 875.00 875.00 859.95 868.20
SOBHA 498.75 505.85 491.00 501.60
MARICO 378.00 383.20 376.75 379.10
AJANTPHARM 1149.65 1152.00 1139.00 1139.00
KEC 273.40 276.25 268.20 271.45
JSWENERGY 67.90 68.50 67.55 68.30
PFIZER 2664.00 2688.00 2650.00 2680.00
KSCL 560.25 576.40 556.55 571.40
MRPL 69.25 69.50 68.50 68.75
IRB 149.50 150.75 147.30 147.55
GSPL 183.00 183.05 174.50 177.40
IBULISL 369.40 369.40 347.75 347.75
GUJGAS 136.00 136.00 132.05 132.50
ADANITRANS 214.55 222.20 214.55 217.75
THERMAX 1074.30 1086.75 1064.05 1070.00
JKTYRE 99.70 99.90 98.70 99.05
PTC 87.05 87.90 85.90 86.25
CHOLAFIN 1180.00 1182.60 1166.80 1171.60
DEEPAKNI 230.65 232.25 227.00 230.15
VENKYS 2321.60 2343.50 2285.00 2286.00
MINDAIND 302.50 312.00 300.50 302.50
PVR 1612.45 1628.90 1606.25 1611.00
PNBHOUSING 889.25 891.25 850.00 875.95
CHENNPETRO 261.15 264.55 258.15 264.10
LAKSHVILAS 73.35 73.35 70.00 72.05
GLAXO 1417.50 1422.20 1391.35 1407.90
DBL 376.45 383.25 376.45 378.00
JSLHISAR 85.50 86.10 84.00 84.25
AUBANK 618.35 620.00 606.00 606.00
ZENSARTECH 238.85 239.15 230.05 231.00
IPCALAB 771.45 783.00 770.95 775.15
JKCEMENT 737.25 750.00 735.00 745.30
AVANTI 373.05 375.55 365.00 365.00

SYNGENE 555.65 574.50 554.80 574.00
DCAL 226.85 230.50 222.00 224.95
SRF 2080.05 2080.20 2020.05 2029.00
SIEMENS 1062.70 1062.70 1041.10 1043.70
JAMNAAUTO 60.50 60.65 60.00 60.20
IFCI 14.61 14.75 14.25 14.30
LAXMIMACH 5477.95 5497.80 5353.05 5401.25
MAHABANK 14.75 14.91 14.45 14.61
TATACHEM 694.90 696.40 686.10 689.50
WELSPUNIND 60.50 60.55 59.90 60.00
MMTC 28.50 28.80 28.25 28.35
CHAMBLFERT 163.55 164.45 160.95 161.00
RAMCOCEM 620.00 620.75 607.40 612.25
LEMONTREE 68.80 69.05 67.95 67.95
ASTRAL 1101.90 1101.90 1071.05 1075.00
NATCOPHARM* 685.00 690.80 674.00 676.80
SUPREMEIND 1068.30 1072.60 1035.60 1037.00
MAHINDCIE 230.00 232.45 227.15 227.75
TATACOFFEE 97.35 98.30 94.55 95.15
ESSELPRO 114.05 119.70 114.00 117.35
AARTIIND 1554.95 1569.10 1552.25 1566.30
FORTIS 135.15 136.00 135.15 135.40
MOIL 164.50 166.70 163.05 163.30
CARERATING 1014.50 1025.00 995.65 996.50
SHOPERSTOP 503.40 517.20 502.60 514.00
HSCL 129.90 130.85 129.00 130.00
GODREJIND 524.20 528.70 522.05 528.00
GICRE 251.00 253.30 249.15 251.00
TATAMETALI 603.05 605.50 590.05 594.20
VMART 2307.60 2307.60 2220.00 2250.90
ABBOTINDIA 8063.00 8239.20 8063.00 8200.00
ADANIGREEN 40.00 40.00 38.00 38.00
IFBIND 917.75 917.75 837.00 843.55
CENTURYPLY 180.00 180.15 173.05 173.05
TIMKEN 572.95 580.00 555.60 563.60
SHK 184.70 184.70 173.10 174.90
PRESTIGE 209.60 211.35 202.80 204.95
KANSAINER 450.15 464.80 449.00 464.80
ITDCEM 123.50 124.75 120.00 123.50
SHARDACROP 310.05 313.60 308.80 311.45
CROMPTON 228.00 230.00 221.40 223.05
DENABANK 13.50 13.55 13.30 13.30
VIJAYABANK 46.80 47.25 45.70 45.85
HAL 785.00 787.00 771.55 774.75
GMDCLTD 85.35 85.50 82.25 84.00
ASHOKA 134.00 134.00 129.00 130.15
LALPATHLAB 1048.00 1048.00 1010.00 1018.00
ZYDUSWELL 1299.90 1299.90 1259.45 1265.00
OFSS 3620.00 3705.20 3614.65 3687.00
NILKAMAL 1360.00 1360.00 1335.00 1335.00
SADBHAV 208.00 213.70 206.90 208.60
UCOBANK 20.90 20.90 20.05 20.05
3MINDIA 20960.00 21151.55 20111.00 20844.35
BHARATFIN 952.00 957.25 946.30 950.25
CUB 191.00 193.00 188.70 190.95
EMAMILTD 433.55 439.65 426.00 426.00
SUNDRMFAST 522.00 525.85 515.10 519.35
VTL 1092.00 1101.50 1072.45 1079.30
TNPL 236.50 239.20 228.50 234.50
JBCHEPHARM 308.15 316.00 308.10 309.70
TTKPRESTIG 7611.05 7749.90 7505.00 7729.80
AKZOINDIA 1718.40 1746.00 1710.00 1729.80
GSKCONS 7229.40 7310.00 7217.00 7232.00
MINDACORP 150.05 152.00 150.00 150.00
FINCABLES 444.00 449.90 436.00 436.00
NETWORK18 38.65 39.00 37.50 38.10
NBVENTURES 111.05 113.00 110.80 111.90
GET&D 317.25 317.25 305.35 306.50
ALKEM 1930.00 1930.00 1882.00 1888.35
WESTLIFE 392.80 395.80 389.25 394.00
HEIDELBERG 151.65 152.85 151.00 151.00
EVEREADY 223.95 223.95 220.10 221.25
GRANULES 88.00 88.90 87.35 88.00
KEI 359.70 359.70 353.00 353.05
REDINGTON 79.80 80.90 79.15 80.40
CAPPL 401.30 405.00 386.05 387.95
LUXIND 1301.00 1301.00 1244.00 1266.90
GESHIP 307.60 316.00 307.60 310.55
LAOPALA 225.45 225.50 212.10 217.90
COCHINSHIP 365.00 365.05 360.45 361.85
ADVENZYMES 178.00 178.00 167.25 167.80
DBCORP 177.60 179.95 175.40 178.50
REPCOHOME 429.05 435.80 423.00 426.45
APLLTD 587.50 596.75 582.20 585.20
PARAGMILK 241.85 241.85 236.20 237.95
HONAUT 22065.75 22115.70 21969.00 22058.90

FORBESCO 2161.00 2168.60 2100.00 2118.00
TIINDIA 337.70 342.00 330.00 330.00
BAYERCROP 4263.35 4300.00 4261.00 4300.00
APLAPOLLO 1177.05 1190.05 1145.05 1148.75
MOTILALOFS 669.85 673.00 661.00 664.00
GICHSGFIN 263.00 263.80 254.15 256.20
UFLEX 267.05 267.85 264.10 265.45
MRF 65564.85 66006.60 65501.00 65880.05
BALMLAWRIE 196.20 196.45 190.30 192.10
JYOTHYLAB 194.80 198.00 194.80 196.10
KNRCON 212.25 213.00 210.00 213.00
NAVNETEDUL 109.95 110.45 108.10 109.45
GDL 112.00 112.20 109.50 109.50
PIIND 865.00 865.00 845.80 846.05
BDL 284.00 284.00 277.00 277.30
PRSMJOHNSN 84.30 84.70 82.50 83.00
THOMASCOOK 233.00 233.00 225.00 225.50
ASTRAZEN 1609.15 1630.50 1592.65 1616.20
ANDHRABANK 28.75 28.75 28.00 28.20
SUDARSCHEM 332.65 334.05 325.95 327.00
SJVN 25.55 25.85 25.55 25.70
PHOENIXLTD 580.00 584.10 578.00 578.00
IEX 163.00 164.00 161.00 161.00
SHILPAMED 405.20 413.30 404.60 409.80
GRINDWELL 564.35 579.00 564.35 575.00
CENTRUM 34.55 35.00 33.65 34.00
VBL 818.00 818.00 795.10 795.10
EIHOTEL 179.30 182.20 179.00 180.05
MAHLIFE 389.80 405.40 389.80 402.20
MHRIL 215.00 216.75 212.20 212.20
BOSCHLTD 19237.45 19237.45 19030.00 19030.00
GREAVESCOT 122.15 123.10 121.55 121.85
HIMATSEIDE 211.15 215.30 211.00 211.25
ELGIEQUIP 257.00 257.50 249.00 249.25
SHREECEM 15467.85 15732.35 15442.55 15630.00
SANOFI 6350.00 6455.95 6350.00 6455.75
AEGISLOG 196.20 201.25 193.80 199.25
GUJALKALI 522.10 524.80 519.65 521.30
CORPBANK 28.00 28.30 27.20 27.35
MAGMA 108.50 108.70 105.05 105.35
SUPPETRO 190.85 191.25 185.55 187.45
ITDC 301.00 303.60 297.75 298.00
WABCOINDIA 6350.00 6390.00 6272.85 6300.00
ALLCARGO 111.10 112.75 109.65 110.60
JAGRAN 111.00 111.05 110.00 110.05
CCL 273.00 279.00 270.00 277.50
CERA 2683.90 2693.65 2630.95 2679.00
HERITGFOOD 532.90 534.00 521.00 533.95
DCMSHRIRAM 341.95 346.15 341.95 344.80
TEJASNET 219.30 219.45 215.10 216.55
IOB 14.30 14.49 14.23 14.23
NIACL 180.00 184.90 178.05 183.70
RNAM 152.40 152.95 151.00 152.65
ASTERDM 169.00 169.00 157.20 164.35
NH 199.20 199.20 185.00 190.95
PGHH 9961.70 10076.00 9951.30 10049.90
PNCINFRA 152.25 152.25 147.10 147.10
KALPATPOWR 374.60 382.65 374.60 379.00
BASF 1528.70 1530.00 1504.00 1513.85
KPRMILL 532.40 535.60 530.40 531.00
HATSUN 705.00 716.95 694.80 708.00
SOMANYCERA 359.10 359.10 346.20 348.25
BIRLACORPN 558.65 559.20 549.00 550.50
NLCINDIA 67.70 68.10 67.70 67.90
MAXINDIA 85.60 85.75 85.00 85.45
SYMPHONY 1136.00 1146.15 1125.80 1140.00
GALAXYSURF 1174.75 1174.95 1143.00 1166.00
FINOLEXIND 540.75 546.45 540.00 544.00
GULFOILLUB 884.55 884.55 865.10 865.10
APARINDS 625.00 639.20 618.05 622.20
ERIS 698.80 704.70 696.95 704.70
TATAINVEST 836.00 841.95 835.50 836.00
TRITURBINE 112.15 114.00 112.15 114.00
ENDURANCE 1163.45 1167.45 1150.10 1165.00
CRISIL 1660.05 1661.00 1640.25 1640.25
SCHNEIDER 96.50 96.50 94.15 95.25
SKFINDIA 1921.60 1934.85 1921.55 1925.00
THYROCARE 539.40 541.50 536.95 538.25
LAURUSLABS 399.90 399.90 375.40 378.00
RELAXO 756.55 757.50 743.70 750.30
BAJAJHLDNG 2974.90 2995.50 2936.50 2949.55
JKLAKSHMI 300.25 300.25 293.00 293.00
SIS 765.00 776.30 751.00 767.05
MONSANTO 2575.00 2578.00 2560.05 2565.00
SOLARINDS 1018.00 1040.00 1017.00 1040.00
TVSSRICHAK 2403.10 2441.85 2400.00 2400.00
BLUESTARCO 618.00 618.00 604.00 609.00
DHANUKA 414.50 424.05 413.75 418.00
ECLERX 1081.10 1081.10 1064.95 1070.00
INDOSTAR 349.85 349.85 335.00 338.95
KIOCL 150.30 150.30 144.95 145.80
FDC 172.20 172.20 169.80 170.00
SUNCLAYLTD 3324.00 3390.00 3200.00 3215.00
GREENPLY 138.00 140.00 137.50 138.55
TVTODAY 370.00 370.00 363.30 365.65
SHRIRAMCIT 1801.85 1801.85 1738.95 1738.95
NESCO 456.70 460.70 450.50 460.70
SUPRAJIT 220.40 220.40 215.00 218.95
ORIENTCEM 77.65 78.00 76.00 76.00
BLUEDART 3315.00 3315.00 3231.00 3240.35
TEAMLEASE 2700.00 2700.00 2666.00 2684.85
TIFHL 461.05 470.00 455.50 470.00
GILLETTE 6537.70 6537.70 6490.60 6528.00
STARCEMENT 96.00 96.50 95.60 95.60
GEPIL 813.55 822.85 813.55 819.60
SCHAEFFLER 5590.00 5620.20 5590.00 5600.00
SFL 1295.00 1295.00 1285.00 1285.00
ASAHIINDIA 255.05 255.20 255.00 255.00
RATNAMANI 910.10 910.10 910.05 910.10

NIFTY 50

SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY 50 10919.35 10987.45 10885.75 10961.85 54.90
RELIANCE 1194.00 1239.95 1188.65 1235.00 50.65
KOTAKBANK 1240.70 1275.50 1222.65 1274.00 33.80
BAJAJFINSV 6253.85 6400.00 6211.10 6380.00 130.10
SUNPHARMA 390.10 406.55 390.05 398.55 7.80
BAJFINANCE 2548.00 2606.00 2526.60 2588.00 45.10
GAIL 323.00 328.90 320.45 327.60 5.45
INFY 738.20 751.00 734.00 743.25 12.30
ASIANPAINT 1395.20 1424.80 1395.20 1420.85 20.40
ULTRACEMCO 3810.00 3867.50 3790.00 3853.00 33.05
HDFCBANK 2139.95 2166.50 2126.50 2145.40 15.15
INFRATEL 278.05 279.85 270.65 279.60 1.55
TECHM 710.35 721.40 709.00 712.55 3.40
TITAN 960.10 965.80 957.00 962.60 1.65
TCS 1902.00 1932.00 1895.45 1903.50 2.85
UPL 765.00 772.85 756.20 766.90 0.85
HINDUNILVR 1749.00 1758.00 1736.05 1745.85 1.75
TATASTEEL 473.00 477.50 470.10 470.80 0.15
CIPLA 510.00 514.20 508.20 509.05 -0.35
HDFC 1998.00 2016.00 1983.20 2005.00 -1.85
DRREDDY 2605.00 2642.00 2581.80 2593.90 -2.90
ICICIBANK 373.00 376.15 370.60 371.45 -0.55
HCLTECH 969.05 981.50 962.05 964.00 -2.30
LT 1279.00 1337.25 1273.45 1314.60 -3.30
VEDL 200.10 200.50 197.65 198.10 -0.60
JSWSTEEL 285.90 288.95 283.95 284.40 -1.20
HINDPETRO 236.70 241.90 236.70 238.25 -1.25
BHARTIARTL 310.70 315.50 306.00 309.45 -1.70
ITC 292.85 293.20 288.70 289.85 -1.60
EICHERMOT 20151.00 20297.95 19949.75 20003.00 -119.75
INDUSINDBK 1511.30 1517.90 1497.00 1507.65 -9.25
BPCL 351.10 355.70 348.30 351.60 -2.60
COALINDIA 230.45 231.25 228.15 228.20 -1.80
NTPC 146.50 146.75 142.65 143.05 -1.25
AXISBANK 661.55 664.50 656.50 658.85 -5.75
M&M 738.00 738.00 727.35 728.50 -6.45
SBIN 295.90 296.75 291.45 292.30 -2.65
ZEEL 445.00 445.00 434.05 436.25 -4.05
ADANIPORTS 397.50 402.70 392.10 395.35 -3.95
HINDALCO 209.10 209.90 205.10 206.65 -2.15
TATAMOTORS 184.30 184.95 180.65 181.40 -1.90
ONGC 147.00 147.20 144.10 145.00 -1.75
POWERGRID 193.95 194.70 190.65 191.00 -2.60
GRASIM 828.00 828.00 811.95 811.95 -13.00
IOC 137.00 137.80 135.45 135.50 -2.35
IBULHSGFIN 818.00 821.00 801.00 803.00 -14.35
BAJAJ-AUTO 2724.75 2724.75 2670.00 2672.00 -48.75
MARUTI 7358.00 7380.00 7161.00 7188.00 -169.95
WIPRO 340.00 344.90 333.20 336.45 -9.70
YESBANK 199.30 200.50 190.70 191.20 -7.40
HEROMOTOCO 2901.00 2909.85 2780.00 2783.00 -115.75

SE 500B

NIFTY NEXT 50

SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY NEXT 50 27441.30 27617.40 27292.25 27322.40 -88.15
MOTHERSUMI 159.00 165.80 157.75 162.85 5.30
BIOCON 654.80 671.30 654.30 664.00 11.95
OFSS 3639.95 3710.00 3604.25 3681.25 65.40
LUPIN 857.00 879.70 857.00 870.90 8.60
NIACL 177.70 181.60 177.70 181.60 1.60
DABUR 425.10 433.75 424.15 427.60 3.50
AUROPHARMA 770.40 784.80 767.20 775.80 5.75
MRF 65739.80 66298.95 65501.00 66178.00 438.20
MCDOWELL-N 584.90 596.00 584.05 587.50 3.20
ABB 1281.20 1303.00 1275.00 1281.75 5.65
PIDILITIND 1150.00 1168.00 1144.00 1153.50 4.70
PGHH 10035.70 10060.00 9951.20 10000.00 38.00
NHPC 25.20 25.40 25.10 25.20 0.05
SHREECEM 15560.00 15749.00 15410.00 15620.15 29.90
COLPAL 1312.20 1323.55 1311.30 1313.30 2.50
ICICIPRULI 352.45 355.50 348.55 351.75 0.60
BEL 86.90 87.60 85.70 86.45 0.10
BHEL 71.10 72.25 70.70 71.00 0.05
SBILIFE 625.00 644.70 612.50 620.00 -0.20
HDFCLIFE 383.90 386.20 382.00 383.30 -0.40
AMBUJACEM 213.00 214.80 211.20 212.20 -0.45
HAVELLS 679.25 685.55 673.00 676.00 -1.50
PETRONET 216.30 220.75 216.25 218.05 -0.50
NMDC 91.00 91.30 89.60 90.45 -0.25
MARICO 380.00 383.40 376.80 378.25 -1.10
OIL 172.60 173.80 171.50 171.90 -0.50
L&TFH 140.95 141.90 137.80 140.20 -0.45
BRITANNIA 3170.00 3198.55 3136.50 3155.00 -16.35
PEL 2305.00 2328.40 2262.65 2281.00 -15.20
GODREJCP 789.65 804.45 781.35 784.00 -5.65
ACC 1444.90 1449.55 1423.85 1429.00 -10.75
CADILAHC 345.95 351.70 343.55 344.25 -2.80
BOSCHLTD 19160.00 19274.45 19014.50 19050.00 -160.45
LICHSGFIN 478.00 478.95 471.00 471.25 -4.80
SAIL 49.90 50.25 49.20 49.20 -0.50
INDIGO 1072.00 1079.40 1055.35 1063.40 -12.60
ABCAPITAL 93.75 93.90 92.30 92.45 -1.25
SIEMENS 1054.70 1058.70 1040.00 1040.00 -14.75
HINDZINC 273.20 274.90 264.45 267.90 -4.50
ICICIGI 862.00 866.35 845.00 847.00 -14.40
BANKBARODA 118.30 119.10 115.80 115.95 -2.05
ASHOKLEY 92.35 92.60 90.35 90.60 -1.70
GICRE 251.00 254.40 250.00 250.10 -4.70
DMART 1389.00 1389.00 1343.00 1356.00 -27.05
SUNTV 524.00 535.75 509.00 514.05 -11.15
DLF 180.55 182.10 176.20 176.40 -3.95
SRTRANSFIN 1139.00 1140.75 1106.90 1110.50 -25.30
CONCOR 687.70 687.70 661.65 664.95 -18.90
BANDHANBNK 442.00 442.00 425.00 425.95 -14.20
IDEA 35.20 35.45 32.40 32.60 -2.60
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Steve Guttenberg gets married 

Los Angeles: “Police Academy” actor
Steve Guttenberg has tied the knot with
CBS-TV’s “Living Large” reporter Emily
Smith. The couple got married in a small,
intimate ceremony in Malibu, California,
on Saturday, reported People magazine.
Guttenberg and Smith first met on a blind
date in 2014 after WCBS-TV’s Scott
Rapoport played matchmaker and though
it took two months for them to fix a meet-
ing, they instantly hit it off.A year later, the
pair moved in together and in December
2016, Smith revealed in a Facebook post
that she had got engaged to the 60-year-old
star. Guttenberg was previously married to
model Denise Bixler. 

Lady Gaga calls out Trump and Pence on shutdown

Los Angeles: Lady Gaga slammed US
President Donald Trump and Vice
President Mike Pence on the ongoing fed-
eral government shutdown during her Las
Vegas residency.On January 19, the pop
star stopped her gig to say her piece on the
current scenario while she was perform-
ing “Million Reasons” on the piano.“If the
f**king president of the United States could
please put our government back... There
are people who live paycheck to paycheck
and need their money,” she said. Gaga then
took aim at Pence, whose wife Karen is fac-
ing flak for accepting a job at a school that
excludes LGBT and trans candidates.

GLOBE TROTTING

Israel strikes Iranian targets in Syria

AFP n JERUSALEM

Israel struck what it said were
Iranian targets in Syria early

Monday in response to missile
fire it blamed on Iran, spark-
ing concerns of an escalation
after a monitor reported 11
fighters killed. Israel
announced the strikes against
facilities it said belonged to the
Iranian Revolutionary Guards’
Quds Force as they were
occurring, continuing its
recent practice of speaking
more openly about such raids.

It said the strikes were in
response to a medium-range,
surface-to-surface missile the
Quds Force fired from Syria at
the Israeli-occupied Golan
Heights on Sunday, which
Israeli air defences intercepted.

“We saw that as an unac-
ceptable attack by the Iranian
troops - not proxies, not Shiite
militias, not Syrian forces -
Iranian troops firing an
Iranian-made missile from the
vicinity of Damascus towards
sovereign Israel,” Israeli mili-
tary spokesman Jonathan
Conricus told journalists.

Israel said targets included
munitions stores, a site at
Damascus International
Airport that was allegedly the
Quds Force’s main logistics
hub in the country, an Iranian
intelligence installation and
an Iranian military training
camp.

It said it also hit Syrian air
defence batteries in response to

dozens of missiles fired from
them.

The Syrian Observatory
for Human Rights war moni-
tor said at least 11 pro-regime
fighters including two Syrians
were killed.Russia, which like
Iran is a key backer of Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad in
the country’s war, said the
Israeli strikes killed four Syrian
soldiers and wounded six,
while damaging Damascus air-
port infrastructure.

The Observatory said air
strikes and ground-to-ground
missiles hit targets around the
capital including near the
Damascus airport, as well as
near the Thaala military air-
port in Sweida province to the
south of the capital.

The targets included
weapons depots belonging to
the Lebanese Shiite movement
Hezbollah and Iranian fighters,

it added. The chain of events
leading to the strikes began
Sunday.Damascus initially
accused Israel of carrying out
raids in southern Syria. 

Syrian state news agency
SANA quoted a military source
saying Syria’s air defences went
into action after Israel
launched the air strikes.In
those strikes, the Russian army
said Syrian air defences had
destroyed seven Israeli projec-
tiles, after four of the Jewish
state’s F-16 military planes
“fired rockets into Syrian ter-
ritory”. 

Shortly afterward on
Sunday afternoon, Israel said it
had intercepted what it then
called a rocket fired at the
Golan Heights from Syria.

Video spread online of
skiers on Mt. Hermon in the
Israeli-controlled Golan watch-
ing air defences fire to intercept

the missile. The ski centre was
closed on Monday. Israel then
early Monday announced it
was striking Quds Force targets
in Syria while SANA reported
that Syrian air defence systems
had responded to “enemy”
fire.

Israel has pledged to stop
its main enemy Iran from
entrenching itself militarily in
neighbouring Syria.

It has carried out hundreds
of air strikes there against
what it says are Iranian military
targets and advanced arms
deliveries to Tehran-backed
Hezbollah.

Its warplanes have been
targeted by anti-aircraft fire
during such raids, but it has
rarely faced surface-to-surface
missile fire in response.

Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu told
reporters on Sunday that “we
have a permanent policy: to
strike at the Iranian entrench-
ment in Syria and hurt who-
ever tries to hurt us.”
Netanyahu and other Israeli
officials have been speaking
more openly about the coun-
try’s strikes in Syria in recent
days, which some analysts
partly attribute to the premier
wanting to burnish his securi-
ty credentials ahead of April 9
elections.

But others also say it car-
ries a strategic military purpose
as well. “If you want to make
clear to the other side that you

are determined to prevent
something, either you escalate
the operation - more targets,
more sophisticated - or you say
in public I am doing it, mean-
ing I am ready to take the risk,”
said former Israeli national
security adviser Yaakov
Amidror.

“Israel, instead of escalat-
ing, decided to make it public.”
But Israel also risks an escala-
tion with Syria and Iran, as well
as possibly further angering
Russia at a time when the
United States is seeking to
withdraw its forces from Syria.

Military coordination
between Israel and Russia in
Syria took a hit after a friend-
ly fire incident in September
that led to a Russian plane
being downed by Syrian air
defences during an Israeli raid.

The incident angered the
Kremlin and complicated
Israel’s operations in Syria,
particularly after Moscow’s
delivery of the advanced S-300
air defence system there in
response.

On Thursday, Israeli mil-
itary officials concluded a
series of talks with their
Russian counterparts aimed
at improving their coordina-
tion there.

More than 360,000 people
have been killed and millions
displaced since the start of
Syria’s civil war with the bru-
tal repression of anti-govern-
ment protests in 2011. 

Taliban attack kills

at least 12 in Af
AFP n GHAZNI

At least 12 people were
killed Monday in a

Taliban-claimed attack on a
military compound in central
Afghanistan, officials said, as
the insurgents continue to
batter the war-torn country’s
beleaguered security forces.

The attack began after a
vehicle loaded with explosives
rammed into the entrance of
a compound in Maidan Shahr
— the capital of Wardak
province that lies about 50
kilometers south of the capi-
tal Kabul. 

At least three gunmen
stormed the base following the
explosion, igniting a firefight
with Afghan security forces.
All three gunmen were later
killed in the exchange, accord-
ing to a provincial official.

“So far our reports show
12 have been killed and 20
wounded, most of whom were
Afghan security forces,”
Akhtar Mohammad Taheri —
the head of Wardak provincial
council — told AFP.

“The Taliban used a
Humvee vehicle to hit the
compound,” Taheri added.
Provincial health director
Mohammad Salim
Asgharkhail confirmed the
toll. “Some wounded people
were taken to hospitals in
Kabul for further treatment as
they were in critical condi-

tion,” said Asgharkhail.
Provincial governor
spokesman Abdul Rahman
Mangal said the huge blast had
also partially damaged the
base. The Taliban — who have
been waging a 17-year war
against the Western-backed
Afghan government — later
claimed responsibility for the
assault.

The attack comes a day
after a Taliban suicide bomber
targeted the convoy of Logar
province’s governor, killing at
least seven security guards.
Fights between security forces
and Taliban fighters have con-
tinued to intensify across the
country during the frigid
Afghan winter, which tradi-
tionally experiences a lull in
fighting.

The recent  Tal iban
attacks come as Washington
is stepping up efforts for a
peace deal that could pave the
way for the Taliban’s partici-
pation in the next govern-
ment, with the US peace
envoy Zalmay Khalilzad vis-
iting regional powers this
month after meeting 
Taliban representatives in
December. Khalilzad ended
his visit to neighbouring
Pakistan Sunday after meet-
ing with Pakistani Prime
Minister Imran Khan last
week to discuss ongoing
peace efforts. 

PTI n WASHINGTON

Kamala Harris, a first-term
senator and former

California attorney general
known for her rigorous ques-
tioning of President Donald
Trump’s nominees, entered the
Democratic presidential race
on Monday. Vowing to “bring
our voices together,” Harris
would be the first woman to
hold the presidency and the
second African-American if
she succeeds.

Harris, a daughter of immi-
grant parents who grew up in
Oakland, California, is one of
the earliest high-profile
Democrats to join what is
expected to be a crowded field.
She made her long anticipated
announcement on ABC’s
“Good Morning America.” 
“I am running for president of
the United States,” she said.
“And I’m very excited about it.”
The 54-year old portrayed her-
self as a fighter for justice,
decency and equality in a video
distributed by her campaign as
she announced her bid.

“They’re the values we as
Americans cherish, and they’re
all on the line now,” Harris says
in the video. “The future of our
country depends on you and
millions of others lifting our
voices to fight for our
American values.” Harris
launched her presidential as the
nation observes what would
have been the 90th birthday of
the slain civil rights leader
Martin Luther King Jr The
timing was a clear signal that
the California senator— who
has joked that she had a
“stroller’s-eye view” of the civil
rights movement because her
parents wheeled her and her

sister Maya to protests — sees
herself as another leader in that
fight.

She abandoned the for-
mality of launching an
exploratory committee, instead
going all in on a presidential
bid. She plans a formal cam-
paign launch in Oakland on
January 27. The campaign will
be based in Baltimore, with a
second office in Oakland.

Harris joins what is expect-
ed to be a wide-open race for
the Democratic presidential
nomination. There’s no appar-
ent front-runner at this early
stage and Harris will face off
against several Senate col-
leagues.

Sens Elizabeth Warren of
Massachusetts and Kirsten
Gillibrand of New York have
both launched exploratory
committees. Sens Cory Booker
of New Jersey, Sherrod Brown
of Ohio and Amy Klobuchar of
Minnesota are also looking at
the race.

If Booker enters the race,
he and Harris could face a
fierce competition for support
from black voters. Vermont Sen
Bernie Sanders, who unsuc-
cessfully sought the 2016

Democratic nomination, is also
considering a campaign.
Several other Democrats have
already declared their inten-
tions, including former
Maryland Rep. John Delaney
and former Obama adminis-
tration housing chief Julian
Castro.

Harris launches her cam-
paign fresh off of a tour to pro-
mote her latest memoir, “The
Truths We Hold,” which was
widely seen as a stage-setter for
a presidential bid. She is already
planning her first trip to an
early primary state as a declared
candidate. On Friday, Harris
will travel to South Carolina to
attend the Pink Ice Gala in
Columbia, which is hosted by
a South Carolina chapter of the
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
which Harris pledged as an
undergraduate student at
Howard University. The soror-
ity, founded more than 100
years ago, is a stronghold in the
African-American community.

South Carolina, where
black voters make up a large
share of the Democratic elec-
torate, is likely to figure heav-
ily into Harris’s prospects. And
early voting in Harris’s home

state of California will overlap
with the traditional early nom-
inating contests, which could
give Harris a boost.

Harris’s campaign team is
already taking shape and
includes several veterans of
Democratic politics. Juan
Rodriguez, who ran Harris’s
2016 Senate campaign, will
manage her presidential bid.
Her sister, Maya Harris, a for-
mer top adviser to Hillary
Clinton, will be the campaign
chair.

The veteran campaign
finance lawyer Marc Elias will
serve as the Harris campaign’s
general counsel, and Angelique
Cannon, who worked for
Clinton’s 2016 campaign, will
serve as national finance direc-
tor. David Huynh, who was
Clinton’s director of delegate
operations in 2016, will serve
as a senior adviser. Lily Adams,
a Clinton campaign alum who
has worked as Harris’s spokes-
woman, will be communica-
tions director.Her staff says
she plans to reject the assistance
of a super PAC, as well as cor-
porate PAC money. 

She’s invested heavily in
cultivating a digital, small-dol-
lar donor network before her
presidential bid. 

Before her 2016 victory in
the Senate race, Harris made
her career in law enforcement.
She served as the district attor-
ney in San Francisco before she
was elected to serve as attorney
general. 

Harris is likely to face
questions about her law
enforcement record, particu-
larly after the Black Lives
Matter movement and activists
across the country pushed for
a criminal justice overhaul.

Qatar to invest 
$500 million 
in Lebanese 
govt bonds
AP n BEIRUT

Qatar has announced that
it will invest USD 500

million in Lebanese govern-
ment bonds to support the
Mediterranean country’s
struggling economy. Qatar’s
Foreign Minister Sheikh
Mohammed bin
Abdulrahman Al-Thani
made the announcement in
comments to Qatar’s state
news agenc y.  Monday’s
announcement came a day
after Qatar’s ruler Sheikh
Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani
made a short rare visit to
Lebanon where  he  met
President Michel Aoun and
took part in an Arab eco-
nomic summit.

Lebanon’s economy has
been struggling from massive
debt, little growth and high
unemployment.

E ar l ier  this  month,
Lebanon’s Finance Minister
Ali Hassan Khalil was quot-
ed by a local newspaper as
saying that the country may
restructure its debt, leading
to sell-off in Lebanese bonds.
He later  c lar i f ied  that
Lebanon is committed to
paying back all maturing
debt. 

Kamala Harris jumps into presidential race Cyber expert claims India’s 2014
general election was ‘rigged’
PTI n LONDON

An Indian cyber expert,
seeking political asylum in

the US, Monday claimed that
the 2014 general election was
“rigged” through the Electronic
Voting Machines (EVMs),
which, he says, can be hacked.
Addressing a press conference
in London via Skype, the man,
identified as Syed Suja, said he
fled India in 2014 because he
felt threatened in the country
after the killing of some of his
team members.

He claimed the telecom
giant Reliance Jio helped the
BJP to get low frequency sig-
nals to hack the EVMs. Shuja
said the BJP would have won
Rajasthan, Chhattisgarh and
Madhya Pradesh elections if
his team hadn’t intercepted
the BJP attempts to hack the
transmissions in these states.

The outlandish and explo-
sive claims, made in a cloak
and dagger manner, could not
be immediately confirmed. He
claimed he was part of a team
at the public sector Electronic
Corporation of India Ltd
(ECIL), which designed and
developed the EVMs. He was
presented at a press conference
organised by the  Indian
Journalists’ Association
(Europe).

Although he appeared on
screen through Skype, his face
was masked. India’s Chief
Election Commissioner Sunil
Arora earlier this month said
that the EVMs were tamper-
proof and an expert commit-
tee was looking after their
functioning. There is absolute-
ly nothing to doubt about the

integrity of the system, Arora
said, adding that the entire
functioning of the EVMs is
being looked after by a high-
ly-qualified technical com-
mittee.

Several political parties in
the past have alleged that the
EVMs are prone to tampering
and demanded reintroduction
of the ballot papers.

Speaking at the event in
London, Shuja claimed that he
worked for the ECIL from
2009-2014. Shuja said that he
was part of a team which
designed the EVMs used in the
2014 elections. He said that he
and his team were instructed
by the ECIL to find out if
EVMs could be hacked, and
find out how to do this.

“The 2014 general elec-
tions were rigged,” he claimed.
He also alleged that the Uttar
Pradesh, Gujarat, Madhya
Pradesh, Rajasthan,
Chhattisgarh and Delhi elec-
tion results were rigged during
the elections.

The cyber expert claimed
that the EVMs were hacked by

the BJP using a modulator
which transmits military-grade
frequency.

The cyber expert also
claimed that BJP leader and
union minister Gopinath
Munde was “killed” because he
was aware of EVM hacking in
2014 general elections. Munde
died in a road accident in New
Delhi weeks after the BJP won
the 2014 elections.

Shuja also claimed the NIA
officer investigating Munde’s
death, Tanzil Ahmed, was
planning to file an FIR noting
he had been murdered, but was
himself killed. 

“In Delhi state elections in
2015, we managed to intercept
the transmission, resulting in
the AAP winning 67 out of 70
seats. Otherwise the BJP would
have swept,” he claimed. He
said that other than the BJP, the
SP, BSP, AAP and Congress too
are involved in the EVMs rig-
ging.

Shuja said some of his
team members were killed and
he was also allegedly attacked
but survived.

‘Unpaid work done by women worth 
43-times Apple’s annual turnover’
PTI n DAVOS

Unpaid work done by women
across the globe amounts to

a staggering USD 10 trillion a
year, which is 43 times the annu-
al turnover of the world’s biggest
company Apple, an Oxfam study
said Monday. In India, the
unpaid work done by women
looking after their homes and
children is worth 3.1 per cent of
the country’s GDP. Women
spend 312 minutes per day in
urban areas and 291 minutes per
day in rural areas on such unpaid
care work, it added.

In comparison, men spend
only 29 minutes in urban and 32
minutes in rural areas on unpaid
care work. The report, released
by the international rights group
before the start of the World
Economic Forum (WEF)
Annual Meeting in this Swiss ski
resort town, also said women
and girls are hardest hit by ris-
ing economic inequality, includ-
ing in India.

Oxfam said inequality has a
“female face” in India, where
women are less likely to have
paid work when compared to
men, while even among the
richest there are only 9 women
in the country’s 119-member bil-

lionaires club. The paid work
women do bring them less earn-
ings as compared to men due to
the existing wage gap and there-
fore households that rely pri-
marily on female earners tend to
be poorer, it said, referring to the
country’s gender pay gap at 34
per cent.It observed that various
intersections of caste, class, reli-
gion, age and sexual orientation
have further implications on
women inequality as a process.
The Oxfam study also referred
to India’s poor 108th ranking on
the WEF’s Global Gender Gap
Index of 2018, saying it was 10
notches less than in 2006 and far
below the global average and

behind its neighbours China
and Bangladesh.

Oxfam said India has many
laws that deal with violence
against women, but their imple-
mentation remains a challenge,
including due to a deeply patri-
archal society.

It said a law to deal with sex-
ual harassment at workplace
was passed in 2013 after a strug-
gle by women’s rights organisa-
tions and group of lawyers for 17
years, but it is the recent #MeToo
movement in India that has
opened the doors for the organ-
ised workforce to ensure that
mechanisms are in place and due
process is followed.

PTI n WASHINGTON

Scientists have tweaked the
technique for turning

human stem cells into insulin-
secreting beta cells and shown
that the resulting cells are more
responsive to fluctuating glu-
cose levels in the blood.  Stem
cells can be transformed into
cells that produce insulin, the
hormone that controls blood
sugar, according to the study
published in the journal Stem
Cell Reports.

However, there is a major
challenge: the amount of
insulin produced by these cells
is difficult to control.  The
researchers at the Washington
University in the US trans-
planted the beta cells into mice
that could not make insulin.
They found that the new cells
began secreting insulin within
a few days, and continued to
control blood sugar in the ani-
mals for months. “We have
been able to overcome a major
weakness in the way these cells
previously had been devel-
oped. The new insulin-pro-
ducing cells react more quick-
ly and appropriately when they
encounter glucose,” said Jeffrey
R Millman, an assistant pro-

fessor at the Washington
University.  “The cells behave
much more like beta cells in
people who do not have dia-
betes,” Millman said.

The researchers now
believe it may be time to eval-
uate whether the same stem-
cell approach could produce
insulin and effectively control
blood sugar in people.

“Previously, the beta cells
we manufactured could secrete
insulin in response to glucose,
but they were more like fire
hydrants, either making a lot of
insulin or none at all,” Millman
said.  

“The new cells are more
sensitive and secrete insulin
that better corresponds to the
glucose levels,” he said.  

EU sanctions
Russia military
intel chief over
Skripal
Brussels (AFP): The European
Union imposed chemical
weapons sanctions on nine
Russian and Syrian officials on
Monday, including the chief of
the powerful GRU military
intelligence agency.

The EU blamed the
Russians — two agents and the
head and the deputy head of
the GRU — for the “possession,
transport and use” of the nerve
agent used in the attack in
Salisbury, England last March.
In addition to an assets freeze
and travel ban for the Russian
officials, the bloc announced
sanctions on an alleged Syrian
chemical weapons agency and
five Syrians, EU states said in
a statement.

“This decision contributes
to the EU’s efforts to counter
the proliferation and use of
chemical weapons which poses
a serious threat to interna-
tional security,” the statement
said, after a meeting of EU for-
eign ministers. Full details of
those targeted were to be
placed in the EU Official
Journal later Monday.

Russian agents have been
blamed for the poisoning of
former Russian spy Sergei
Skripal and his daughter in the
English city in March last year
using the Soviet-developed
nerve agent Novichok.

The Salisbury attack, the
first offensive use of chemical
weapons in Europe since World
War II, caused an internation-
al outcry and prompted a mass
expulsion of Russian diplo-
mats by Western nations.

New stem cell approach 
may help treat diabetes
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Imran Khan’s party seeks

disqualification of Zardari

PTI n ISLAMABAD

Pakistan Prime Minister
Imran Khan’s party on

Monday filed a petition in the
Supreme Court seeking the
disqualification of former
president and Pakistan Peoples
Party (PPP) chief Asif Ali
Zardari.

Khurram Sher Zaman, a
Member of Sindh Assembly
from the Pakistan Tehreek-e-
Insaf party, filed the disqual-
ification petition against 63-
year-old Zardari in the apex
court, Geo TV reported.

Zardari, the husband of
assassinated former prime
minister Benazir Bhutto, was
elected to parliament from
the southern Sindh province in
the elections in July last. “We
hope that the court will hear
the petition soon and I am
confident I will win this case,”
Zaman said while speaking to
the media outside the court.

“Zardari owns assets
worth billions which he con-
cealed. This is a very big case

and we have a lot of evi-
dence,” he said. “We will
apprise the media when there
is any headway in the case.”

On December 20, Zaman
had filed a reference in the
Election Commission of
Pakistan (ECP) seeking the
disqualification of the former
president for allegedly con-
cealing his New York apart-
ment in his tax returns.

However, earlier this
month, the PTI leader with-
drew the disqualification ref-
erence stating that he would
move the apex court against
Zardari. Zardari served as the
11th President of Pakistan
from 2008 to 2013.

On December 27, the
Pakistan government placed
Zardari and his sister Faryal
Talpur on the Exit Control List
(ECL) to prevent them from
flying abroad after they were
named in a Supreme Court-
appointed joint investigative
team probing fake bank
accounts. The JIT probe, con-

stituted by the apex court on
September 5, focused on “32
fake accounts” which were
allegedly used to give massive
financial benefits to Zardari,
Talpur and several others.

However, the Supreme
Court on December 31
expressed anger over the gov-
ernment’s move placing the
names of 172 suspects on the
ECL and ordered it to review
the decision. 

The Cabinet then sent the
list to a review committee. The
review committee recom-
mended the removal of 20
names from the ECL, includ-
ing those of the PPP leaders.

However, Prime Minister
Khan and his team rejected the
recommendations and decid-
ed not to remove names of
Bhutto-Zardari from the ECL.

Last week, the Supreme
Court ordered the govern-
ment to lift the travel ban
imposed on opposition leader
Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari and
the Sindh Chief Minister, and
asked the country’s anti-cor-
ruption body to probe their
involvement in the Rs 35 bil-
lion ‘fake accounts case’.
Pak court to indict  Ashraf in
power project corruption case

An accountability court
in Pakistan will indict former
premier Raja Pervez Ashraf
and other accused in a power
project corruption case on
February 8, according to a
media report.  The accused
were appearing in a case
against three rental power

projects, which includes Gulf
Rental Power Plant, Reshma
Power Generation Limited
and Young Gen Power
Limited.

The case was heard by
Judge Arshad Malik, who
issued the summons for all the
accused during the next date
of hearing and deemed their
attendance mandatory, the
Express Tribune reported. 

He further said that the
immunity application will
only be looked into after the
indictment. 

Judge Arshad also won-
dered why there was no
progress in the case despite it
being under trial for so long.
He was told that some legal
processes took more time
than others and proved to be
hindrances in the trial. Ashraf
was Pakistan’s prime minister
from June 22, 2012 to March
16, 2013.  In 2014, Ashraf was
accused of misusing his
authority as the minister for
water and power to push the
Economic Coordination
Committee (ECC) and the
cabinet to increase the down
payment to rental power
companies from seven per
cent to 14 per cent.

According to details, on
April 13, 2009, he sent a
summary to the ECC, con-
tained allegedly mislead-
ing facts about not meeting
the terms and conditions of
the seven per cent advance
and advised them to double
it.

Brit PM turns to Brexit ‘Plan B’
AFP n LONDON

British Prime Minister
Theresa May unveils her

Brexit “Plan B” to parliament
on Monday after MPs shredded
her EU divorce deal, deepening
the political gridlock 10 weeks
from departure day. Britain
will leave the European Union
on March 29 without a deal
unless MPs can force a delay or
get their act together in time
and come up with an alterna-

tive plan that Brussels is also
happy with.

The world’s fifth-biggest
economy could lose preferen-
tial access to its largest export
market overnight, affecting
every sector, leading to rising
costs and disruption at British
ports.

London and Brussels have
spent the best part of two
years working on a divorce
agreement but MPs in parlia-
ment’s lower House of

Commons comprehensively
rejected it on Tuesday.

May’s government then
survived a confidence vote on
Wednesday and set about talks
with figures from rival parties.
But the main opposition leader
Jeremy Corbyn stayed away,
saying a “no-deal” departure
must be ruled out first —
something May says is impos-
sible.

May spoke to Dutch Prime
Minister Mark Rutte and

German Chancellor Angela
Merkel on Thursday, and to EU
leaders Jean-Claude Juncker
and Donald Tusk by telephone
Friday to discuss where to go
next on Brexit.

EU chiefs have so far ruled
out renegotiating the agree-
ment, but have signalled they
could postpone the withdraw-
al if May changes her “red lines”
on leaving the EU’s customs
union and blocking free move-
ment of citizens. 

Britain's Prime Minister Theresa May, centre, laughs during a meeting with New Zealand's Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern, left, and military personnel in Downing Street in
London  on Monday. AP

Pope visit to Centam highlights 
church ministry to migrants
Guatemala City (AP): When
Pope Francis visits Panama this
week, he arrives not only as the
first Latin American pontiff to
visit Central America but as per-
haps the world’s most prominent
advocate for migrants at a time
when migration has become a
pressing political issue in the
region and elsewhere.

The Argentine-born son of
Italian immigrants has long
held the issue dear to his heart
and has signaled that it will be
a central theme during the trip,
which comes as the latest cara-
van of Central Americans is
wending its way toward the
US-Mexico frontier and
President Donald Trump’s
promised border wall has led to
the longest government shut-
down in the country’s history.

Francis’ emphasis on fun-
damental Christian teaching
about welcoming the stranger,
clothing the naked and feeding
the hungry has been a breath of
sustenance for those involved in
efforts to aid migrants in Central
America and Mexico, where
Catholic priests, nuns and
laypeople have taken the lead on
attending to migrants amid
what is often a vacuum of inac-
tion and indifference by gov-
ernments — or even outright
hostility.

“It has been so hard, even
within the church itself, to con-
vince (people) that helping
migrants is precisely part of the
work of the church,” said Lidia
Mara Souza, coordinator of the
group Pastoral of Human
Mobility in Honduras.

“But the pope has support-
ed us tremendously, and I think
now he comes to help us,” added
Souza, a nun of the Scalabrinian
order, which aids migrants as its
vocation and is present along the
length of the migratory route.
“He must remind the politicians
who declare themselves to be
Christians to be that for real.”

The migratory trail north from
Mexico and the violent
Northern Triangle region of
Central America is fraught with
peril. Criminal gangs control
much of the route and prey upon
migrants, who are often stig-
matized and face discrimination
as they travel distances as long
as 3,000 miles (5,000 kilometers)
with little but dreams in their
backpacks.

All along the way, they rely
on a network of support in the
form of Catholic-run shelters
where they can find a place to
sleep, be safe from the cartels
and get a meal or advice.

Scalabrinians were among
the first to start ministering to
migrants in this part of the
world, in the mid-1980s open-
ing a shelter in Tijuana, across
from San Diego.

At the time, migration was
largely an ignored phenomenon,
said Bishop Raul Vera of Saltillo
in northern Mexico, one of the
first Mexicans to get involved in
the cause.Little by little, Vera
said, the network of safe hous-
es tied to the church sprang up

over the following decades to
reach the current number of
over 80 in Mexico, El Salvador,
Guatemala and Honduras.

“The migrants became the
messengers,” the bishop said.
“They told us, ‘Here they mis-
treat us, here they receive us well.’
And that way we began to see
that in many places we were
duplicating efforts and we began
to coordinate among ourselves.”
In Honduras, Souza recalled,
nuns attended to refugees from
civil wars in El Salvador,
Guatemala and Nicaragua, but
soon they realized that many
people were also leaving that
country and still more were
being returned from the United
States.

Now their main focus is on
deportees, who in some ways are
the most vulnerable. 

“When the systematic
deportations from the United
States began, those who came
back were people linked to the
gangs, and I think the stigma
was created that deportees are
criminals and we shouldn’t help
them,” Souza said.

China grants Ivanka 5 trademarks amid trade talks
AP nSHANGHAI

The Chinese government
has granted Ivanka Trump’s

company preliminary approval
for another five trademarks this
month, as her father’s admin-
istration pushes ahead on trade
negotiations with China.

Four trademarks, including
child care centers, sunglasses
and wedding dresses, were
approved on Sunday. A fifth,
covering brokerage, charitable
fundraising and art valuation
services, was approved on
January 6, according to online
trademark office records.

The applications were filed
in 2016 and 2017. If no one
objects, they will be finalised
after 90 days.Ivanka Trump’s
expanding intellectual proper-
ty holdings have long raised
ethical concerns, particularly in

China, where the courts and
bureaucracy tend to reflect the
will of the ruling Communist
Party.Ivanka Trump’s lawyers in
China did not respond imme-
diately to a request for com-

ment.Critics argue that by ask-
ing a foreign government for
valuable intellectual property
rights, White House officials
could open themselves to pres-
sure in government negotia-

tions. There is also concern that
the family’s global trademark
portfolio would open the way
for lucrative business opportu-
nities once Donald Trump
leaves office.

Ivanka Trump closed her
fashion brand in July. Her rep-
resentatives assert that trade-
mark filings are a normal busi-
ness practice and are needed to
protect her name from copycats
seeking to capitalize on her
fame.Companies apply for
trademarks for a range of rea-
sons.

They can be signs of cor-
porate ambition, but many also
are filed defensively, particu-
larly in China, where trade-
mark squatting is
rampant.China has said it treats
all trademark applications
equally under the law.

Kremlin says peace talks with
Japan a ‘drawn out’ process
AFP n MOSCOW

The Kremlin on Monday
dampened expectations of

any breakthrough at the
upcoming summit between
the leaders of Russia and Japan,
saying striking a peace deal
would be a very “drawn out”
process. Russian President
Vladimir Putin and Japanese
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
will meet Tuesday in Moscow,
part of revived negotiations
aiming to formally end World
War II.The peace process
stalled in the 1950s due to a dis-
pute over the Kuril islands the
Soviet army occupied in the last
days of the war. “The president
has said from the start that the

issue of signing a peace agree-
ment with Japan will be very
drawn out in terms of time,”
Putin’s spokesman Dmitry
Peskov told journalists hours
before Abe’s expected touch-
down in the Russian capital.
“The talks are in their initial
stage,” he said.

Tokyo claims as their own
the so-called southern Kurils,
a string of islands just north of
Hokkaido which it calls
Northern Territories.

In the 1950s, the Soviet
Union had said it would be
willing to transfer Shikotan
island and Habomai, a group of
islets, to Japan, following a
signed peace accord. Japan at
the time refused, demanding

the entire chain, which also
includes the islands of Iturup
and Kunashir. The notion that
Moscow could now cede any
territory to Japan is extremely
sensitive in Russian society,
with a number of protests held
against it in recent weeks,
including in Moscow at the
weekend.

Peskov did not rule out the
possibility that Putin could
hand over territory in exchange
for a peace deal. “Nobody has
officially offered anything, so
any eventual line of reasoning
is hardly appropriate, they don’t
help the spirit of the talks,” he
said. “Nobody is going to go
against their national inter-
ests,” Peskov said.

‘Trump, Erdogan
agree to pursue 
a negotiated
solution for Syria’
Washington (PTI): US
President Donald Trump and
his Turkish counterpart Tayyip
Erdogan on Monday agreed to
continue to pursue a negotiat-
ed solution for northeast Syria,
the White House said Sunday
following a telephonic con-
versation between the two lead-
ers. Trump underscored the
importance of defeating ter-
rorist elements that remain in
Syria, it said.

“The two leaders agreed to
continue to pursue a negotiat-
ed solution for northeast Syria

that achieves our respective
security concerns,” the White
House said in a readout of the
call. The two leaders also dis-
cussed their mutual interest in
expanding the trade relation-
ship between the United States
and Turkey, it said. 

The White House further
said Trump and Erdogan spoke
on a number of important
bilateral issues. Erdogan
expressed his condolences for
the loss of American lives in an
attack claimed by ISIS in
Manbij, Syria, last Wednesday. 

Filipino Muslims vote on autonomy after long peace effort
Marawi (Philippines):
Muslims in the southern
Philippines voted Monday in a
referendum on a new
autonomous region that seeks
to end nearly half a century of
unrest, in what their leaders are
touting as the best alternative
to a new wave of Islamic State
group-inspired militants.

The vote caps a tumul-
tuous peace effort by the gov-
ernment in Manila and the
Moro Islamic Liberation Front,
the main rebel group, to seal a
deal that was signed in 2014 but
languished in the Philippine
Congress until it was finally
approved last year.  Bloodshed
including the siege of Marawi
city by IS-linked militants and
other bombings and attacks in
the south threatened to derail
it. Al Haj Murad Ebrahim,
chairman of the Moro rebels,

has repeatedly said that the cre-
ation of a viable Muslim
autonomous region is the best
antidote to about half a dozen
smaller IS-linked radical
groups that remain a threat in
Mindanao, the homeland of
minority Muslims in the large-
ly Roman Catholic nation.

“We can roughly conclude
that all these splinter groups are
a result of the frustration with
the peace process,” Murad said
in July, when President Rodrigo
Duterte signed the legislation
creating the new region, called
Bangsamoro.

Under the deal, the rebels
gave up their goal of an inde-
pendent state in exchange for
broad autonomy, although they
originally wanted a federal unit
with more powers. T h e i r
30,000 to 40,000 fighters are to
be demobilized. Murad has

appealed to the international
community to contribute to a
trust fund to be used to finance
the insurgents’ transition from
decades of waging one of Asia’s
longest rebellions.

People remaining in battle-
scarred Marawi voted in
schools set up as voting centers,
and evacuees voted in
Saguiaran, with some hoping
peace would mean they could
get their homes and lives back
in the city where military
troops stand guard at check-
points and homes are filled
with bullet holes.

“We believe that this
plebiscite will be the key to
peaceful life,” said teacher
Gehariariah Daroninbang, who
was voting “yes” and said while
the deal was not assured to be
perfect, it was “near to perfect.”
Centuries of conquest — first

by  Spanish and American
colonial forces that had ruled
the Philippine archipelago fol-
lowed by Filipino Christian
settlers — have gradually
turned Muslims into a minor-
ity group in Mindanao, trig-
gering conflict over land,
resources and sharing of polit-
ical power.

Uprisings seeking self-rule
have been brutally suppressed,
feeding more resentment. 

Insecurity is fueled by pro-
liferation of weapons and
armed groups that have resort-
ed to ransom kidnappings and
extortion for survival, such as
the brutal Abu Sayyaf, which is
not part of any peace process.

Bangsamoro replaces an
existing poverty-wracked
autonomous region with a larg-
er, better-funded and more
powerful entity. AP

China’s low birth rate falls for second year
PTI n BEIJING

China’s two-child policy
implemented in 2016 has

failed to make an impact on the
country’s low birth rate as the
number of new-borns dropped
by two million last year in the
world’s most populous nation,
according to official figures
released Monday.

The figures released by the
National Bureau of Statistics
(NBS) said the low birth rates
coupled with the slowdown of
the Chinese economy raised
concerns as the country faced
demographic crisis with the
population of above 60 years
making 249 million, account-
ing for almost 18 per cent of the
total population. After China
implemented the comprehen-
sive two-child policy that
allows all couples to have two
children - abandoning its
decades-long one-child policy
- in 2016, the country’s health
authority predicted that the fer-
tility rate in 2017 and 2018

would be 1.97 and 2.09. They
predicted that the number of
new-borns in 2018 would be
7.90 lakh more than 2017.

The steady increase in old
age population raised concerns
over mounting costs of health
care for the elderly and the
shortage of labour in the
world’s second largest economy
which is also facing a slow-
down. A total of 15.23 million
babies were born last year in

China, a drop by about two
million from that of 2017, the
data said.

It marks the second-year
consecutive decrease since the
country relaxed its controver-
sial family planning policy and
fully implemented the univer-
sal second-child policy since
2016. The birth rate also
dropped from 1,243 to 1,094
per 100,000 population from
2017 to 2018, state-run China

Daily reported, quoting the
NBS data.

Before the population data
was released, Chinese experts
forecast that the number of
birth for last year would con-
tinue to fall due to causes such
as rapid decline in the number
of women at childbearing age
and people’s lack of willingness
to have more babies.

China adopted the uni-
versal second-child policy at
the beginning of 2016, allow-
ing all couples to have two chil-
dren, to counter problems such
as ageing and dwindling work-
force.

After the number of birth
reached 17.86 million that year,
the highest since 2000, the
number of birth fell to 17.23
million in 2017.

The latest NBS figures also
show that the total population
on the Chinese mainland
reached 1.395 billion, an
increase of 5.3 million year-on-
year with the number of peo-

ple at 60 years old or above
exceeded 249 million, account-
ing for 17.9 per cent of the total
population, according to the
bureau

The number of workforce,
or those between 16 and 59
years old, stood at around 897
million, accounting for 64.3 per
cent of the total population, it
said.

Yi Fuxian, a research fellow
at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison, and Su Jian, director
of the National Centre for
Economic Research at Peking
University, told the state-run
Global Times early this month
that the figures for the number
of new-borns failed to meet the
health authority’s expectation.

The number of women
between the ages of 20 and 39
is expected to drop by more
than 39 million over the next
decade, said He Yafu, a demog-
rapher and author of a book on
the impact of China’s popula-
tion policy.

Pope Francis points at a tablet as he unveils his own user profile in Click To Pray,
the official app of the Pope's Worldwide Prayer Network, during the Angelus noon
prayer he recited from the window of his studio overlooking St. Peter's Square, at
the Vatican on Sunday. AP
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Actor R. MADHAVAN will be tak-
ing over the complete directing
duties on Rocketry — The Nambi
Effect after Ananth Mahadevan
had to leave the project
due to “unavoidable cir-
cumstances.”

Earlier, Madhavan
was co-directing the
film based on the
life of scientist and
aerospace engi-
neer S. Nambi
Narayanan, with
Ananth. “He is an
extremely talented
filmmaker. However,
owing to unavoidable
circumstances and cer-
tain pressing commit-
ments he could no
longer direct the film,”
Madhavan said.
“Rocketry is close to my
heart. The film is shaping
up well and I can't wait to
tell the incredible story
to the world,” he added.

Actress ARCHANA PURAN

SINGH says she
has more to offer
as an artiste. 
She made her
acting debut in
1987. 
“Sometimes I
feel that being an
artiste, I could have explored
more in the industry. In my
career I have mostly got comic
roles... I did not get much chance
to experiment different roles. It is
very important to be a versatile
actor and I believe I have that
potential in myself,” she said.
However, she has no regrets.
“I am happy and satisfied with
whatever God has given me. I did
not even imagine that I would be
able to cover such a long path in
showbiz. Whatever I am today is
because of God's grace and my
fans love. I am grateful to them,”
she added.

Actor LUKE PERRY has some act-
ing advice for his young co-stars
of Riverdale.
It was a different era when
Beverly Hills, 90210 was on
air. Back then, where there
was no social media. On the
biggest challenges
about having to deal
with that aspect of
promotion today, he
said, “To me, the
biggest challenge
that comes with it all
is just focus. You
need to focus on the
work.”
He added, “I just try
to get the younger
guys to keep their pri-
vate stuff private and
keep the show visible.
That's the key. You get
a lot of feedback from
the fans through social
media platforms, which
is great, but there are
some negative sides
too.”

Madhavan solely
directs Rocketry 

‘I believe age or life
stages
should not
affect a
woman's
career. It's
important
not to limit
yourself.
Women can do it all.
I have always
enjoyed playing
various roles on reel
— a warrior princess,
model. All of this has
been possible
because I focus on
being healthy inside
to stay beautiful
outside.’ 
—Kareena Kapoor
Khan

Luke has advice
for young actors
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Bringing together the delica-
cy of hand-woven fabrics
with the sharpness of his sig-
nature gravity-defying, pat-
terned designs, designer

Gaurav Gupta is set to showcase his
summer/resort collection — The
(Un)folding — at the opening of the
Lakmé Fashion Week 2019.

Gaurav said his collection will
bring together elements that are
“unique” to Indian design, highlight-
ing his love for origami-folding and
fluid-structural construction through
embellishments and textiles. He has
included many first-time elements
such as Lucknawi chikankari draped
into demi-couture dresses, a particu-
lar tone of yellow that is traditionally
called ‘basanti’, which means the
essence of sun-lit spring and Banarasi
brocades, which are turned  into
deconstructed lehengas, perfect for a
modern bride on a destination wed-
ding. Even the menswear features
chikankari and brocades in unexpect-
ed ways.

The colour palette features most-
ly pastel shades like powder blue, yel-
low, ivory and rose. Along with his
scaffold-like pattern, these tones are
Gaurav’s vision of a glamorous and
powerful spring of 2019.

Fashion designers,
Shantanu and Nikhil Mehra
are  also going to present
their first-ever grand finale
for the LFW. Inspired by the
beauty theme for the season,
Recruit SS’19 promises to
take the audience on an
empowering journey of
the culmination of mod-
ern authority in the
contemporary Indian
framework of beliefs
and will highlight
the evolution that
has led to the
emancipation
of the millen-
nial Indian
woman. 

This time they are giving red a
new dimension in  matte flavour.
Now this is a colour that they have
never dabbled with. They are then
sort of weaving it in with a story that
has a strong emotional connect of
valour, pride and integrity which
pretty much sets the tone for this
time’s collection.

The designers feel like being
“reborn in the world of fashion” as
they call it their “ultimate exam.” As

Nikhil said, “It has happened to us
after 18 years and there isn’t anything
more exciting than this. The first
Shantanu and Nikhil finale on a plat-
form like Lakme Fashion Week which
has continuously given fashion and
makeup a new dimension.” 

Added Shantanu, “It is almost like
being reborn in the world of fashion.
We still feel like ‘Is this really happen-
ing to us?’ It is like the ultimate fash-
ion show for us....as if it is our first
and last fashion show. This is the ulti-
mate exam in the fashion world.”  

Talking about how much this col-
laboration is going to add responsi-
bility to them as designers, Shantanu
said: “First, we are always question-
ing ourselves at work and always
looking to reinvent our styles and
designs. We are looking for a distur-
bance in our equilibrium at work, so
it is not unusual for us to be putting
ourselves into this position.”

Added Nikhil, “As far as the
responsibility is concerned, if you
have a story to tell and you stick to
it, just go full-throttle and that’s
what we are doing. How do we make
red, black and gold integrate seam-
lessly. Then sort of weave it in with
a story that has a strong emotional
connect of valour, pride and integri-
ty that pretty much sets the tone for
this collection.”

The designers have been
focussing on gender-neutral clothing
for the last few years as they intro-
duced men to draped kurtas which is
considered to be extremely feminine.
“We have taken cue from that and
moved to a line for a woman who is
more empowered. The silhouettes are
more structured which give her that
opportunity to lead the path. It
speaks of women’s abilities through
silhouettes,” said Shantanu.

Talking about being a trend-set-
ter, Nikhil said, “We’re always consid-
ered to be an anti-trend brand of
design. Even the gender equality
that we try to show is through the
medium of couture, is more subdued
and brings in a little more sanity but
keeps it more occasion-driven. The
focus is not only on the garment but
on the wearer, there is a story to every
garment.”

A brand that started in 2007,
building it up was the toughest and
most challenging task “but at the
same time is the most fulfilling and
it has taken us 14 years to understand
what Shantanu & Nikhil as a brand
mean to the world. This rude awak-
ening has happened recently where
we have fallen in love with the coun-
try we live in and feel the need to
bring back some of those glorious
moments of India and modernising
it to cater to this new wave of the
emerging market called the millen-
nials,” said Shantanu.

They also feel that the Indian
fashion industry has now realised the
opportunity that lies in India’s histo-
ry without having to depend on
craftsmanship only. 

(Lakmé Fashion Week is slated to
kickstart from January 30 to February
3.)

—With IANS inputs

Adoption is when a child grows
from her mommy’s heart
instead of her tummy, believes

Nandana Dev Sen,  an award-win-
ning actor, writer and child rights
activist who released her first book,
In My Heart. 

Accompanied with many illus-
trations, the book is well-imagined

and sensitively told, encouraging
all children to celebrate the
unique ways in which different
families are born. 

Nandana said, “As a child,
reader and an author, I’ve
always adored books that were
imaginative. Books that pro-
mote a kind, brave, inclusive
and sensitive view of the world,
without being preachy.” 

She further said that adop-
tion is a critical topic in India,

where we have countless disenfran-
chised children whose lives could be
transformed just by embracing them.
Yet the topic is rarely discussed in
mainstream media or in  Indian pop-
ular culture.

“There is still a fear of bullying
attached to adoption. We don’t have
enough books yet that foster fami-
lies can directly relate to. They
could use books as a tool to discuss
their precious family identities. But
yes we can see a wave of change flow-
ing, the interest is quite rapidly
increasing,” added the writer.

Her books focusses on a larger
understanding of belonging based on
love rather than biological relation.
It would speak equally to all non-tra-
ditional families, for instance chil-
dren with homosexual parents, step
siblings or a surrogate mother. She
wrote this one for all kids, with the
objective of widening their under-
standing of and regard for how dif-
ferent kinds of families grow togeth-
er through love. 

Nandana said, “The dynamics of
a non-traditional family has a great
deal to do with the world accepting
its ‘normality’ and bond with

absolute respect and ease without
bullying or persecution. I’ve always
believed that children’s books can go
a long way in fostering a lifetime of
empathy in impressionable minds —
that’s one reason why I love them so
much.’’

She believes that children’s books
are the most influential and deli-
ciously infectious literature in the
world. They encourage them to
soar with their imagination, think
critically, ask questions and commu-
nicate their thoughts and 
feelings. 

For people who find it difficult to take
out extra time for physical activity after
a hectic schedule, exercise just got sim-

pler and harder to avoid. Researchers have
shown that a few minutes of stair climbing
called the “stair-snacking” approach, at
short intervals between work, can improve
cardiovascular health.

The study showed that virtually anyone
can improve their fitness, anywhere and any
time throughout the day. “The findings make
it even easier for people to incorporate ‘exer-
cise snacks’ into their day,” says Martin
Gibala, professor at McMaster University in
Canada. “Those who work in office towers
or live in apartment buildings can vigorous-
ly climb a few flights of stairs in the morn-
ing, at lunch, and in the evening and know
they are getting an effective workout.”

The latest study has challenged previous
studies which had shown that brief bouts of
vigorous exercise or sprint interval training
(SIT) are effective when performed as a sin-
gle session, requiring a total time commit-
ment of 10 minutes or so.

For this study, researchers set out to
determine if SIT exercise snacks, or vigor-
ous bouts of stair-climbing performed as sin-
gle sprints spread throughout the day,
would be sufficient enough to improve car-
dio-respiratory fitness (CRF). For the study,
one group of sedentary young adults vigor-
ously climbed a three-flight stairwell, three
times per day. They repeated the protocol
three times each week over the course of six
weeks. The researchers compared the change
in their fitness to a control group which did
not exercise.

The findings, published in the journal
Applied Physiology, Nutrition and
Metabolism, showed that although sprint
interval training works but the stair snack-
ing approach was also effective. “Vigorously
climbing a few flights of stairs on your cof-
fee or bathroom break during the day
seems to be enough to boost fitness in peo-
ple who are otherwise sedentary,” said
Jonathan Little, assistant professor at
University of British Columbia in Canada. 

In addition to being more fit, the stair
climbers were also stronger compared to
their sedentary counterparts and generated
more power during a maximal cycling test.
In future, researchers hope to investigate dif-
ferent exercise snacking protocols with
varying recovery times and the effect on
other health-related indicators such as
blood pressure and glycemic control, the
team noted.

At every stage of an
Indian woman’s life, her
name is invoked. She is

portrayed as a quintessential
daughter, an ideal wife and a
perfect mother in various
illustrations, texts, stories, and
modern media. In Ramayana,
there are disparate perspec-
tives and different brushes
with which people have paint-
ed the character of Sita over
the years.

Author Chitra Banerjee
Divakaruni has launched her
novel, The Forest of
Enchantments, which delves in
some rare archives from the
Indian epic with a new per-
spective.

During the launch, com-
bining her immense knowl-
edge of Indian mythology and
the fascinating stories and
events in Ramayana, the
author took the audience on a
voyage of retrospection from
the perspective of Sita.

In this retelling,
Divakaruni places Sita at the
centre of the novel calling it
the “Sita’s version.”

The novel is also a human
story of a few other women in
the epic, often misunderstood
and relegated to the margins
— Kaikeyi, Surpanakha and

Mandodari. A powerful com-
ment on duty, betrayal, infi-
delity and honour, it is also
about women’s struggle to
retain autonomy in a world
that privileges men, as
Divakaruni transforms an
ancient tale into a gripping,
contemporary battle of wills.

Divakaruni said, “I contin-
ued to discover myself
through Sita, who for me has
always been at the height of
the Ramayana.”

She talked about the con-
dition of women. She told how

she wanted to show Sita’s desire
to experience the world outside
her confinement in a space
where she only took care of her
in-laws.

While the Ramayana res-
onates even today, the author
in her book makes it more rel-
evant than ever through the
underlying questions in the
novel — How should women
be treated by their loved ones?
What are their rights in a rela-
tionship? When does a woman
need to stand up and say, ‘it’s
enough.’

Time for some

‘stair-snacking’ FLUID
FALLS

Designers 
GAURAV GUPTA and
SHANTANU-NIKHIL

unfurl their plans for
a bold spring that is

more about
personality 

than gender

SHANTANU-NIKHIL
FEEL LIKE BEING
‘REBORN IN THE

WORLD OF FASHION’
AS THEY CALL THE
SHOW AS THEIR
‘ULTIMATE EXAM’

Author CHITRA BANERJEE DIVAKARUNI’s new book,
The Forest of Enchantments takes the readers on a
voyage of introspection from a woman’s perspective

Repainting SitaNandana speaks

from the heart

Actor, writer and
child rights

activist
NANDANA DEV
SEN launches her

new book that
demystifies 
the world of 

adopted kids

‘Adoption is a critical
topic in India, where
we have countless

disenfranchised
children whose lives
could be transformed

just by 
embracing them’
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WARNER TO UNDERGO ELBOW SURGERY  
Sydney: Banned former Australian vice-captain David
Warner is expected to undergo minor surgery on his
elbow on Tuesday after returning home from the
Bangladesh Premier League with an injury. The 32-year-
old returned to Australia last week following a stint with
the Sylhet Sixers in the Bangladesh Twenty20
tournament after he reported pain in his right elbow.
Warner's elbow will be assessed in Melbourne on
Tuesday, before he is expected to undergo minor
surgery, cricket.Com.Au reported on Monday. Cricket
Australia's website said Warner's condition was not
believed to be as serious as the elbow injury sustained
by Smith, also in the Bangladesh tournament. Smith,
29, underwent surgery last week and is expected to
spend six weeks in a brace before extensive
rehabilitation. Smith's injury could affect his chances of
being picked in the national side for the World Cup
starting in May, as well as the Ashes series — also in
England — later this year. 

KI SUNG RULED OUT OF ASIAN CUP
Al-Ain: South Korea's Asian Cup hopes have suffered a
blow after Premier League midfielder Ki Sung-yueng
was ruled out of the tournament with a hamstring
injury. The 29-year-old Newcastle United man played
less than an hour at the tournament before being taken
off during South Korea's opening win over the
Philippines in Dubai. Ki's withdrawal was announced as
South Korea, two-time winners of the tournament and
the 2015 runners-up, prepare to take on Bahrain in the
round of 16 on Tuesday.

ANAND BEATS MAMEDYAROV
Wijk Aan Zee: Five-time world champion Viswanathan
Anand scored a crushing victory over Shakhriayar
Mamedyartov of Azerbaijan in the eighth round to share
the lead with Norway's Magnus Carlsen in the Tata Steel
chess tournament. Having outclassed Vladimir Kramnik
of Russia as black in the previous round, Anand, a five
times winner here, continued his demolition act and
grounded Mamaedyarov who currently holds the third
position in the world rankings. The Indian ace took his
tally to 5.5 points out of a possible eight and is matched
only by reigning world champion Carlsen who himself
played a fine game to beat Richard Rapport of Hungary.
With two leaders in front, Ian Nepomniachtchi of
Russia, Ding Liren of China and local star Anish Giri are
right on their heels, tailing by half a point. Temour
Radjabov of Azerbaijan is in sole sixth spot on 4.5
points while other Indian Vidit Gujrathi shares the
seventh spot having four points in all. Five rounds still
remain in the first super tournament of the year.

SINGLES

PTI n MUMBAI 

Saying that "every year has been better
than the previous one", chief nation-
al badminton coach Pullela

Gopichand is hopeful India would clinch
its first-ever Gold medal in the discipline
at the 2020 Tokyo Olympics.

The 45-year-old badminton legend
said the sport has undergone remarkable
change in India in the last ten years.

"Well, I think every year, in the last few
years, has been better than the previous
one.

"In 2008 (Beijing Olympics) — the
quarterfinal results was the biggest result,
in 2012 (London Olympics) we had the
first-ever Bronze (Saina Nehwal), in 2016
(Rio Olympics) we had the first-ever
Silver (P V Sindhu) and, hopefully, 2020
(Tokyo Olympics) we will have the first-
ever Gold," Gopichand said on Monday.

The former All England champion was
speaking after felicitating the seven win-
ners of the IDBI Federal Quest for Excellence
#Young Champ programme, who will
undergo training at his academy in
Hyderabad.

Gopichand said earlier badminton
was remembered for men's singles players
like Nandu Natekar, Suresh Goel and
Prakash Padukone, among others, but
Nehwal changed the perception.

"Well, yes. For a long time before these
girls (referring to Nehwal, P V Sindhu)
came out, badminton was primarily

remembered for men's singles
players, whether it is Nandu
Natekar, Suresh Goel, Prakash
(Padukone) Sir or Syed Modi.

"It is how that whole thing was.
The change to that (perception)
happened (and for that) Saina
(Nehwal) was important.

"We needed somebody with
that kind of push, hunger, will to
win, because (being) the first per-
son to come out and win is very dif-
ficult," the veteran shuttler said.

He heaped praise on Sindhu,
saying the 2016 Rio Olympics
Silver medallist has at least two
more Olympics left.

"It is great to see what Sindhu
has achieved — World

Championship medal, Olympic
medal and all other medals — and
you can still look at her and say 'she
has two Olympics to go at least', and
that is something fantastic," he
noted.

Gopichand said he was able to
pass on the formula for winning to
his students at an early age.

"I won the All England
(Championship) at 27 and all my
life I wish I had won All England
at 20, then I would have had so
many more years of experience.

"When we were starting off
(with coaching), it was my mom's
statement — `if you had won
early, or if your kids (students) will
win early, they will have enough

chances to stumble, fall down, tie
their laces and move'.

"Because when I realised that
I knew the formula for winning, my
career was finished. So I just want-
ed to pass it (formula) so that my
kids (students) can win at a younger
age.

"And I'm sure I have been suc-
cessful in that because Sindhu won
when she was very young. A lot of
my players have won at a young
age," he said.

According to Gopichand, the
change in Indian badminton over
the last 10 years has been "fantas-
tic".

"Fantastic, I would say. The
sport has jumped in all parameters.
Prakash (Padukone) Sir played
leagues in Denmark, Vimal
(Kumar) played in UK, I have
played in Germany and today we
host the biggest league in the world
(Premier Badminton League).

"Things have changed. We
have (Carolina) Marin coming
here to play, Viktor (Axelson) com-
ing here to play.

"Tournaments in those coun-
tries are stopped because we have
leagues more popular than theirs.
The earnings of top players have
gone up. They are encouraging a
whole set of people to take the sport
forward," he signed off.

PTI n JAKARTA 

Olympic Silver medallist P V
Sindhu will resume her

quest for glory in the new sea-
son, while Saina Nehwal and
Kidambi Srikanth aim to con-
tinue their impressive run when
they start their campaign at the
Indonesia Masters, starting with
qualifiers on Tuesday.

Seeded second Sindhu has
been a cut above other Indians
as she claimed Silver medals at
all the major events —
Commonwealth Games, Asian
Games and World
Championship, before ending
the year with the prestigious
World Tour Final title, the first
Indian to achieve the feat.

After the engagements of
Premier Badminton League
(PBL), Sindhu decided to skip

last week's Malaysia
Masters and she will
begin her campaign
against former Olympic
Gold medallist China's Li
Xuerui on Wednesday.

The 23-year-old from
Hyderabad is expected
to clash with reigning
Olympic champion
Carolina Marin at the
quarterfinals.

Saina, on the other
hand, had an impressive
start to the season, losing
semifinal spot at Malaysia
Masters, which was the
first World Tour Super
500 tournament of the
season.

The London
Olympic Bronze medal-
list will take on a qualifi-
er in the opening round

and faces the prospect
of meeting Japan's
Akane Yamaguchi,
seeded fourth, at the
quarters.

Srikanth, who also
entered the quarterfi-
nals at Kuala Lumpur
last week, plays his first
match against
Malaysia's Liew Daren.

The eighth seeded
Indian will be joined by
others such as Sameer
Verma, B Sai Praneeth
and HS Prannoy.

Sameer had
enjoyed a good run
last season, winning
titles at Swiss Open,
Hyderabad Open and
Syed Modi
International. He also
qualified for the World

PTI n NAPIER 

New Zealand's senior-most
batsman Ross Taylor on

Monday urged his team to
focus on the Indian top-order
rather than "get caught up"
with run-machine Virat Kohli
during the upcoming limited
overs series.

The tour starts on
Wednesday with the first ODI
in Napier. India will be play-
ing five One-dayers and three
T20 against the 'Black Caps'.

Entering the Test series
worried about how to decode
Kohli, the Australians recently learnt it the
hard way as Cheteshwar Pujara stole the
thunder Down Under, helping his team to
an epic triumph. Taylor doesn't want his
team to follow a similar approach.

"He's (Kohli) a sensational player, the
best one-day player going around, easily.
It's easy to get caught up in him. You've got

two pretty good openers at
the top, Sharma and Dhawan,
before he gets in," Taylor was
quoted as saying by
stuff.Co.Nz.

Taylor had his first net
session at the McLean Park
after his finger injury during
the home series against Sri
Lanka.

While Kohli averages a
staggering 113 in ODIs in
2018, Taylor's average is 92 in
the same period across 13
ODIs.

"I've played a few inter-
nationals now and under-

stand my role in the team. I've worked on
my game and try and rotate the strike early
and be as busy as I can. Different shots
against spinners at different stages have
maybe evolved my game in a positive way,"
Taylor said. "But you're still human and you
still have to start again, and it's exciting
against India." 

NEW DELHI: Recovering from an ankle injury
that forced him out of the Australia tour, the
young Prithvi Shaw on Monday said he will
be fit in time for the 12th season of Indian
Premier League.

The 19-year-old Shaw suffered the injury
in Australia before the
start of the four-match
Test series.

"I will be fit before
the Indian Premier
League and I am trying
hard to reach full fitness.
I am working on my
ankle as well as on my
upper body," Shaw told
'India TV'.

The Mumbai open-
er has been retained by Delhi Capitals for what
will be his second season.

The batsman twisted his ankle while field-
ing in the deep during practice match ahead
of the first Test in Adelaide.

Having stayed on with the team hoping
to be fit for the second Test in Perth, Shaw was
eventually ruled out of the remainder of the
series and sent back home for an extensive
rehabilitation programme. PTI

PTI n NEW DELHI 

Stubborn by her own admission, trail-
blazing Indian wrestler Vinesh Phogat

doesn't mind being called arrogant for it
since the attitude comes in handy to intim-
idate rivals on the mat.

"I am very stubborn, since childhood.
If I feel something is right, even if that is
wrong, I will be very stubborn about that
and I make sure people agree with me even
if I am wrong sometimes," she laughed.

But would she call it a virtue, to be stead-
fast even if wrong?

"If someone explains with love and
proves that my thought process is wrong and
I also start to realise that, then I concede and
step back," she said.

And what about the perception of
being arrogant for being so headstrong?

"Yes people say that (arrogant) but I
know what's inside me. And if it helps me
on the mat, I don't bother," she said.

"It helps me on the mat. People say it's
over-confidence but for me it's belief. I don't
get intimidated and your opponent also
notices the body language. Some people
work on it but for me it's God gift," she
added.

Vinesh, the first Indian athlete ever to
be nominated for Laureus World Sports
Award, also insisted that the mindset of
Indian wrestlers have greater self-belief.

"I feel India have 4-5 strong con-
tenders, who can beat any wrestler in the
world. I won't take names but we can win
2-3 Olympic medals. The mindset has
changed," she asserted.

"Earlier people used to just look for par-
ticipation or win a round at the Worlds but
now medals are a possibility for all. I know
these girls. After Sakshi's Bronze, girls are
now targeting Gold at Olympics.

"We have started becoming technical-
ly smart while earlier we just played a power
game, it's giving results."

The significance of getting a nomina-
tion for the prestigious Laureus awards has
still not dawned on the Haryana grappler.

"Honestly I still don't know what this
nomination is about. I just know that my
name has been put for voting. I had not even
heard of Laureus. And if no Indian athlete
has been nominated before, I can only be
proud of it.

"...It's definitely huge for wrestling in
India because it is still struggling for recog-
nition," said Vinesh, who is competing for
the Mumbai Maharathi in the ongoing edi-
tion of the Pro Wrestling League (PWL).

The winner of multiple international
medals says her comeback from a career-
threatening injury, sometimes has even her
amazed.

"I have seen athletes struggling so
badly after suffering injuries. Sometimes I
get shocked to see what and how I have
achieved this success. It's nothing but God's
grace."

Will she not give credit to her own hard
work?

"It's not just hard work because innu-
merable athletes do that. This is something
which I don't know. I beat even the formi-
dable Japan wrestlers after injury, it's God's
grace only."

Delhi Police XI players pose for a group photograph after
reaching Yamuna Trophy 2018 final by beating Aaj Tak XI by
99 runs in the semifinal match

‘India will win badminton Gold at Tokyo’

Chief National coach Gopichand expects shuttlers to continue impressive run and win first ever yellow metal in 2020 Olympics

Saina Nehwal poses with 2012 London Olympics Bronze medal; (in box) PV
Sindhu kisses 2016 Rio Olympics Silver medal; (right) P Gopichand poses for
a photograph with young shuttlers during an event launch PTI/File Pictures

Sindhu, Saina, Srikanth to compete at Indonesia Masters

‘Shouldn't get too

caught up with Kohli’

I WILL BE FIT

BEFORE IPL: SHAW

Don't mind being called arrogant: Vinesh 

Vinesh, the first Indian
athlete ever to be

nominated for Laureus
World Sports Award, also

insisted that the mindset of
Indian wrestlers have

greater self-belief

Tour Finals at the last moment and
secured at a creditable semifinal
finish. Praneeth also had a forgottable
2018 but dished out some good per-
formances at the PBL and would look
to translate the confidence in the
international circuit.

With the 2020 Olympic qualifi-
cation period starting from April, the
Indian trio of Sameer, Praneeth and
Prannoy will look to put the best foot
forward.

Sameer will begin the season
with a clash with the legendary Lin
Dan, Praneeth faces Olympic cham-
pion Chen Long, while Prannoy
meets Chinese Taipei's Chou Tien
Chen in the first round.

In men's doubles, it will be a

clash between two Indian combina-
tion with Satwiksairaj Rankireddy
and Chirag Shetty taking on Manu
Attri and B Sumeeth Reddy.

Women's doubles pair of
Ashwini Ponnappa and N Sikki
Reddy will square off against
Thailand's eighth seed Jongkolphan
Kititharakul and Rawinda Prajongjai,
while mixed doubles pair of
Satwiksairaj and Ashwini will pair up
to clash with seventh seeded English
husband-wife combination of Chris
Adcock and Gabriella Adcock.

Another mixed doubles pair of
Pranaav Jerry Chopra and Sikki will
face fourth seed Indonesian combo
of Tontowi Ahmad and Liliyana
Natsir.
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AFP n MELBOURNE 

Hometown hope Ashleigh
Barty faces a tough battle

against Czech veteran Petra
Kvitova for a spot in the semi-
finals on Tuesday but will have
the entire host nation cheering
her on. The other contest for a
final four berth pits the unseed-
ed pairing of Anastasia
Pavlyuchenkova and Danielle
Collins against one another,
with both players seeking Grand
Slam breakthroughs.

Barty, 22, entered this year's
tournament as 15th seed but car-
ries massive pressure from an
Australian public desperate for
Grand Slam success after
becoming the first local to make

the last eight in a decade.
She has already downed

five-time Grand Slam champi-
on Maria Sharapova and is on a
red-hot run of form, winning
seven of her eight matches this
year. But against the eighth-seed-
ed Kvitova, Barty is up against
one of the few players on tour

who can boast a richer vein of
2019 form.

Kvitova has won all nine of
her matches this year, including
a three-set win over Barty in the
final of the Sydney International
warm-up tournament.

With two Wimbledon titles
in her trophy cabinet, the 28-
year-old Kvitova has experience
going deep into Grand Slams,
while Barty's run to the
Melbourne quarters is the fur-
thest she has gone at a major.

Throw in the fact that
Kvitova has a 3-0 record against
Barty and the task facing the
Australian looks imposing.

But Barty, whose best show-
ing at a major is the US Open
fourth round last year, has wel-

comed the pressure, saying this
year's career plan was always to
"go deep into Slams".

"I feel like that was the next
step for me," she said.

Russia's Pavlyuchenkova,
the world number 44, is a play-
er who has been threatening to
reach the next level for several
years but still remains on the
fringes of success at the majors.

The 27-year-old's match
against Collins is her second
appearance in the quarter-finals
at Melbourne Park and her
fourth overall at Grand Slams.

She is yet to progress further
but showed admirable resilience
to fight back after dropping a set
to US fifth seed Sloane Stephens
in a third-round match.

AFP n MELBOURNE 

Serena Williams subdued a stubborn
fightback from world number one
Simona Halep to take her quest for a

record-equalling 24th major into the sea-
son's first Grand Slam quarter-finals on
Monday.

The 37-year-old American beat the
Romanian top seed 6-1, 4-6, 6-4 in an epic
three-setter to line up a last eight clash with
Czech eighth seed Karolina Pliskova.

It was Williams' first match against a
world number one since returning after
having a baby in September 2017 and the
American showed why many already
regard her as the greatest of all time.

She unleashed an early onslaught and
Halep was in danger crumbling before the
French Open champion regrouped for a
stirring comeback.

"It was an intense match and there were
some incredible points," Williams said.

"She's the number one player in the
world and there's a reason why... (but) I'm
such a fighter, I just never give up."

Williams won her 23rd Grand Slam
Down Under two years ago while two
months pregnant and is
the bookies' favourite to
claim an eighth Australian
title, despite being seeded
16th.

Another major would
match Margaret Court's tally and an
intensely-focused Williams had not
dropped a set in three matches before meet-
ing Halep.

Williams' started slowly when she
allowed Halep to bring up three break
points in the opening game, conceding with
a double fault.

But the American broke back in the
next, racing to the net for an overhead
smash when one of her powerfully hit
returns flew high off Halep's racquet.

She then ran away with the first set 6-
1 in 20 minutes, blasting 10 winners to

three against the world's top-ranked player.
Halep did better early in the second set,

and when the American did break her in the
third game she immediately broke back.

Standing well behind the baseline, she
drew Williams into more rallies and began
to find her range, hitting the corners to move
the American around.

Halep broke again to take a set off
Williams, celebrating with a fired-up dou-
ble fist pump.

The turning point came in the sixth
game of the third set when Halep clawed
three break points but Williams held and
took a decisive break in the fifth.

UPBEAT DESPITE LOSS
World number one Simona Halep

remained upbeat after a gutsy display
against 23-time Grand Slam champion
Williams, who is on a mission this year for
a record equalling 24th title.

When asked to rate her campaign she
replied: "Close to 10." "I have the courage to
say that, because I took the risk to stay home
so much (for off-season rest).

"I haven't prepared for the highest level
in tennis, but I didn't play bad, so I'm happy
about the way that it's been going this tour-
nament. I take only the positives. I had great
matches." Halep was not concerned her
fourth-round exit could cost her the num-
ber one ranking, saying she preferred to con-
centrate on tournament results.

"The main goal is just to play as good
as I can every match, to win every match I
play, so the ranking doesn't really matter,"
she said.

"At this stage I have to work hard to get
the level back, to feel 100 percent every
match. So I'll work for that."

As for her immediate plans, Halep said
she would be resting up and closely watch-
ing the rest of the season-opening Grand
Slam.

"I'll just go home, I will rest and I will
watch tennis," she said. "I'm also curious
about who is going to win." 

AFP n MELBOURNE 

Drained Novak Djokovic
admitted he "didn't feel
so great" after surviving

a physical fourth-round exam-
ination against 15th seed Daniil
Medvedev at the Australian
Open.

The world number one
came through an almost three-
and-a-half hour, four-set grind
that extended into the early
hours of Tuesday morning.

Djokovic dropped a set for
the second match running but
won 6-4, 6-7 (5/7), 6-2, 6-3 at
12:43 am to set up a quarter-final
against Japan's eighth seeded Kei
Nishikori on Wednesday.

Serb Djokovic and Russian
Medvedev both needed atten-
tion from the trainer during an
exhausting encounter liberally
sprinkled with punishing rallies
of 30 shots or more.

"I didn't feel so great, you
know, in the last 20 minutes of
the match," Djokovic told
reporters. "So we'll see tomorrow
how the body reacts, but I'm
confident I can recover and I can
be ready for next one," he said.

"It was just, you know, a lit-
tle bit of fatigue, a little bit of
back. Nothing major. But there
are a couple of things that have
surfaced," said the 14-time
Grand Slam champion.

"It was kind of a cat-and-a-
mouse game for most of the
match.

"We had rallies of 40, 45
exchanges. That's why I think it
was physically exhausting.
‘DRAINING MATCH'

"His backhand is very, very
solid. He didn't give me much
from that side, but, you know,
you can't always play on the fore-
hand.

"You have to open up the
court and try to be patient and
construct the point." The 31-
year-old Serb crucially saved
three break points at 1-2, 0-40 in
the pivotal third set to break the
tenacious 22-year-old's resolve.

"Even though it was three
sets to one, it seems like a five-
set match, really," said Djokovic.

"It was draining physically a
lot, because, you know, you just
could not rely on the one-two
punch tactics." Djokovic reached
his 43rd Grand Slam quarter-
final to stay on course for a
record seventh Australian Open
title, but will next have to con-
quer marathon man Nishikori.

The Japanese number one
was in trouble at two sets down
before winning a third five-set-
ter in four matches to get past
Spain's Pablo Carreno Busta.

"Congratulations to him for
fighting back from two sets to
love down and break down. He's
a fighter," said Djokovic.

"He's a very talented player.
One of the quickest players on
the tour. You know, hard work-
er. I have lots of respect for him."

The Australian Open is
Djokovic's most successful
major and a seventh crown
would put him clear of six-
times champion Roger Federer,
who was eliminated on Sunday,
and Australian great Roy
Emerson, whose six wins all
came before the Open era.

Serena muscles past Simona
Williams overcomes top seed Halep’s tough challenge to advance in quarters

Serena Williams, right, is congratulated by Simona Halep after winning fourth round match at the Australian Open championship AP

DJOKOVIC INCHES
CLOSER TO HISTORY

Barty fired up for Kvitova re-match Nadal faces Tiafoe
AFP n MELBOURNE 

Relentless Rafael Nadal will
aim to snuff out the chal-

lenge of young giant-killer
Frances Tiafoe on Tuesday,
while young Greek Stefanos
Tsitsipas has eyes on a maiden
semi-final after knocking out
Roger Federer. The tourna-
ment hits the quarter-final
stage in Melbourne with 17-
time Grand Slam winner Nadal
emerging as a strong title
favourite. The Spaniard has
not dropped a set and demol-
ished former world number
four Tomas Berdych 6-0, 6-1,
7-6 (7/4) in the fourth round in
an awesome display.

Lying in his path is

American Tiafoe who has
already accounted for the fifth
seed Kevin Anderson and
become a fans' favourite with
his exuberant LeBron James
style celebrations and inspiring
life story. The son of immi-
grants from Sierra Leone,
Tiafoe turned 21 on Sunday
and celebrated his birthday by
beating 20th seed Grigor
Dimitrov to reach a Slam quar-
ter-final for the first time.

"I'm so excited to play
Rafa. We're going to have some
fun, going to have some long
rallies." Nadal said he was
aware of the young world num-
ber 39, and would be on his
guard against a man he had
never played.


